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The University Calendar 
1931 
Spring Recess begins Friday March27.3 :15 P.M. 
Spring Recess ends Monday April 6.2 :00 P.M. 
Memorial  Day   (holiday) Saturday May 30 
Final   Examinations Friday-Friday June 5-12 
Meeting of Board of Trustees Saturday June 13 
Alumni  Day Saturday June 13 
President's  Reception Saturday June 13 
Baccalaureate Sermon Sunday June 14 
Commencement  Day Monday June 15 
COLLEGE YEAR 1931-1932 
First Semester Opens Monday September 14 
Freshman   Week Monday-Thursday September 14-17 
Registration of Former Students Wednesday September 16 
Registration of New Students Thursday September 17 
Classes Organized Friday Sept. 18,8:00 A.M. 
First  Convocation Friday Sept. 18,12:00 M. 
DENISON CENTENNIAL Friday-Sunday October 16-18 
Vesper  Service Sunday Oct. 18. 5:00 P.M. 
Thanksgiving  Recess Thursday-Friday November 26-27 
Christmas   Recess begins Friday Dec. 18,3:15 P.M. 
1932 
Christmas  Recess ends Tuesday Jan. 5,8:00 A.M. 
Mid-Year Examinations Friday-Friday January 22-29 
Second Semester begins Monday Feb. 1, 8 :00 A.M. 
Washington's Birthday (holiday) 
(Founders' Day) Monday February 22 
Spring  Recess begins Friday April 1,3 :15 P.M. 
Spring Recess ends Monday Aphlll.8:O0A.M 
Memorial  Day  (holiday) Monday May 30 
Final  Examinations Friday-Friday June 3-10 
Commencement Monday June 13 
Board of Trustees 
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD 
REV. HERBERT F. STILWEIX. A.M., D.D., LL.D., PRESIDENT 
COLONEL EDWARD A. DEEDS. B.S., VICE PRESIDENT 
DAVID E. (".KEEN. B.S., L.L.B., SECOND VICE PRESIDENT 
REV. MII.LARD HRKI.SFORD. A.IS., D.D., SECRETARY 
EDWARD CANBY. TREASURER 
M. 1.   BAUINOBI, ASSISTANT TREASURER 
MKMUKRS 
llx-Officio 
President of the University 
Clou I     Term Expiris June. 1931 
HARRY W. AMU,. HI Cambridge 
REV. MII.LARD BlELSFOBO, All., D.D F.ast Cleveland 
1885 C.rastnere Street 
EDWARD  CANBY Dayton 
Computing Scale Co. 
REV. TILESTON F. CHAMBERS. D.D       Granville 
REV.  HENRY T. CRANE, D.D Cincinnati 
2427 Auburn Avenue 
CYRUS S. EATON, A.M. Cleveland 
Otis & Co., Cuyalioga Building 
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JULIUS G. LAMSON Toledo 
333 Summit Street 
HOWARD LEWIS, A.B   Toledo 
Nicholas Building 
CIIARI.ES  H.  PRESCOTT Cleveland 
Saginaw Hay Lumber Co., 210fi W. Third Street 
HARRY C. ROYAL Cleveland 
Ernst & Ernst, Union Trust Building 
FRANKLIN G. SMITH Cleveland 
5401 Hamilton Avenue 
HAROLD E. LAUSON Granville 
Class II—Term Expires June. 1932 
FREDERICK P. HEAVER Dayton 
215 W. Second Street 
CHARLES F. BURKE, PH.B New York City 
375 Riverside Drive 
WALLACE H. CATHCART, B.S., L.H.D Cleveland 
10700 Euclid Avenue 
WILI.ARD D. C HAM in-RUN Dayton 
651 Oxford Avenue 
ALFRED M. COLBY, PH.B Mansfield 
Woodland Road 
COL. EDWARD A. DEEDS, B.S New York City 
52 Wall Street 
DAVID E. GREEN, B.S., LL.B Cleveland 
1805 Guarantee Title Building 
PROFESSOR OSMAN C. HOOPER, A.M., L.H.D Columbus 
Ohio State University 
REV. HORACE T. HOUP, A.M., B.D Athens 
Ohio University 
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PERCY L. VVILTSEE, A.B Cincinnati 
24 W. Ninth Street 
G. HERBERT SHORNEY. B.S Oak Park. Illinois 
MO S. Maple Avenue 
W. PORTER BECK. U.S.. M.S Wilkinsburg, Pa, 
8971 Eastwood Road 
Class III—Term Expires June, 1933 
FRED D. BARKER, PII.M.. M.D Granvilk 
Rev. J. LORINC CHENEY, A.M.. PII.D East Cleveland 
184S Oxford Road 
JACOB R. DAVIES. A.M Newark 
Trust Building 
HORACE C. HEIGHT, PH.B Dayton 
Dayton Savings & Trust Co. 
JOHN C. HASWELL Dayton 
Dayton Malleable Iron Works 
VINTON R. SHEPARD. A.M Cincinnati 
646 Main Street 
REV. HERBERT F. STII.WELL, A.M., D.D., LL.D Cleveland 
2605 Taylor Road 
AMBROSE SWASSY, D.ENC, SC.D., LL.D Cleveland 
Warner & Swasey Co. 
LEWIS R. ZOLLARS Canton 
R. F. D. 1. Hills and Dales 
ELLIS P. I.EGUR, All., J.D S. Dayton 
Callahan Hank Building 
W. R. BuRWELL, A I'... A M., PhD Cleveland 
Cuyahoga Building 
REV, HAROLD COOKE PHILLIPS, A.!!.. B.D., D.D Cleveland 
1575 East Boulevard 
Committees of the Board of Trustees 
Executive Committee 
DAVID E. GREEN, Chairman 
JACOB R. DAVIES MILLARD HKELSFOKD 
FRANKLIN G. SMITH TILESTON F. CHAMBERS 
Committee on Finance and Investment 
HARRY C. ROYAL, Chairman 
FREDERICK P. BEAVER Term expires 1931 
WILLARD D. CIIAMBERLIN Term expires 1931 
EDWARD CANBY Term expires 1932 
EDWARD A. DEEDS Term expires 1932 
DAVID K. GREEN Term expirai 1933 
CHARLES H. PRESCOTT Term expires 1933 
Committee on Budget 
HERBERT F. STILWELL, Chairman 
DAVID E. GREEN WALLACE H. CATBCAM 
HARRY C. ROYAL MILLARD RRELSEORD 
CLARENCE D. COONS FRANKLIN G. SMITH 
Committee on Library and Laboratories 
HARRY W. AMOS, Chairman 
JULIUS G. LAMSON CHARLES H. PRESCOTT 
HORACE C. HEIGHT HENRY T. CRANE 
Committee on Instruction 
WALLACE H. CATHCART, Chairman 
ALFRED M. COLBY MILLARD HHKI.SFORD 
TILESTON F. CHAMBERS OSMAN C HOOPER 
W. R. Burwell 
Committee on Conservatory of Music 
OSMAN C HOOPER, Chairman 
LEWIS R. ZOIXAU VINTON R. SHEPARD 
PBRCV I., WII.TSEE FRED D. BARKER 
Committee on Buildings and Grounds 
FRANKLIN G. SMITH, Chairman 
AMBROSE SWASEY CYRUS S. EATON 
HAROLD K. I.AMSON EDWARD A. DEEDS 
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The Faculty of Instruction 
(Arranged in order  oi appointment  to present  rank) 
AVEBY ALBEKT SHAW 
I'resident 
A. B. Acadu. 1892; A  M. Acadia, 1895; Grid. Rochester Seminary. 18%; 
D.D.. Acadia. 1915:  U.l>. UcMlMCI and Uucknell. 1928; 
D.C.I...  Acadia.   1928. 
Gioaoi P. M< KIBBEN 
Proftssor Bnurilus of the Romanci Languages 
A.B.. Denison.  1875; AM. Denison; PhD    i'In.ago. 1905. 
CHAU.ES I.. WILLIAMS 
Professor l.meritus of English Literature and Hhetoric 
A l; . Princeton, 1878; A.M., Princeton, 1881; 
LH.D 1913 
BUNYAN SPENCEB 
Professor Emeritus of Philosophy 
A.B.. Denison. 1879. AM. Denison,  1882; 
B.D., Morgan Park Seminary, 1885; D.D., Colgate, 1922. 
II  RHODES HUNDLEY 
1'rnfessor and Dean of Doane Academy 
A.B. Richmond. 1888; C.rad. Croicr Seminary. 1895; 
A M , Denison,  1910;  D.Sc.. Bucknell.  1900. 
WILLIS A, CHAMBEBXIN 
Professor of Modern Languages 
A.B., Denison, 1890; A.B, Harvard, 1891; A.M., Denison, 1894; 
Ph.D.. Chicago, 1910. 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY 
Professor of Botany 
A.B., Bales, 1898; AM., Harvard, 1900. 
PAUL BIEFELD 
Professor of Astronomy and Director of Swasey Observatory 
B.S. in E.E.. Wisconsin. 1894; Ph.D., Zurich, 1900. 
10 
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FORBES B. WILEY 
Benjamin Barney Professor of Mathematics 
A.B., Kalamazoo, 1906; A.B., Chicago, 1906; Ph.D., Chicago, 1914. 
THOMAS A. LEWIS 
Professor of Psychology 
A.B., William Jewell, 1905; Ph.D., Johns Hopkiiu, 1910. 
WILLIAM CLARENCE EBAUGH 
Professor of Chemistry 
B.S., Pennsylvania, 1898; Ph.D., Pennsylvania, 1901. 
(On leave oi absence, 1930-31) 
WALTER J. LIVINGSTON 
Professor of Physical Education 
B.S., Denison, 1909. 
KARL H. ESCHMAN 
Profissor of Music and Director of the Conservatory 
Ph.B., Denison, 1911; A.M., Harvard, 1913. 
FREDERICK G. DETWEILER 
Professor of Sociology 
Dean of Men 
A.B.. Denison, 1917; B.D., Rochester Seminary, 1908; 
Ph.D., Chicago, 1922. 
LINDLEY RICHARD DEAN 
liliam /:'. Barney Professor of Classical Languages 
A.B., Dartmouth, 1909; Ph.D., Princeton, 1914. 
ARTHUR WARD LINDSEY 
1'rofrssor of Zoology 
A.B., Morningaidc, 1916; M.S., Iowa, 1917, Ph.D., Iowa, 1919. 
KATE S. HINES 
Librarian Emeritus 
A.M., Denison. ' 
FRANK J. WRIGHT 
Professor of Geology 
A.B., Bridgewater, 1908; A.M., Virginia, 1911; Ph.D., Columbia, 1918. 
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JOSEPH I.. KING 
Professor of English 
A.B.. Richmond. 1913; A.M., Columbia. 1922; Ph.D., Columbia, 1927. 
FREDERICK W. STEWART 
Professor of Christian Education 
A.B.. Rochester. 1901; A.M.. Rochester, 1907; 
B.D« Rochester Seminary, 1914. 
CHAM.ES 1;. WEST 
Professor of Political Science 
A.B.. Ohio Wesleyan. 1918. AM. OWo Wesleyan. 1919; 
A.M..   Harvard.   1923. 
HIRAM   1.   JoMl 
Proftsi *r of Economics 
A.B.. Si. Olaf. 1918; A.M., Wisconsin. 1920; PhD, Wisconsin, 1925. 
HELEN A. HARR 
Professor of Physical Education 
A.B.. Wisconsin, 1917. 
!•'.  BASIL I [AWES 
Profti   r af Education 
Ph.C. Starling Me.1  Col., 1908;   B.S.. Ohio Slate. 1913; 
M.S.. Ohio State. I9H 
: 'iO-31) 
BRUCE l>. GEEENSHIELDS 
Professor of Engineering Science 
B.S.. Oklahoma, 1920; C.E., Oklahoma, 1927. 
PBISCILLA 11. STARK 
Dean of IVomen 
A.B.. Vassar. 1916; AM.. Radclitle. 1917; Ph.D., Radcliffe, 1920. 
LEON E. SMITH 
Henry Chisholm Professor of Physics 
B.S.. Ottawa. 1919; Ph.D., Pennsylvania, 1926. 
HABOLD II. TITUS 
Maria Theresa Barney Professor of Philosophy 
A.B., Acadia. 1920; BD, Rochester Seminary. 1923; 
Th.M., Rochester  Seminary. 1924; PhD, Chicago,  1926. 
CATALOGUE NUMBER 13 
LIONEL CROCKER 
Professor of Speech 
A.B., Michigan. 1918; A.M., Michigan, 1921. 
AUGUST ODEBRECHT 
Professor of Modern languages 
Ph.G., Ohio Slate, 1895; B.Ph., Denison, 1906; A.M., Denison, 1907. 
WILLIAM T. UTTER 
Professor of History 
B.S., N. W. Missouri Stale Teachers" College, 1921; 
A.M.. Chicago, 1924; Ph.D., Chicago, 1929. 
ANNA B. PECKHAM 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
A.B., Wellesley. 1893; A.M.. Denison,  1901. 
ANNIE M. MACNEILL 
Associate Professor of English 
A.B.. McMastcr. 190,!; A.M.. Columbia, 1919. 
(On leave of absence, 1930-31) 
MIRIAM AKERS 
Associate Professor of Classical Languages 
A.B., Illinois College, 1916; A.M., Univ. of Illinois, 1917. 
ERI J. SHUMAKER 
Associate Professor of English 
A.B., Denison, 1915; A.M., Denison, 1921. 
(On leave of absence. 1930-31) 
W. ALFRED EVERHART 
Associate Professor of Chemistry 
A.B., Miami. 1914; M.S., I-chigh. 1922; Ph.D., Ohio State, 1930. 
•ROWLANU A. SHEETS 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
All., Denison, 1917; A.M.. Denison, 1921. 
•Deceased, Dec. 3, 1930. 
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FANNII JUDSON FAUAI 
Assistant Professor of Music 
RK HARD II. Iluui: 
•   • of Physics 
IIS    Denison. 1920: M.S.. Denison, 1925 
AI.M \ is. SKINNSI 
At  istant Pi   fessor of Modern Languages 
PhB. Denison, 1905: AM. Columbia, 1923 
Fk.w i - BAI I OCK CRESSCY 
. / tsistant Profi • tot i   Languages 
A II   Chicago. 1893. 
JOHN LAI 
Assistant Professor ci English 
A.B.. Columbia. 1920: AM . Columbia. 1922 
EDSON R' 
Assi ttaiI :'■ ' Mathematics 
PhB. Denison. 1913; M. S., Denison. 1923. 
SIDNEY  JENKINS 
Assistant Professor in Physical Education 
B.S.. Denison. 1920. 
DAN NI K LI ■ MABOOD 
Assistant Professor of English 
B.S.. IUvi.l-.Ti  1922. MS. Virginia. 1923. 
1
.   OKGE   I»    Ml  ' 
Assistant I'rofessor of Zoology 
B.S., Denison, 1924; MS, I'ittsburg. 1926 
F. DBWBV A MINER 
Assistant Professor of Modem Languages 
All. Colgate, 1923; A M    Denison, 1927. 
MATIIK Tii'i'KT 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
A.B.. Cornell College.  1918:   MS, Chicago, 1924. 
CATALOGUE NUMBER 15 
A. COLLINS LADNER 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Engineering 
A.B.. Brown, 1912; A.M., Brown, 1913. 
FRANK R. SOWERS 
Assistant Professor of Education 
A.B., Miami, 1913; A.M., Baylor, 1924. 
THOMAS R. WILEY 
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages 
A.B., Ohio State, 1923; A.M., Ohio State, 1927. 
HARVEY A. DEWEERD 
Assistant Professor of History 
A.B., Hope College, 1924; A.M., Michigan, 192J. 
LEO A. T. HAAK 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
A.B.. Cornell College, 1926; A.M., Iowa, 1928. 
HENRY S. SHARP 
Assistant Professor of Geology 
A.B., Cornell, 1924; A.M., Columbia, 1926; Ph.D., Columbia, 1929. 
CHARLOTTE RICE 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
A.B., Ohio Weslcyan. 1926; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins, 1929. 
HARRY F. TOOTHMAN 
Assistant Professor of Education 
A.B., West Virginia, 1915; A.M., Columbia, 1923. 
CHOSABURO KATO 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
A.B., Denison, 1925; A.M., Chicago, 1927. 
RUTH M. JACKSON 
Assistant Professor of English 
A.B., Simpson, 1918; A.M.. Chicago, 1922. 
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ANNIE Loom CRAICIE 
Librarian 
\ B    R ch •   -   Simma - 
MARY RBCKARD PITCH 
Instructor in I'oice 
WILLIAM WELLS 
Instructor in lii'lonccllo 
1916. 
HELEN l. BAOSNOCB 
Instructor in Physical liducation 
B.S, Northwestern. 192). 
SAMUEL ' IBLPER 
Instructor in Violin 
ALLAN PABBI SCHUMEI 
Instructor in i'oice 
B.Mus.  Northwestern.   1926. 
TIIHI \- K.H.I.KS 
Instructor in Physical Education 
Ph.B.  Deni*.n.  1925. 
WILLIAM N. FELT 
Instructor in Modern Lontjuages 
A B„ Dark, 1926. 
BRAYTON   STARK 
Instrm tor in Organ 
A   A  G ' >. 1928. 
JOHN H. GILL 
Instructor in It'inJ Instruments 
SUE 1 IAURY 
Instructor in I'iano 
CATALOGUE NUMBER 17 
HELEN PETROSKY 
Instructor in Physical Education 
A.B., California, 1923. 
RICHARD WOELLHAF 
Instructor in Speech 
A.B., Michigan, 1927; A.M., Michigan, 1930. 
GWENDOLEN EDITH CADLEY 
Instructor in Education 
B.Sc., Ohio State. 1925; A.B., Ohio State, 1926; 
A.M., Ohio State. 1929. 
KENNETH J. MARTIN 
Instructor in Sociology 
A.B., Dension, 1927; A.M., Ohio State, 1929 
CAROL M. MCNEIL 
Instructor in Public School Music 
Mus.B., Illinois Wetleyan,   1924;   M.Sc.   Northwestern, 1930. 
DON WILDER 
Instructor in English 
A.B. Amherst, 1927. 
Officers of Administration 
AVEEY ALBERT SHAW, A.M.. D.D., I.I..H., D.C.L. 
Presidrnt 
FREDERICK G. DETWEII.KR. A.M., I'll.I). 
Dean of Un 
PRISI n.i.v H. STARK, A.M., F'H.D. 
Dtan of ll'cwirii 
DONALD R. PITCH, M.S. 
Registrar 
ALFRED J. JOHNSON, A.B., M.U.A. 
Bursar 
CLARENCI M. EDDY, A.B. 
DiftctOT of A d m is sion s 
CLARENCE I). COONS, M.S. 
Business Manager 
RUSSEL II   WILLIAMS. M.D. 
I'll . -n UN 
JOHN BJBLKB, A.M. 
.Si. rclary  of the Alumni 
MR-. GEORCE GROCAN, A.H. 
A   istant in Library 
SARAH  I 'AVIS, A.15. 
Assistant in Library 
MRS. N. II. OVERTIIRP 
Assistant to Registrar 
IK 
CATALOGUE NUMBH 
MARTHA (JEACH 
Assistant to liursar 
MRS. L.IU.IAN MOORE 
Director of Women's Dining Halls 
MRS. ELIZABETH HICCS 
Matron of Women's Dormitories 
RILDA M. MARSH, M.R.E. 
Secretary to President 
MRS. CLARA T. BRUMBACK, Pn.Ii 
Secretary to Dean of IVomen 
MARJORIK LouiSI Wi:i.I.MAN. A.Li. 
Secretary to Dean of Men 
MARY SCARRITT, PH.B. 
Secretary to Director of Admissions 
MABEL BATCHELLOS, A.B. 
Secretary to Registrar 
MARY SWARTSKI.. A.B. 
Secretary to ISursar 
RUTH HOPKINS, R.N. 
Nurse 
CHRISTINE KOLE, R.N. 
Assistant Nurse 
MRS. ELIZABETH COOPER 
House Mother in Parsons Hall 
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Committees of the Faculty, 1930-1931 
Executive Council 
A. A  Shaw D. iC. Fitch \V. A. Chamberlin 
P. H. Stark F. G. Detweiler C.M.Eddy 
II. K. Hundley 
mmtttec on Absences 
F. G. Detweiler I".  W. Stewart A    B. I'eckham 
W. A. Everhart I'. H. Stai A. IS. Skinner 
Committee on Admission 
C. M. Eddy I". <'. Detweiler 1'. II. Stark 
.•(/ I'egrets 
I'. Biefeld I'. II. Stark 
F. G. Detweiler \V. A. Chamberlin 
H     itlee    a Athletics 
W.J. Livii M.Tippet <3yrs.) 
A.J.Ji hnsoi    2yr».) I'. H. Stark I I yr.) 
E.J. Shumaker I 1 yr. | H. i'.arr 
Committee ">i Budget 
A. A. Shaw        F.J.Wright   I yr.) F. W.Stewart (lyr.) 
C. D. C W. A. Chamlierlin (1 yr.) 
Committee <>n Catalogue 
W. A, Chamberlin D. R. Fitch 
J- I- King il. if. Titus 
c 'ommitlee on (impel 
J. L. King !•'. I'.   Detweiler P. II. Stark 
( ommitlee mi Community S > 
II- 1-  Jome A. i.   I.adncr C. D. Coons 
.'• '•• BjeDce A. 'Mcbrccht Mrs. I,. Moore 
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Committee on Curriculum 
]'. (',. Dctweiler A. W. Lindsey L. R. Dean 
T. A. Lewis F. J. Wright P. H. Stark 
L. E. Smith 
Committee on Debate and Oratory 
C. I-'. West (3 yrs.)        I,. Crocker (1 yr.)        W. T. Utter (1 yr.) 
II. I [.Titus (2 yrs.)     I'. H. Fowle (2yrs.) 
Committee on Fraternities 
F. (', I tetwdler, Chairman C. F. West, Sigma Alpha Hpsilon 
W. A. Chamberlin, Sigma Chi      P. J. Wright, Alpha Theta Sigma 
I    I'. Rupp, Heta Theta Pi 'I'. A. Lewis, lleta Kappa 
I). I.. Mahood, Phi Gamma Delta L. R. Dean, American  Commons 
A. i Idebrecht, Kappa Sigma Club 
H. R.Hundley, Phi Delta Tbeta   B.   D.   C.rcenshields,  University 
A   I. Johnson Lambda Chi Alpha     I louse 
Committee on Freshmen Orientation 
W. C. Ebaugh E. J. Shumaker P. II. Stark 
F. (".. Dctweiler W. J. Livingston H. Harr 
R. H. Williams 
Committee on the Improvement of Teaching 
!•'. B. Wiley I'. H. Stark F. G. Detweiler 
W. A. Chamberlin J. L. King A. W. Lindsey 
Committee on Library 
A. A. Shaw F. G. Detweiler(l yr.)   F. B. Wiley (3 yrs.) 
A. L. Craigie L. R. Dean (2 yrs.) 
Committee on Music 
K. 11. Kschman (1 yr.) A. F. Schirmer (3 yrs.) 
L. G. Crocker (2 yrs.) M. R. Fitch (2 yrs.) 
Committee on Plays and Musical Performances 
L. Crocker D. Mahood R. Woellhaf 
J. L. King S. Haury 
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I). K. Fitch 
I-   B. Wilev 
W. C. Kbauch 
P. BiefeJd 
Committi* on Registration 
F, ('.. Detweiler 
Committee on Research 
P. J. Wright 
M. E. Stickney 
I'. II. Stark 
II   A. DeWecrd 
A. W. Lindsey 
W. T. Utter 
i 'ommittee on Rides it"d Regulations 
K. II. Eschiran 
I". G. Detweiler 
P, Biefeld 
G. D. Morgan 
L. K. Dean 
F. B. Wiley 
B. D. Green&hielda 
Committee on Schedule 
M. Akers 
F. B. Cressey 
Committee on Student Affairs 
I". G   Detweiler 
II   II. TtitM 
II. Badrnoch 
P. II. Stark 
C. Rice 
K. H. Howe 
J. C. Larmore 
P. H. Stark 
M. Tippet 
Committee on Student Aid 
C. M. Eddy A. J. Johnson 
F. G. Detweiler P. H. Stark 
Committee on Student Publications 
J. L. King I 3 yrs.) A. Odebrecht (1 yr.) 
D. Wilder  (2 yrs.) A. M. McNeill (2 yrs.) 
Committee on Teaching Appointments 
E. B   llawes I'.. J   Shumaker 1*. R. Sowers 
Committee on Vocational Guidance 
T. A   Lewis K. II. Kschman I'. II   Stark 
C. Rid- ('. F, West F. J. Farrar 
Faculty Members of the Boards of Control 
Board of Control of Athletics 
MEN 
W. J. Livingston, elected for 3 years..Term expires March, 1933 
A. J. Johnson, elected for 3 years Term expires March, 1932 
E. J. Shumaker, elected for 2 years...Term expires March, 1931 
WOMEN 
M. Tippet, elected for 3 years Term expires March, 1933 
K. Hopkins, elected for 3 years Term expires March, 1932 
P, II. Fowlc, elected for 2 years Term expires March, 1931 
Hoard of Control of Debate and Oratory 
MEN 
C. I". West, elected for 3 years Term expires March,  1933 
II. II. Titus, elected for 2 years Term expires March, 1932 
I.. G. Crocker, elected for 2 years Term expires March, 1931 
WOMEN 
C. F. West, elected for 3 years Term expires March, 1933 
I'. II. Stark, elected for 3 years Term expires March, iy32 
A. M. MacNeill, elected for 2 years....Term expires March,  1931 
Board of Control of Music 
MEN 
A. !•'. Schirmer, elected for 3 years...Term expires March, 1933 
I.. G. Crocker, elected for 3 years Term expires March, 1932 
K. II. Kschman, elected for 2 years...Term expires March, 1931 
WOMEN 
A. F. Schirmer, elected for 3 years Term expires March, 1933 
M   R, Fitch, elected for 3 years Term expires March, 1932 
K. H. Eschman, elected for 2 years....Term expires March, 1931 
Board of Control of Student Publications 
(One board serves (or both men and women) 
J. L. King, elected for 3 years Term expires March, 1933 
D. Wilder, elected for 2 years Term expires March, 1932 
A. Odcbrecht, elected for 2 years Term expires March, 1931 
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HISTORY 
Denison University lad its foundation! in deep religious con- 
victions. It grew out of the desire of the Uaptist denomination in 
Ohio for a well-educated ministry to lead their work in an era 
marked by great expansion in religious and material life. This 
aspiration led to the organization of the Ohio Baptist Education 
Society in 1830. with the express aim of providing a school of 
higher learning. At the Society's first annual meeting, at Lan- 
caster on May 26, 1831, the decisive step in founding such an in- 
stitution was taken by the appointment of trustees and by choos- 
ing Granville, a town noted for its moral tone, as its location. The 
"Granville Literary and Theological Institution," so named in its 
first charter, opened its doors on December 13, 1831. occupying 
temporarily the Baptist Church on the present site of the Con- 
servatory of Music. The purpose of the founders, as expressed 
in an address of the next year, was "to furnish the means of ob- 
taining a thorough classical and English education, which shall 
not be inferior to what can be obtained in any institution, of what- 
ever name, in the western country." 
The institution was originally designed as a manual labor 
school, each student being required to spend a portion of each 
da) m physical labor, mostly in mechanical work in the shop, with 
some employment also available on the farm which adjoined the 
campus. This plan was abandoned within five years owing to 
lack of equipment, although down in 1843 the annual catalogue 
carried a note stating thai opportunities ior manual lalwr were 
available to a limited extent to those who might desire it.    The 
theological department was limited in its instruction, lectures on 
the preparation and delivery of sermons, on church history and on 
pastoral duties being added to tin- subjects taken in regular course. 
This department, never well-manned or well-equipped, was defi- 
nitely abandoned in 1^7o. 
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In 1855 the present site on the hill north of town was 
secured and the college was moved to the new location. This 
was the beginning of more rapid growth. A small endowment 
fund was raised, and the name was changed to Denison Univer- 
sity. The University was fortunate in having in the Faculty and 
the Board of Trustees men of faith and courage, who brought 
it successfully through the trying experiences of the early years. 
In the period following the Civil War the University grew 
more rapidly. The endowment fund was doubled, reaching the 
sum of $100,000, and several buildings were added to the equip- 
ment. The curriculum was extended, and faculty and students 
increased in numbers. 
In 1832, the next year after the founding of the institution for 
young men, a private school for young women was organized. 
Mr. Charles Sawyer, a merchant of Granville, was instrumental 
in its establishment by erecting two buildings for the school on 
the present lower campus. After existing more than fifty 
years as a private enterprise and being firmly established event- 
ually by Dr. D. Shepardson, this school was turned over to the 
Baptist denomination in 1887 and affiliated with Denison. In 
honor of its donor, a zealous advocate of women's education, the 
new department was called Shepardson College for Women. An 
endowment was raised for its maintenance. In 1900 a closer 
union of the two institutions was formed by the co-ordination of 
Shepardson College with Denison University. Eventually the in- 
corporation of Shejardson College with the University was ef- 
fected by a change of charter in 1927. Thus Shepardson College 
ceased to exist as a serrate institution and was merged with the 
University. The women students enjoy the same scholastic ad- 
vantages as the men of Denison and receive the same recognition 
on completion of the course. 
A preparatory department of the College was maintained 
from the beginning until the general development of high schools 
rendered this feature no longer essential. In 1878 the department 
was organized as distinct from the college under the principalship 
of William Rainey Harper.   In 1895 it received more definiteness 
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under the name Doane Academy, which it carried until its oper- 
ations nri ■" suspended. 
During the last thirty years the University lias shared in the 
general intellectual stimulation anil lias expanded rapidly in 
material and scholastic resources. its -tan ling as one of the 
Strategic institutions of the country lias attracted private and pub- 
lic beneficences winch have greatly increased its endowment 
fund    and    physical   equipment.      The   endowment    and    other 
propert) have more than doubled in that period. 
During the one hundred years • I its existence, the Univer- 
sity has been true to the religious and scholastic purposes of 
it- founders. Its religious influence is marked by the large num- 
ber of graduates who have giver their lives to the Christian min- 
istry and to the cause of home and foreign missions. 
While its most notable contribution has thus been made to 
American religious life, it has enriched the business and profes- 
sional character of our country by the thousands of alumni it has 
sent forth into teaching and other professions, as well as into 
commercial pursuits. 
During the times of national stress the institution lias lieen 
characterized by a notable spirit of loyalty, its classes were al- 
most depleted during the Civil War by reason of enlistments. 
During the World War the University and it- equipment were 
put at the service of the United States government and the in- 
struction was adapted to military ends It- sons, alumni and 
undergraduate-, b) the hundreds entered into all branches of the 
Army anil Nav) 
With the close of the present year the University will have 
completed the first one hundred years of its history. This notable 
achievement is to be celebrated by a centennial with exercises be- 
fitting the occasion. Three days, October 10-1K, 1931, have been 
designated for this celebration, which will be marked by an as- 
sembl) of distinguished scholars and a program of varied in- 
terest-. 
The Board of Trustees ha- in progress a generous plan for 
the increase of the University's resources by three million dollars 
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fur endowment and buildings. These plans are well under way 
and their realization is confidently expected within the next few 
years. 
AIM AND IDEAL 
Dciiison University is a Christian college in the sense that 
all its instruction is motivated by Chrstian principles. Christian- 
iiv is accepted as the supreme ideal of life. There is no attempt 
tn force religion into a particular denominational expression and 
all the advantages of the institution are offered without any re- 
ligions distinction. There is a genuine religious atmosphere per- 
vading the place. Through the chapel observance, the regular 
services of the local churches and in several student associations 
a large opportunity is given for religious activities and the devel- 
opment of Christian character. 
The courses of instruction are based on the purpose of im- 
parting a liberal training in the arts and sciences. Students are 
cno mi aged to build a broad foundation of knowledge, to form 
an acquaintance with several fields of thought, as a preparation 
for later socialization. While the entire course is planned for 
general rather than vocational training, it is found in practice 
that this procedure gives the best foundation for all kinds of 
professional careers. Professional schools prefer and in many 
cases demand it of their students. 
Provision is made at Dcnison to prepare students for the 
professional courses and for a start in many technical employ- 
ments. Readers are referred to the statement of departments 
pages 64-110 for an indication of the practical lines to which the 
com Beg lead. 
LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT 
GranvUle, the seat of Denison University, is known as a place 
of rare natural beauty. It is situated in a fertile valley, encom- 
passed by hills of moderate altitude. The town is 27 miles east of 
Columbus on one of the main highways, Route 16, of the State. It 
lies on the Toledo and Ohio Central Division of the New York 
Central Railway.    It is reached by the Pennsylvania Lines and 
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the Baltimore ami Ohio Railroad at Newark, JO minutes distant 
by bus service. Auto-buses maintain regular schedules with New- 
ark and Columbus. 
Granville is one of the oldest towns in Ohio, having been 
settled bj colonists from Massachusetts in 1S05. From these 
pioneers it received tin- best features oi New Kngland life.  High 
moral and intellectual ideals have always narked the place. Al- 
though small, the town enjoys many of the advantages of city 
life. In material equipment it enjoys a pure water supply, a 
modern sewerage system, paved streets, an automatic telephone 
system, electric lighting for public and domestic purposes, and an 
adequate protection against fire. 
Many improvements of a puMic and private nature during 
the jost few years reflect the fine community spirit that prevails. 
Among these may he mentioned the Granville Inn and golf course, 
a puhlic lihrary. a memorial to one of the pioneer families, a cen- 
tralized High School, a new post office, and the offices of the Ohio 
Baptist Convention, the center of the activities of the Baptist de- 
nomination of the state. 
Several modern churches of different denominations serve 
the religious interests of the community. 
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS 
ENDOWMENT AND PROPERTY 
The total amount of property invested in Denison University 
i- nearl) six million dollars. Approximately three and one half 
million dollars ol tin- amount are in endowment and other 
funds. The ground.^, buildings and equipment are valued at near- 
ly two and one half million dollars     Twenty-two major buildings 
are owned and occupied for purposes of instruction and residence. 
GATES AMI WALKS 
College Hill, the site of the main buildings of the University, 
i- approached by a winding avenue from the town.     During the 
summer of 1930, an imposing entrance of brick and stone with an 
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appropriate inscription was placed at the junction of Main Street 
ami the drive leading up the hill. On the southeast slope of the 
hill i> an ornamental terrace of brick, with walks leading on either 
side tn various halls and to the Library. 1'rom the lower campus 
the entrance is through two colonial gateways of brick at cither 
end of a lemi-circular walk which leads to the Plaza on the south 
sloi>c of the hill. 
A curving terrace, buttressed by an ornamental wall, leads 
across the brow of the hill in front of the President's House and 
Swasey Chapel. The College Avenue has lieen extended in wind- 
ing drives to Reaver and Sawyer Halls on the east, and to the new 
fraternity houses on the north. An ornamental gate-way and drive 
gives access from the north to Deeds field and the campus. 
THE CAMPUS 
The campus of Denison University covers an area of 350 
acres, having recently been greatly enlarged through the generosity 
of Colonel Edward A. Deeds, Vice-President of the Board of 
Trustees. Beginning on West Broadway, it extends one mile to 
the north, including hillside and valley, woodland and fields. The 
main axis is formed by a ridge of hills rising 1100 feet above sea 
level and affording a prospect unrivalled for beauty in the state. 
The new campus embraces two well-known pioneer estates; one, 
the Dustin farm, on which the historian, Hubert Howe Bancroft 
was born, and the other the Chapin place. This enlarged campus 
provides amply for the extensive building projects of the Uni- 
versity, and furnishes adequate space for all forms of out- 
door recreation. Seventy-five acres are set aside for recreational 
purposes, Extensive development of the campus has been com- 
pleted in respect to roads and walks, ornamental terraces and 
plantings. 
RESIDENCE HALLS 
Dormitories for Men—Two dormitories. Marsh Hall and 
Talhot Hall, together furnish accommodation* for about one hun- 
dred and fifty men.    They are four-story brick buildings, with 
modern conveniences, and are supplied with heat and light from 
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the central power plant. Marsh Hall, which was partially destroy- 
ed by fire in 191K. lias been fully reconstructed anil is leased as 
the residence hall of the American Commons Club 
Dormitories for Women Sawyer Mall and Mary Thresh- 
er Heaver I lall are the new dormitories opened fur use in 1926. 
They are the first buildings to occupy the site of the women's cam- 
pus The two halls, identical in construction, are of the colon- 
ial style of architecture. The rooms are en suite and complete- 
ly equipped. Bach hall accommodates 65 students. Burton HaO, 
King Hall, and Stone Hall, located at the foot of College Hill on 
the lower quadrangle, facing Broadway, furnish accommoda- 
tions for one hundred and twenty-eighl young women, together 
with reception parlors, readii ipartments for faculty 
women. Parsons House, (ormerlj the chapter lodge of Beta 
Theta Pi fraternity, and Gilpatrick Mouse, former home of Prof. 
J. I,. Gilpatrick, have been renovated and rearranged for the ac- 
commodation of women students. All the halls and houses are 
Supervised under uniform rules by teachers and matrons. 
Women's Dining Halls -The Commons, erected in 1893, 
is the dining hall of the women -Indents resident on or near 
the lower campus. Colwell House, former home of an hon- 
ored professor, is used as a dining hall of the women resident in 
Sawyer and Heaver Malls. 
ACADEMIC HALLS 
Barney Memorial Hall-This hall was built and equipped 
for the College by the late Eugene J. Harney, L.L.D., of the Board 
of Trustees, in n emor) of his father, Kliam K. Barney, who was 
one of the most generous and devoted supporters of the institu- 
tion in its early days. Science Hall, as it is familarly called, dat- 
ing from 1X94, was rehudt in 1906, after In-nig |»artially destroyed 
by fire. The new building is fireproof. It has four floors, con- 
sisting of laboratories, lecture I  is, -|*-cial libraries and offices, 
principally for the departments of Physics. Geology and Engi- 
neering Science. 
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Doane Academy Hall.—This is a gift, in 1894, of the late 
Dr. W. H. Doane, member of the Hoard of Trustees. Since the 
sus|>ension of the Academy, this hall is now wholly devoted to 
Administrative and instructional uses of the College. 
The Officers of Administration, including the President, the 
Director oi Admissions, the Registrar, the Bursar, the Deans of 
the Colleges, occupy offices on the first and second floors. The 
third floor consists of a large assembly room, seating about 500. 
Talbot Hall—The two lower floors of this hall (see above) 
are taken up with class-rooms, laboratories and department offices. 
Doane Library—The main University Library is housed 
in Doane Hall, a building presented by the late Dr. W. Howard 
Diane in 1879. It is open to instructors and students in all 
departments, with free access to the shelves. The overcrowded 
condition of the present building has brought about the estab- 
lishment of special collections and reading rooms in many of the 
departments of the University. The Reserve Reading Room is 
located in Cleveland Hall. 
Cleveland Hall.—This Hall was erected in 1904 with 
funds provided by certain Cleveland lienefactors. It represents 
the care taken for the physical and social needs of the men stu- 
dents. 
SWASEY GYMNASIUM occupies the main part of the building. 
It consists of a large floor for athletic games, a running track, 
swimming pool and locker rooms. 
SMERWIN HAM. is now used as the Library Reserve Read- 
ing Room. Trophy Room is a commodious hall, adorned with 
pictures, prizes and other souvenirs of inter-collegiate games. 
Doane Gymnasium.—The gymnasium for the young 
women of Shepardson College was donated by Dr. Doane. It is 
equipped with swimming pool and has a large floor for class 
athletics and sports. 
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Swasey Observatory.—The Observatory was erected in 
1909 through the generosity of Ambrose Swasey. Sc.D., former 
President of the Board of Trustees. It is of white Vermont 
marble an.I is equi|>|>ed with modern astronomical instruments of 
the best quality. 
Conservatory of Music.—The large residence of former 
Professor A. U, Thresher is used as the main building for the 
Conservatory of Music. It marks the site of the first Baptist 
Church built in Granville. in which the college was opened in 1831. 
Recital Hall.—Adjoining the Conservatory is the Recital 
Hall arranged for the public musical recitals. It contains a pipe 
organ and grand pianos, and other appliances for entertainments. 
Central Heating and Lighting Plant.—The University is 
equipped with a modern system of electric lighting and hot-water 
healing located in a central plant adjoining Cleveland Hall. 
Swasey Chapel.—College Hill is crowned with this state- 
ly edifice, provided by the beneficence of Dr. Ambrose Swasey. 
It was dedicated April 18. 1924. It is colonial in style, faced 
with six Ionic columns supporting the portico. The graceful tower 
is electrically illuminated at night, and contains a set of chimes, 
in memory of Mrs. Swasey The auditorium has a seating capacity 
of 1300. Complete appliances for religious services are provided, 
including a 3-manual Austin organ. Standing in the center of 
(he group of buildings which the new Denison will occupy, Swasey 
Chapel typifies the supreme place of faith in the educational ideals 
of the College. 
Denison Wigwam—This is a temporary structure used pri- 
marily for basketball. It lias a large floor space and seats for 
1650. 
Chemistry Cottage—A plaster and stucco building 140'x52', 
one story high, erected in 1925-1926, houses the Department of 
Chemistry.    Three large, well-equipped laboratories provide desk 
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space for about 230 students. Lighting, ventilating and plumb- 
ing lave received special attention. A lecture room with 91 seats 
is se|«rated by rolling partitions from a recitation room seating 
52 persons; in all 182 seats can be provided in the enlarged lecture 
room. A departmental reading room, an office, two private lab- 
oratories, balance room, store rooms, and lecture pre|»aration 
rooms, give ample space for the activities of the Department. 
Whisler Hall Memorial Hospital—This memorial hospital, 
which came into use in February, 1929, is the gift of Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles F. Whisler, of Hillslioro, Ohio, in memory of 
their daughter, Helen, of the class of 1920, who died in 1918. 
It occupies a secluded site on the slope of Prospect Hill, over- 
looking the village and the picturesque valley. Built of tap- 
estry brick and Indiana limestone, the hospital is complete and 
modern in every respect. The normal ca|»city is 16 patients, 
with facilities for 28, should occasion require. Modern hospital 
practice lias been followed in detail, giving comfort, cleanliness, 
quiet and convenience. Provision is made for isolation of con- 
tagious cases. 
A modern clinic room, a well-equipped kitchen, and 8 home- 
like wards for two patients each make of the hospital an excellent 
health center, where students may come for consultation and for 
hospitalization, whenever necessary. 
HEAVER FIELD 
Through the generosity of Mr. F. P. Beaver, a member of the 
Board of Trustees, this athletic field was provided about thirty 
years ago and was one of the first to be acquired by an Ohio college. 
It is used at present as auxiliary to Deeds Field. 
DEEDS FIELD 
The new athletic field, named in honor of the donor, Colonel 
Edward A. Deeds, was dedicated November 4, 1922. The football 
field occupies a natural amphitheater under the shelter of College 
Hill.  It is in the form of an oval, open towards the east, flanked 
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by a concrete stadium with a Mating capacity oi fiOOO. The north 
side of tin- stadium is constructed so as to enclose a field house, 
containing dressing-rooms, ihower-baths, lockers and other accom- 
modaiions for the players. A cindet track borders tlie oval, and 
outside of this are cement walks, with concrete shelters on either 
side fur the local and visiting teams, The varsity baseball field 
Ji;i-> been prepared on the lower terrace, and ample s|>ace is left on 
the north side of the campus for other 'ports. The eastern side 
lias been recently laid out with an oval running track and a hockey 
field for t! e womei's at! letic department. By the development of 
Deeds Field tin- ideal of every member oi the University enjoying 
some form of daily exercise is now possible of realization. 
FITIRE BUILDINGS 
The Centennial Program Committee has adopted the follow- 
ing building pr>'i'<:- as .t* goal: Library, Administration Build- 
ing, Biological Building, Auditorium and Conservatory Building, 
one additional Women's Dormitory unit, and a Women's Dining 
Hall.   ' twin]   lo the busim - in, the original plan calling 
for the completion of a part or all of these projects by 1931 has 
been ;>"-t; wed, 
DEPARTMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
Denison is a college of hlieral arts and sciences. During the 
past thirty years the growth has been rapid in the scientific 
departments. Without competing with technological schools 
the science departments have developed to that degree that 
they serve admirably those Btudents who are looking ahead to 
technical professions. During the -ame period additional de- 
partments of language, history, education, social sciences, and re- 
ligion have been organized, so tliat the curriculum embraces the 
subjects of general human interest. A brief survey of the physic- 
al equipment of the departments will indicate the resources of the 
College in  these   respect- 
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ASTRONOMY 
The r<|iiii>menl of Swasey Observatory is intended both for 
teaching anil also (or research work in s|iccial lines. The equip- 
ment consists of a nine-inch equatorial of the standard Warner 
and Swasey type, with optical parts by lirashear, a Warner and 
Swasey position micrometer and wedge photometer, by Cooke 
and Sons, England. The transit room contains a combined transit 
and zenith telescope of four-inch a|>crture. Mean and sidereal 
time clocks by Kiefler are connected by means of a chronograph 
with both the equatorial and the transit. The library is furnished 
with standard astronomical periodicals both American and 
European. 
BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY 
These two departments are located in Talbot Hall. The 
arrangements include lecture rooms and laboratories for general 
and advanced classes and facilities for research work. There is 
opportunity for bacteriological and genetic studies. 
The Herbarium embraces representative collections from the 
United States and Mexico and is es|>ecial!y rich in local flora. 
The department library is supplied with botanical and zoological 
journals, including the many American and foreign exchanges 
of the Uenison Scientific Association. 
CHEMISTRY 
The Chemistry Department occupies Chemistry Cottage, 
described on p, 32 and is well equipped with apparatus and ma- 
terials required for all courses. 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
The Department of Engineering Science occupies the upper 
floors of Barney Science Hall. It possesses a full equipment of in- 
struments for held work.   For illustrative purposes there is a well 
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selected supply of drawings and specifications of bridges, water 
systems, and all forms of modern high-way construction. The 
drafting rooms are well lighted by large skylights and furnished 
with the usual requirements. 
GEOLOGY 
The Department of (".eulogy occupies the third floor of 
Barney Science Hall. The lecture room is supplied with stereopti- 
i-on and screen, and a collection if 5000 slides. The geographic 
laboratory contains an unusually fine equipment of maps and relief 
models and several thousand of the topographical sheets of the U. 
S. Geological Survey. More than 300 drawers of mineral speci- 
mens and fossil collections are available. The department li- 
brary, named in honor of the late G. K. Gilbert, contains bis per- 
sonal collection of iK-iks and pamphlets presented in recognition 
of the valuable contributions to geologv made at Denison. 
PHYSICS 
The Department of Physics occupies the first and second 
floors of Barney Science Hall. It is well supplied with rooms 
for administration, instruction and laboratory purposes, includ- 
ing photometric and photographic dark rooms, a constant temper- 
ature vault and rooms for research and special work. A complete 
set of vacuum tulies and modern apparatus for the reception and 
transmission of wireless signals arc installed. 
THE NON-LABORATORY DEPARTMENTS 
These departments have available their special libraries, 
journals and papers, with maps, lanterns and slides where needed. 
Practical work in the local and adjoining communities is available 
for students in the departments of Education, Christian Edu- 
cation, and Sociology, Students who prepare for teaching are as- 
sisted by the Committee on Teaching Appointments in securing 
positions. 
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FRESHMAN WEEK 
Several days during the opening week of the college year are 
devoted to familiarizing the freshmen with the aims and methods 
of college work. In the present year the program began with a 
dinner at The Wigwam, at which the freshmen were the guests 
of the University and had the most favorable opportunity of meet- 
ing one another and members of the Faculty. Meetings are held 
in groups, at which various aspects of college life are discussed. 
Tests of general intelligence and special aptitudes are given. 
Every effort is made to help the freshman to find his place in the 
community of students and to plan his course intelligently for the 
coming four years. All freshmen are expected to be present dur- 
ing these preliminary exercises. For the dates, see University 
Calendar, page 5. 
CHAPEL SERVICES 
In recognition of the Christian foundation and ideals of the 
institution and for the cultivation of the community life of the 
college in a definitely religious atmosphere, services of worship 
are held in Swasey Chapel on Monday and Wednesday through 
the first semester and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, the 
second semester. Assemblies are held in Doane Assembly Hall 
for women on Tuesday and for men on Thursday throughout the 
year and for freshmen on Friday during the first semester. At- 
tendance is required of all students. 
VESPER SERVICES 
During the winter months of the year a vesper service is held 
once a month on Sunday afternoon in Swasey Chapel. Notable 
preachers of the country are the speakers, with messages appro- 
priate to college students. Attendance at these services is volun- 
tary, but large numbers have found them occasions of rare in- 
spiration. 
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DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
The Denison Scientific Association, organized by the Ute 
Professor Clarence I.uthcr Herrick in 1887, is not only the oldeit 
departmental organization but also is the most inclusive in its 
activities and interests. The Association publishes the Journal 
of the Scitnti/k LaboratorUs, founded by C. I.. Herrick. Its 
mem is recognized by learned societies in all parts of the world, 
niauv of whom receive the Journal in exchange for their own 
publications. By ibis means the Association lias built up a valu- 
able collection of scientific works from the leading scientific so- 
cieties of our own and other countries. 
The Association holds bi-weekly meetings, open to all, at 
which lectures and rei>oris of investigations on current scientific 
topu-s are presented by professors of Denison and other institu- 
tions. Facult) and students are thus made acquainted with the 
.■ess of science in many fields. 
Departmental societies, sharing similar aims with the Scien- 
tific Association and co-operating with it. are maintained by near- 
ly all of the departments of instruction. Their object is to en- 
courage investigation of topics that are allied to the courses 
of instruction and are of special interest. Faculty and students 
participate in the discussions. 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
A large number of organizations are maintained by the stu- 
dents. According to their general purpose they are divided into 
six groups: administrative, religious, literary, musical, recreation- 
al and social. In so far as they represent the College in any 
public way. these  organizations arc mainly  under  the  direction 
i I Boards of Control, or of Faculty advisers. 
1.   AllMlMSTRATlVK 
The government of students in matters relative to their own 
interests, rests in the band- of the two student associations.  These 
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associations were organized under the authority of the Board of 
Trustees and the Faculty of Denison University. All regular stu- 
dents are members with full membership privileges. The executive 
powers are vested in the student councils of the two associations 
and in the joint council for matters |>ertaining to students of both 
colleges. 
2. RELIGIOUS 
The Christian Associations (the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. 
C. A.) are directed by the "Y" cabinets, composed of student and 
Faculty members. These associations carry on various activities 
for the religious and social welfare of the students. 
Through the Handbook of Denison University, through the 
Faculty-Student Directory and |>crsonal letters they seek to 
establish friendly relations with new students and to help them 
in entering college life. 
The Freshman "Y" is a branch of the general organization, 
aiming to bridge over the gap between high-school and college. 
The Student Volunteer Band and Student Fellowship for 
Christian Life Service are composed of students preparing for 
some line of definite Christian work. 
3. LITERARY 
The Franklin and Calliopean Literary Societies, dating back 
to the early days of the College, are perpetuated by the Franco- 
Calliopean Society, whose meetings are devoted to the study of 
literature. 
The Society of Debate and Oratory has in its membership 
the students who show excellence in public speaking. Several de- 
bates with other colleges are held each year, under the guidance of 
the Hoard of Control. 
1 wo regular publications are carried on by Denison stu- 
dents : The Denisonian, a weekly newspaper; The Adytum, the 
college annual. 
The Masquers is a dramatic club, which presents several pub- 
lic performances during the year. 
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4. MUSICAL 
The Deniton Glee Club, the Shepardson Glee Club, the D. U. 
Band, the University Orchestra, the Engwerson Choral Society, 
and the chapel and church chain furnish large opportunity for 
the training ol musical talent.    I For fuller description see below, 
vator) of Music, p. 116 ), 
5. RECREATIONAL 
The Hoards of Control direct the inter-collegiate and intra- 
mural sports. An extensive program of intra-mural contests is 
carried out, with appropriate games for the different seasons. 
The nun of the College are divided into eleven groups, with major 
and minor teams, (or these competitions. Prizes are awarded for 
the liest records, and points are earned. 
In inter-collegiate athletics Denison belongs to the Ohio Con- 
ference and lu the Buckeye League. The rules of the Ohio Con- 
ference are in force. 
The "ll" Association is made up of men students who have 
earned letters by prominence in athletics. 
The Women's Athletic Association is a similar organization 
for the women. 
6. SOCIAL 
Many social groups are formed, either local societies or chap- 
ters of national organizations, in which most of the students find 
congenial companionship, These groups have Faculty advisers and 
are partly under the direction of the Pan-Hellenic Council of 
Alumni and undergraduate membership. At present there are 
nine, fraternities, some of them established here for more than 
fifty years, six sororities, a chapter of The American Commons 
Club, the Shepardson Club. 
The Cosmopolitan Club of Faculty and student members 
aims at closer fellowship of the native and foreign students. 
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SCHOLASTIC AWARDS 
1. PHI BETA KAPPA 
The I'lii Beta Kappa Society was founded more than one hun- 
dred and fifty years ago for the purpose of recognizing and encour- 
aging scholarly pursuits among college students. The chapter at 
Denison, known as Theta of Ohio, was instituted in January, 1911, 
upon the granting of a charter by the Senate and National Coun- 
cil of the Society. New members are elected each year, princi- 
pally from the seniors, but a few from the juniors, from those 
who have the highest standing in scholarship in their respective 
classes. 
The Phi Society was organized by the Phi Beta Kappa to 
encourage scholarship among the members of the freshman class. 
Eligibility to membership is gained by winning 56 scholastic 
points, i See p. 57) in the freshman year. 
2. HONORS 
1. Annual Honors. Annual honors are awarded at the end of 
each year to the members of each class according to the follow- 
ing standard: not less than twenty-four hours of A grade, the 
remainder not lower than B gn.de. The total number of hours 
for the year shall not be less than thirty-two except when courses 
111, 112, 211, 212 in Physical Education are being taken, in which 
case the total number of hours exclusive of these courses should 
not be less than thirty. Grades made in these required courses in 
physical education are not to be counted in competing for Annual 
Honors. 
2. General Honors. General Honors are awarded at grad- 
uation only, according to the following standard: Ninety-three 
or more hours of A grade, the remainder not lower than B grade. 
Grade made in Physical Education HI, 112, 211, 212, are not to 
be counted in competing for General Honors. 
3. Departmental Honors. Departmental Honors are award- 
ed at graduation only, to those who have obtained a standing 
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of A in one or more department* in courses amounting to not 
lr-~ ilian twenty-tour semester hours, provided that there shall 
have been no grade less than li in any other courses which may 
have been taken in the department. In Modern I-anguages no 
ti:-i - ma} !*■ counted i"r department honors. 
4.    Special   Hot al   Honora are awarded at grad- 
uation only, according to the following plan: Any regularly class- 
ified Student who has maintained an A rank in not less than half 
of his work during live successive semesters of the freshman. 
sophomore, and first half of junior years, and who has not fallen 
below C in any single study may with the consent of the faculty 
be enrolled a- a student for honors in some selected detriment 
of study. 
Application for such enrollment shall l>e made prior to the 
spring vacati"ii of the junior year, li the application he granted 
the professor in charge of the detriment selected shall assign 
work to the applicant substantially equal in amount to a three 
hour study for the year. 
The student shall lie examined on this work prior to the 
spring vacation of the senior year. The examination shall be 
conducted under the direction of the professors in charge, assist- 
ed by some other member of the faculty to be appointed by the 
president, and in addition to the special assignment the examina- 
tion -hall cover, in a general way. all other work which the ap- 
plicant has taken in the same dej»artment. 
During the interval l>etween enrollment for honors and ex- 
tmination the student must make an A rank in all work done in 
the clepartment to which his special study belongs, and must not 
fall below  H    in any other department.     He must also maintain 
unblemished record in the department. 
Work done for Special Honors must not be elementary in its 
charactei and in no case shall it be the only work done in the de- 
partment in which it is taken. Advanced elective courses al- 
ready offered may be utilized as honor courses, or special topics 
may he assigned to suit individual cases but in no case shall 
work upon which special honors arc liestowed be counted as any 
part of the student's requirement* for his degree. 
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All honors duly earned sliall entitle the student to have his 
name placed upon the records of the University with the state- 
ment of the Honors which he lias received, and the fact sliall be 
engrossed u|>on his Diploma, announced on Commencement Day, 
and published in the Annual Catalogue. 
3. RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS 
Men who have completed their sophomore year at Denison 
University ere eligible to compete for the Cecil Rhodes Scholar- 
ships, tenable for three years at Oxford University, England, 
with a stipend of $2000 each year. These scholarships are award- 
ed on the combined basis of character, scholarship, athletics, and 
leadership in extra-curriculum activities. Further information 
may be obtained from the Secretary of the Rhodes Scholarship 
Committee of Selection for Ohio, Professor Leigh Alexander. 
Obcrlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. 
4. PRIZES 
(a) The Lewis Literary Prize Contest. These prizes were 
given to the Franklin and Calliopean literary societies by Mr. 
Charles T. Lewis, former president of the Board of Trustees, and 
arc now continued by his sons Howard Lewis and Frank Lewis 
of the classes of 1900 and 1902, respectively. During recent 
years the prizes have teen given for excellence in extempore 
speech.   Competition is open to men students. 
i b) The Samson Talbot Bible Reading Contest. This is an 
endowed prize for the best reading of Scripture and is open to 
seniors and juniors.   The prizes are $40 and $20 respectively. 
(c) The Gilpatrick Scholarship. This is endowed by a 
fund contributed through the Society of the Alumni by former 
students and friends of Professor John Lord Gilpatrick. It is 
open to seniors and is awarded annually by the faculty upon the 
basis of excellence in mathematics. 
Id) The Harmon Freshman Latin Prizes. Established by 
Ex-Governor Judson Harmon, of the Class of '66, and continued 
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in his honor by his daughters, a first and second prize of $50 and 
$25 respectively are (.warded annually for excellence in Freshman 
Latin. The award is made on the lasis of a competitive examina- 
tion near the end of the year. 
,i The Woodland Prizes in Chemistry. J. Ernest Wood- 
land. "91, lieiiueathed to the University, in honor of his father, 
Wdliam Henry Woodland, the sum of $5000 for the establishment 
of two annual prizes: $150 for the best, and $50 for the second 
best original thesis on some phase of Chemistry in its relation to 
industrial everyday life. Conditions of the competition are an- 
nounced each September by the department of Chemistry. 
i f)    The Freshman Chemistry Prize.   A prize of $25.00 is 
offered to the student making the best record in Chemistry 111- 
112. 
5. SCHOLARSHIPS 
For deserving students in need of assistance the University 
has at its disposal the annual income of certain  funds. 
Good class standing and exemplary conduct in all relations of 
life arc prerequisite to the enjoyment of any of these scholarships. 
The holders of scholarships must maintain a scholastic record 
at all times of eighteen points for regular scholarships and twenty- 
two points for honor scholarships with no "F" grades. 
Students holding them may he called upon to render a certain 
amount of service to the University but never to an amount which 
will interfere with regular college work. 
1. The Mary K. Monroe Fund. $30,000. This fund is avail- 
able for ministerial students at Denison. and in the theological 
seminaries alter graduation from Denison. 
2. The M. E. Cray Fund, $5,000, for the aid of ministerial 
-indents. 
3. The David Thatcher Fund, $1,500, available for minis- 
terial students. 
4. The Joshua and Gwennie Jones Fund, $1,356, available 
for ministerial students. 
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5. The Abigail Pence Houck Fund, $31,717.49, for minis- 
terial students. 
6. The Ohio liaptist Education Society has at its disposal 
scholarships for its beneficiaries to the number of forty, if neces- 
sary. 
7. The Ebenezer Thresher Fund, $10,000, for the aid of 
young men. 
8. The David and Jane Harpster Fund, $1,500, available 
for men students. 
9. The Mary Arnold Stevens Fund, $500, for men students. 
10. The Eugenio Kincaid Leonard Scholarship, $1,000, for 
the aid of young men. 
11. The A. F. and A. A. Bostwick Scholarship Fund, $1,000, 
HI  men students. 
12. The William Howard Doane Scholarship Fund with an 
income (if $400 annually for men students. 
13. Tin- King Scholarship Endowment, $12,000, for women 
students. 
14. The  Martha  A.  Luse  Scholarship   Fund,   $1,000   for 
n students. 
15. The James McClurg Scholarship Fund, $1,000, for 
women students. 
16. The Mary Miller Scholarship Fund, $8,281.99, for 
A< men Btudents. 
17. The Charles T. Cliapin Scholarship Fund, $2,000, for 
women students. 
IX. The Lide-Shepardson-Marsh Scholarship Fund, $1,000, 
fur women students. 
19. The Elizabeth S. Ewart Scholarship Fund, $2,000, avail- 
able for students in Denison University. 
20. The Charles T. Lewis Scholarship Fund, $5,000, for two 
students in Denison University. 
21. The John H. Doyle Scholarship Fund, $2,500, for one 
student in Denison University. 
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22. The Welll A tod Cynthia Aldrich Chamberlain Scholar- 
slii]). $5,00 end «- b) theii ions and daughter, for the aid of 
students in Denison University 
23. The (", O. GriswoW Scholarship Kund. $5,000, for stu- 
dents of Denison University. 
24. The   Sarah   I.   Thompson   Scholarship   Kund,  $300,   for 
students of Denison Universitj 
2-. The Welsh Hills Price Scholarship Fund, $.'.000, for stu- 
dents in Denison University. 
26. The Daniel Van Vi.irhis Scholarship Kund, $500, for 
students in Denison University. 
27. The !•'.. S. Shepardson Scholarship Kund. $1,000, for stu- 
dents in tin Conservati 
28. i!;'   Noyes Scholarships, founded by Laverne Noyes, 10 
in number, are available f■ >r men who served in the World War, 
and their children     Each ha- an annual value covering tuition. 
29 High School Sch larships, An endowed scholarship to 
the highest honor student hoy or girl) in the graduating class 
each year is offered to a selected list of secondary schools. This 
is worth $100 for each of four years, and its use must lie begun 
during the year of graduation, 
30. Universit) Scholarship- The Board of Trustees sets 
apart annually a generous amount of money to provide aid for a 
number of students when the above special funds are not sufficient. 
31. Music Scholarships. The sum of $250 is awarded by the 
Board of Trustees, upon the recommendations of the Director of 
the Conservatory and the President of the Universiry. 
32. The Mana Theresa Barney Loan Fund, from which the 
President of the University has a varying amount at his disposal 
each year to be loaned to young men at  his discretion, without 
interest 
33. The Fletchei 0  Marsh Loan Fund, $5X100, for     men 
student-. 
34. The Hannah Snow Lewis Kund, $9,028.27, available as a 
loan fund for women students, 
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35. The Charles F. Burke Student Loan Fund and the Lorcna 
Woodrow Burke Student Loan Fund, $2,000, administered in ac- 
cordtnee with the plans of the Harmon Foundation, available to 
juniors and seniors. 
36. The Edward Le Grande Husted Fund, $1,000, endowed 
by Jessie Husted Chamberlain, the income to be loaned to students 
of Dcnison University. 
SPECIAL NOTE—It should be noted that only the income of 
these scholarship funds in an amount of a little more than five 
per cent annually is available for aiding students. 
DENISON STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
From the tuition and the special hospital fee an amount is 
i aside partially to cover the expense of the student health serv- 
ice.   This is a distinct department of the University and is supcr- 
rised by the college medical officer and a trained nurse. 
All its activities are centered in the Whisler I fall Memorial 
Hospital. Here is located the college clinic, where students may 
have unlimited medical attention. The medical officer is available 
at certain hours for consultation, examination and treatment, 
when necessary.   A trained nurse is on duty at all time. 
In case of need each student is entitled to 3 days of care in 
(he hospital, with no additional charge. For periods in excess of 
this time, a nominal charge of $2.00 per day is made. Only un- 
usual medical or surgical treatment is charged against the student. 
This includes calls at student rooms, special nurses, or unusual 
medicines or appliances. 
The college medical officer co-operates with both the depart- 
ments of physical education in the matter of physical examina- 
tions, health education and advice, and care of the members of 
athletic teams. 
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ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE 
A.  BY CERTIFICATE 
The graduate* of first grade high schools and academies are 
credited with their certified preparatory work without examina- 
tion, so far as such work agree* with the entrance requirements 
of the University. Candidates must present certificates, officially 
signed, showing the a and credit gained in each study. 
These certificates must be in the hands ol the Director of Ad- 
mission) not later than two weeks lieforc the opening of the re- 
spective semesters, to avoid late registration and the consequent 
fee.   Kntrance blanks will be furnished upon request. 
Applications i<>r admission with residence in women's 
dormitories must U' acc'ini(»amcd by a $10.00 fee and by a 
certificate <>t riitrar.ee with application and recommendation blanks, 
and any advanced credits with honorable dismissal) by July 15 
of the year of entrance, 
B. BY EXAMINATION 
Applicants for admission who are nut graduates of approved 
secondary schools ma) present themselves for examination in the 
subjects required for entrance to the freshman class. Examina- 
tion- will be given on September 15. 16. 1931, 
It is recommended that such candidates for admission 
take the examinations set by the College Entrance Exam- 
ination Board, at any .,i the several cities where they are offered. 
Applications should be addressed to the Secretarj of the College 
Entrance Examination Board, 431 West 117th St.. New York, 
before May IK. 1931 for those living in the United States or 
Canada, and before April 20, 1931 for those living elsewhere. 
No special Students can IK- accepted for undergraduate work. 
In general, only applicants can be considered who are graduates 
of secondary schools properly accredited by the North Central As- 
sociation of Secondary Schools and Colleges, and by the State 
Department of Education. 
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ENTRANCE REQUIBEMENTS 
Fifteen units distributed as indicated below are required for 
entrance, and no student is admitted to freshman rank who hai 
not completed at least fourteen units. A unit is defined as a 
year's course of study in a given subject, with 4 or 5 forty-minute 
periods of recitation per week, in an approved secondary school. 
1. The following 11 units are prescribed for all: 
English, 3 History, 1 
Algebra, 1 Science, 1   (Physics, Chemistry, 
Geometry, 1 Zoology,    Hiology,    Botany 
Foreign  language,  4   (at        Physiography.) 
least   2 in the   same 
language,   preferably 
Latin.) 
Applicants for admission who have IS acceptable units but 
who are not able to present 4 years of foreign language, may be 
admitted with 2 years, provided they rank in the upper third 
of their class. Any students admitted with language deficien- 
cies shall elect language courses in college without loss of 
credit. One year of college work is required to make up a unit 
of deficiency. 
2. At least 2 additional units must be selected from the fol- 
lowing subjects, the number indicating the maximum number of 
units that will be accepted in any subject: 
English, 4 Physics, 1 
Latin, 4 Chemistry, 1 
Greek, 3 Physiography, 1 
French, 3 Botany, 1 
German, 3 Zoology, 1 
Spanish, 3 Physiology, 1 
History and Civics, 4 Agriculture, 1 
General Science, 1 
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Mathematics, iyi   (Algebra. Geometry and  J4   unit   of 
Trigonometry.) 
In tins group may I* included the following subjects with 
the reflective units noted, upon the recommendation of the 
college departments especially concerned: 
Bible, 1 Psychology, "4 
Economics, '/i Sociology, J4 
Theoretical Music, 1 
3.    Not  more than two units may be presented  from the 
following subjects: 
Mechanical Drawing, 1 Manual Training or Shop 
Freehand Drawing. 1 Work, 1 
Domestic Science. 1 Commercial Law, 1 
Stenography (ii a full unit), 1  Commercial Geography, 1 
Applied Music, 1 Physical Education, 1 
PIOVISIONAL ADMISSION 
High school graduates who lack not more than 2 of the 
prescribed units fur entrance may lie admitted provisionally. Such 
units must lie cleared during the freshman and sophomore yean. 
In most cases these credits can be acquired in college. If taken in 
college, one year of college work in a subject is required to make 
up a unit of deficiency. 
EXCESS ENTRANCE CREDIT 
Application fur excess entrance credit must be made at the 
time of matriculation and documentary evidence of the same pre- 
sented within six weeks. All such credit, if allowed, is provisional 
upon the student's maintaining a prescribed high standard of schol- 
arship during the year. No excess entrance credit is allowed for 
high school work, unless at least one semester more than four 
years has been spent in the secondary school; when allowed, it 
shall never represent more than fifty per cent of the school credit, 
and the maximum is ten semester hours.    In cases of deficiencies 
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in the required subjects (or entrance (although a total of fifteen 
units is presented), a request for a limited amount of excess en- 
trance credit iiartly to counterbalance the deficiency will be given 
consideration by the Director of Admissions. 
ADVANCED STANUINC 
Students who have completed a ]>art of their course at other 
college! may apply for admission with advanced standing. They 
should present a certified statement of their preparatory course, 
also of the work completed and the credit gained at the former 
institution, and a certificate of honorable dismissal. Equiva- 
lent credit will l>e given for the work they liave successfully com- 
pleted, so far as it applies to the courses at Denison, but an 
examination  may  be  required at  the discretion  of  the   Faculty. 
REGISTRATION OF STUDENTS 
Students will present themselves for registration at the days 
assigned for that purpose, i See University Calendar on page 5 
of this catalogue). Otherwise a fee of $5.00 is charged for late 
registration. 
ADVISERS 
Each student chooses as early as possible the department 
containing the line of study which he wishes to emphasize in his 
course. The professor in charge of this department becomes the 
student's adviser in his course of study and must he consulted at 
each subsequent registration. 
SUBJECTS OPEN TO FRESHMEN 
The following courses arc required of all candidates for de- 
cree-: English 111-112, Physical Education 111-112, and one of 
the following year courses: Greek 111-112, Latin 101-102, 111- 
112. Mathematics 113-114. 115-116, 119-120, 121-122.    None of 
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these courses ma) be deferred later than the freshman year ex- 
cept with the consent ol the Registrar en recommendation of the 
head of the detriment concerned. 
The freshman schedule, in addition to the subjects mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph, will be determined by the student in 
consultation with his adviser from the following subjects: 
Astronomy 101-102. 111-112 
Botany 111-112 
Chemistry 110 (women only) 
111-112. 113 
Christian Education 111-112, 
115, 116 
Economics 101 
Education 101 
Engineering Science 111. 113-114 
French 111-112, 211-212 
Geology 111-112. 121-122 
German 111-112, .'11 212 
Greek 111-112 
History 111-112 
Latin id-102, 111-112 
Mathematics 11.1-114,115-116, 
119-120, 121-122 
Music 101-102. 103- 
104, 111-112 
Physics 111-112. 113-114 
ish 111-112. 211-212 
Speech 111-112 
Zoology 111-112 
Beginning language courses are open to freshmen, or more 
advance! courses if the elementary work has been done in the 
preparatory school. 
ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS 
Normal Registration. The average number of credit hours 
is 16. estimated as 1 credit for 1 hour recitation period or 2 hours 
laboratory period per week during the semester, to make up the 
requirement ol 128 credit hours for graduation. This is the amount 
recommended for students in all classes, to secure best results. 
The maximum allowed a new matriculant is 18 hours, including 
1 hour oi physical training. 
/.' i c ISS Registration. For other students, more than 16 hours 
is excess and cannot lie allowed except by consent of the Registra- 
tion Committee in applying definite regulation! of the Faculty. To 
register for 17 hours the student must have accumulated 21 points 
in the preceding semester, with no mark below passing ; to register 
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for 18 hours lie must have accumulated 25 points in the preced- 
ing semester, with no mark below passing. A schedule of 17 hours 
including Physical Education 111-212. or Music 103-204 (en- 
semble) will not be interpreted as excess registration, nor will 
points acquired in these s|>ecific courses he counted toward nieet- 
ing excess requirements. A fee of $5.00 shall be charged for 
each registered hour in excess of 18. Without special permission 
from the Dean's office, 13 credit hours shall be the minimum 
amount of registration, 
Changes in Registration. Ordinarily no changes are allowed 
in registration after the registration card lias been filed with the 
Registrar. For every change that is allowed, a fee of $1.00 will 
be charged, unless remitted by the Registrar for satisfactory 
reason. 
Late Registration. All students must complete their regis- 
tration and settle with the Bursar on the days set apart for this 
puqiosc. Failure to do so will be counted as late registration 
entailing a special fee of $5.00. 
Dropping Work. Work for which the student has once regis- 
tered cannot he dropped except by formal permission secured 
through the office of the Registrar. A course abandoned without 
such permission, likewise (under certain conditions) a course in 
which the student is failing, will he counted as a failure and so 
recorded on the permanent record. 
Withdrawal. Students who find it necessary to leave the 
University before the close of a semester, report to the Dean and 
receive withdrawal card. This card is then presented to the Regis- 
trar, who completes the withdrawal. 
, Chapel. All students are required to be regular in attendance 
upon the chapel exercises and the colleges assemblies. A failure 
in this res|iect beyond a certain amount involves a loss of scholas- 
tic credit. 
Absence from Class. When a student's absences in any 
course exceed twice the number of credit hours in that course, he 
is automatically dropped from the course with a grade of F. 
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  All   members   of   organizations 
representing the University must have passed in at least 12 hours 
during the preceding semester and earned at thai tune 12 points. 
No other students are permitted to take part in the following ac- 
tivities; intercollegiat* athletics glee club concerts, |x-rformances 
oi the Masquers, intei debates, band concerts; or to be 
on the staff of the Dei Vdytum, or to hold office in the 
Student Government, Y, M. C   \    >r Y. W. C. A. 
CLASSIFICATION OK STUDKMTI 
For Freshman Standing 
tie student will be classified as freshman who is deficient in 
more than 1 unit of preparatory work. 
For Sopkomori Standing 
All entrance deficiencies must IK- removed. 
At  least 24 hour- of college  work and 26 points  (including 
the required  freshman courses in  English,  Mathematics or 
Latin or I'.reek and Physical Training.) 
For Junior Slanding 
At least ''-' hours and 68 points (including Physical Training 
211-212 and all preceding requirements). 
h'nr Stnit t Slandin 
At least 96 I nd  105 points, and all preceding require- 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BACCALAUREATE 
DEGREE 
'ii Univeri -   the Bachelor of Arts degree upon 
satisfactory completion of courses.    (For Bachelor Music degree 
.aion announcement, page 114), To secure the A.B. 
degree the student must ntisf) the following conditions: (1) he 
musl meet the ipecified requirements; 12) he must complete a 
major; (3) he musl tneel the group requirements; (4) he must 
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carry a sufficient numlR'r of elective courses to bring his total 
credit to 128 semester hours; and (5) his work must conform to 
certain scholastic requirements. 
A semester hour of credit is defined as one hour per week 
of lecture or recitation, or two hours per week of laboratory 
work, through one semester of 18 weeks. 
1. Specified Requirements. 
(a) English, 6 hours to l>c taken in the freshman year. 
(b) Latin or Creek or Mathematics, 8 hours to be taken 
in the freshman year. 
(c) A reading knowledge of some modern foreign language 
as shown by passing an examination equivalent to that given at 
the close of the second college year of that language. In case 
the student takes his major in one of the departments in Group 
C (below), this language must be French or German unless the 
adviser makes an exception. Required modern foreign language, 
when taken, shall be begun i.i the freshman year, unless specific- 
ally excused for pre-professional students. 
(d) I. Physical Education, 4 hours to be taken in the fresh- 
man and Bophomore years.   2. Hygiene, 1 hours (pp. 97, 99), 
in the sophomore year. 
2. Requirements for Major. 
The student must select a principal sequence of studies, 
called a major, in one de|«rtment of instruction as listed below. 
This is to consist of at least 24 and not more than 40 hours. 
Specific major requirements for each detriment arc found under 
departmental statements. De]>artments that offer less than 24 
hours are allowed to make up tliat number from other depart- 
ments subject to faculty approval. 
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3.    Group Requirements. 
The departments of instruction are as follows: 
Group A Group B Group C 
English Christian Education Astronomy 
Greek Economics Botany 
Latin Education Chemistry 
Modern languages History Engineering Scienc 
Music Geology 
(theory and history ) Mathematics 
Philosophy Physical Education 
Political Science Physics 
F'«.vchology Zoology 
Sociology 
Speech 
In addition to the Spi ■ ■   .   . ■   noted mi page 55, 
6 hours shall be taken in Croup A. 18 hours in Group B, and 12 
hours in Group C, bul majoring in Engineering Science 
ma) be excused from a total of 4 hours of requirement! in Groups 
A and B together. I if the 18 hours chosen in Group B, 12 hours 
must be from the following departments: Economics, History, 
Philosophy, Political Science. Psychology, and Sociology. The 
12 hours in Group C must include one of the following laboratory 
courses: 
Astronomy 111-112 or 211-212 
Botany 111-112 or 113-114 
Chemistry 111-112 
Engineering Science 111, 212 
Geology 111-112 
Physics 111-112, 113-114 or 111-112, 211-212 
Zoology 111-112 
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4.   Eleetivis. 
The total of 128 hours for graduation will be made up by 
adding to the above program such studies as the student may elect 
with the approval of his adviser. 
5.   Scholastic Requirimmts. 
All credits to be counted for the major must be "C" grade 
or above. By the close of the semester previous to graduation, 
the candidate for a degree must have earned at least 110 semester 
hours credit and 112 points, and must have paid all University 
bills including diploma fee. 
A student's class work is graded as follows, with the accom- 
panying point value for each grade: 
"A" (Excellent) Earns 2 points per credit hour. 
"B" (Good) Earns 1J4 points per credit hour. 
"C" (Fair) Earns 1 point per credit hour. 
"D" (Passing) Earns no points. 
"F" is a failure, and in order to receive credit, course must be 
taken over in class. 
A total of 140 points must be earned for graduation. 
Registration denied—A failure in scholastic requirements re- 
sults in denial of re-registration in cases defined as follows: 
a. Any student who fails to make six points at any semes- 
Icr report. 
b. A freshman who, earning at least six points but less 
than nine during the first semester, has been placed on probation 
and fails to earn twelve points by the end of the second semester. 
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c     A freshmn who fails i" make twelve points during the 
mester,  unless  his  work   has  been  previously earning 
eighteen points. 
more who, failing t" make twelve paints during 
has been placed on probation and is not earn- 
ing ;it least fourteen points by the end of the second semester. 
e. e who fails to make fourteen points during 
mester.  unli rk  has  been  previously  earning 
■ en points 
f. A junior who, failing t" make fourteen points during the 
first si-nu-stcr. has been placed on probation and is not earning at 
least sixteen points l>\ the end of the second semester. 
g. A junior who fails to make sixteen points during the 
second semester, unless his work has been previously earning 
eighteen points. 
An "Incomplete"—When a student's registration in college 
is affected bj an "1" grade upon his record be must remove this 
incomplete al least one week before registration to receive credit 
in the com 
M. I'KK-MKIUCAL PROVISION 
Any student who successfully completes all the specific re- 
quirements tor graduation at Denison and all the specific require- 
ments foi admission to an A grade medical school, with a total 
credit of 98 semester hours and 110 points, shall receive the de- 
gree from Denison upon successful completion of the first year's 
work in such A grade medical school. 
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EXPENSES 
TUITION 
(InclndiiiR  special  (CM   for athletics  ami student   activities.) 
Per semester $125.00 
Hospital Pee, per semester      2.50 
Tuition in Conservatory of Music, (Sec page 117). 
DIPLOMA FEES 
Bachelor's Degree $ 5.00 
EXTRA CHARGES FOR CERTAIN COURSES 
The fees indicated below are in all cases for a single semester. 
In some cases the fee is not a fixed amount, but depends upon 
special circumstances.    Such cases are not included in this table. 
ASTRONOMY—Course  112 $2.00 
212  2.00 
311-312 per credit hour   1.00 
BOTANY—Course 111.. 
113 
213.. 
315.. 
317.. 
417. 
3.00 112 
2.00 114 
3.00 714 
4.00 316 
4.50 318 
1.00 418 
$ 3.00 
.. 2.00 
.. 3.00 
.. 4.00 
.. 4.50 
..    1.00 
CHEMISTRY— 
A deposit of $4.00 is required for each laboratory course, to 
cover breakage and use of non-returnable supplies. Additional 
fees as folows: 
Course 111 $ 6.00 
211....6.00 (or $9.00) 
223    6.00 
313 Consult instructor 
411    6.00 
413 No fee 
415 Consult instructor 
112....$6.00 (or $9.00) 
212 6.00   (or 9.00) 
224     6.00 
314 Consult instructor 
412     6.00 
414 No fee 
416 Consult instructor 
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EDUCATIO 
BMGINBU 
N— 
415 
INC SCIENCE 
Course 111... 
113. 
5 8.00 
$ 1.00 
...    1.00 
416 
112  
$ 8.00 
$ 1.00 
114  
    1.00 
115... 1.00 212 
325 
336  
2.00 
-Ml 
322 
330 
411 
All Courses. each 
1.00 
2.00 
2.00 
1.00 
1.00 
    1.00 
GEOLOGY- 
412 1.00 
    1.00 
Mrsic—Courses 201. .•0.'. 221, -'-•-'. 313. 314. 331. 332   12.00 
301. 30.'. 311. 312, 441, 442, 451. 452     8.00 
Pianoforte. Voice. Or^an, Violin. Violoncello, Wind Instruments. 
Two private lessons per week  50.00 
One private lesson per week  27.50 
PHYSICS—Course 113 2.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
212, 223 
114 
212... 
2.00 
.'11      3.00 
311. 312...      3.00 
431 432 3.00 
112. 211 
344...      3.00 
ZOOLOGY—Courses 111. 224, 227, 228...    1.25 
per hour of credit. 
BOARD AND ROOMS 
Room Kent per Semester: 
Men    —Talbot Hal!  $35.00 to $40.00 
Women     lleavei   ami  Sawyer  Halls    100.00 
Other Halls and Cottages      75.00 
Board per Semester i Women onl) I $108.00 
Men must mak<   private arrangements for their meals, as 
there i* no men's dining hall. 
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Refunding of Charges. No rebate can be made in the room 
rent of women, but to students leaving on regular dismissal before 
the December vacation of the first semester, or the spring vaca- 
tion of the second, a charge is made of $8.00 a week for board 
for the number of weeks in residence. No rebate is granted after 
these elates. 
REGULATIONS RESPECTING DORMITORIES 
Men's Dormitories—Rooms for men in the dormitories may 
be secured on application to the Iiursar by paying a deposit fee 
of $5.00 on or before August 1. If the applicant occupies the 
room for the entire semester this fee will be returned, subject to 
the rules and regulations governing the use of dormitories; other- 
wise it is forfeited. 
No room can be secured for a shorter time than one semester. 
If a room is vacated for any cause before December 1 of the first 
semester, or before April 15 of the second, only one-third of the 
room rent will be refunded. No rent will be refunded after these 
dates. 
Rooms arc in suites comprising study room and bed-room 
(except single rooms for one person) and are supplied with dress- 
er, bookcase and chairs, single iron bedsteads, mattresses and 
springs, licdclothing and towels are provided by the student. The 
rooms are lighted by electricity and heated by hot water, and are in 
close proximity to lavatories on the same floor, where shower 
baths are provided with hot and cold water. 
Women's Dormitories—Rooms are provided for young wo- 
men on lower campus in Burton Hall, King Hall, and Stone 
Hall, in Parsons House on the corner of Elm and Mulberry 
streets; in Mary Thresher Beaver Hall, Sawyer Hall and Gil- 
patrick House on the upper campus. Rooms may be secured 
by paying an application fee of $10.00. This fee is credited on the 
room rent if the room is subsequently occupied by the applicant. 
It is not returnable after a student has been accepted for admission. 
For important information concerning admission, sec page 48. 
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Ample lavatories arc provided on each floor, which have baths 
with   hoi   an.I   cold   water.     Single   iron   bedsteads,   mattresses, 
springs and rugs ire provided in all rooms. All rooms and lulls 
are lighted by electricity and heated by hot water.   All bedding 
and  toilet appliances are  furnished by  the students, whether in 
dormitories or cottages. Breakage or other damage to furniture 
of rooms is charged to the occupants. 
PAYiii NT w BILLS 
The entire semester bill, including dormitory room-rent <and 
board in the case ol women) 1- due and payable on the da\ of 
•       tralion.   .*/'. ruti must bt arnHgtd for in 
udvonci by writing '■ the Bursar. Requests tor extension ot 
time tor payment will be considered by a committee composed of 
the Bursar, tin- Deans and the Admissions ' office. A ice of SI.00 
will be charged tor such extension ol credit and. when an ar- 
rangement has been m red payment, failure to meet 
the term- ol the agreement will result in an added late payment 
fee of $3.00. The committee maj not gram extensions ol time 
be} nd Decembi  I  temester bill and April fif- 
teenth i"r the second II.   All payments must !>c com- 
pleted bj  i avoid suspension from college. 
The above does not i -it- regarding scholar- 
ships "' -indent employment, which are handled by the Director 
of Admissions. 
All checks should !»■ made payable t'> Denison University and 
shoul to The  Bursar,  Denison University. Cran- 
ville. I 
SPBI I a i 
/.'<.. on. Foi cniichtii.ii. mid amount, sec page 53. 
Partial Rtgistration. Students taking less than 10 hours per 
week will be charged as follows: $S.0O |>er semester hour, and the 
special  fees for athletics, student activities and hospital service. 
exception in Conservator} (page 117). 
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Loll Registration.   Sec page 53. 
Examinations. A fee is charged for a special examination: 
$2.00 in case of a final; and $1.00 for a mid-semester, 1 hour 
examination. 
Refunding of Tuition. All registrations are for an entire 
semester and no money is refunded to a student who leaves be- 
fore the end of the semester, with the following exceptions: a 
college student leaving during the first half of the semester, and 
regularly dismissed, will pay for the time of his actual enrollment 
at the rate of $8.00 per week, counting from the first of the se- 
mester to the date of dismissions. The remainder of the tuition 
charges will be refunded excepting laboratory and other special 
fees. 
SUMMARY OF EXPENSES 
Minimum I.ibtral 
Tuition (including general student fees) 250 250 
Special Laboratory fees  10 50 
Room Kent           '                                              70 200 
Hoard 180 216 
Hooks and Supplies  30 50 
Fraternity and Social  45 85 
Personal  Incidentals  50 90 
Total  635 941 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
A limited amount of remunerative employment is furnished 
by the University, including stenography, typing, mimeographing 
and other office work; library, laboratory and departmental as- 
sistance ; messenger and telephone service, hall duty, janitor, 
car|>enter and campus work. A total of about $25.00 per 
semester is usually possible for new students. Apply to the Stu- 
dent Aid Committee for such employment. Many students find 
outside work by applying through the Y. M. C. A. Employment 
Committee. 
Departments and Courses of Instruction 
All ilit department! of instruction are listed in alphabetical 
ordrr in the following pages, with the title, outline, and other in- 
formation of all the courses offered. The numliering indicates 
the year in the curriculum for which the courses are primarily in- 
tended. 100-200 for irishmen. 200-300 for sophomores, and so on. 
The odd-numbered courses are given in the first semester, the 
even-mimliered in the second semester; in a few cases the course 
is repeated, with the same numbering, in the other semester. The 
Roman numeral indicates the period in the daily schedule at wdiich 
the class meets and the hums refer to the units of credit for the 
course. Four-hour coui ds I and II omit Friday; at other 
periods, omit Monday. Three hour courses at periods I and II 
meet Monday, V .Friday ; at i>eriods III and IV, Monday 
Tuesday and Thursday; at periods VI and VII, Tuesday, Thurs- 
da) and Friday. Two hour courses at the respective periods meet 
on the day! in the three-hour schedules.    Period V, one- 
half hour, i- reserved for cha|>el service. 
ASTRONOMY 
MR. HIEFELD 
Astronomy ha- ]>erlians less of a direct outlet than any other 
Study in the curriculum. However, as it involves, as a major, 
the highest and best training in the physical sciences and mathe- 
matics, it ought to provide the high school and college with the 
best trained teachers in those subjects. 
A major sequence in this department includes the following 
courses: 211-212 (8 hours). 214 12 hours), 311-312 (8 hours), 
411-412 (6 houi 
101-102 ANCKNT AMI MIJUEVAI. ASTRONOMY. TWO lectures a week 
ami assigned reading in mythnlogy of constellations. Study of the heavens 
one hour each week with naked eye and the telescope of the observatory. 
< )pen to all. IV, 2 noun. 
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111. ELEMENTARY ASTRONOMY. Four recitations a week based 
upon lectures with mimeograph notes and text, with one hour a week (needing 
no preparation on the part of the student) on Tuesday or Thursday, 8-9 
p.m., for constellation study and the demonstration of instruments. No 
prerequisite. VI, 4 hours. 
112. ELEMENTARY PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY. This introduces itudenti 
who haw had course 111 ir it* equivalent, and engineering students, to the 
BSC •>{ the instruments in solving practical astronomical problems in an 
elementary way. Prerequisite, course III Fee, $2.00, with laboratory 
hours to be arranged. VI, 4 hours. 
211. DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY. A standard text is used together 
with lantern slides and demonstration of the instruments of the observatory. 
Prerequisite, Freshman Mathematics.   Physics, 111-112 is advised. 
I, 4 hours. 
212. PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY. This is a laboratory course for the 
solving of astronomical problems with the precision that the modern instru- 
ments   of   the  observatory   allow.     Prerequisites,   course   211   and   Physics 
211. Fee, $2.00. 4 hours. 
214.   Million of LEAST SQUARES.   Advised for students taking course 
212. Hours to be arranged. 2 hours. 
311-312. ADVANCED OBSERVATIONAL WORK. Measurement of double 
stars and position of celestial objects differentially with position mi- 
crometer. Stellar Photometry with naked eye and wedge photometer. Pre- 
requisite, course 211.    Hours to be arranged.    Fee, $1.00 per credit hour. 
411 412. INTRODUCTION TO CELESTIAL MECHANICS. A standard 
text Ls used taking up the fundamental principles of the subject. Application 
to detei initiation of ephemerides and orbits of planets and cornels. Prere- 
quisite, course 211 (may be taken the same time as 411) and the calculus, 
including, preferably, an introduction to differential equations-   IV, 3 hours. 
BOTANY 
MR. STICKNEY 
Botany courses are useful to bacteriologists, plant patholo- 
gists, horticulturists, foresters, landscape architects, museum cur- 
ators, and experts in the Department of Agriculture Experiment 
Stations and university laboratories. 
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111 112 GlNOAl BOTANI A consideration of living organisms and 
liie p I   a  study of  the  origin  of   individual!  and  races  through 
rotation The courK doe% not follow the lines of element- 
ary botn ) ii designed equally for those entering 
with or without such course. Fee, $300. Lectures and quiz Tuesday and 
Thursday,   IV      Laboratory, two  section-,   Monday or   Wednesday.   II1-1V. 
3 hours. 
113-114    DrsciirnTi   AND   SYSTEMATIC   BOTANY.     A   general treat- 
ment   of   the  higher   flowering   plants,  emphasizing  structure  and    function 
in the first semester an<!  i and clarification  in the second.    An 
intensive course in elementary botany, a- an introduction to the subject 
and to: prospective teachers. Field trips alternate with laboratory studies 
during the open  season of both semesters.    Open to all.    Fee, $2.00 
VI-VII. 3 hours. 
209. APPLICATION or BOTANY. A lecture course dealing with man's 
relation to plants and plant life. The plant as a food-building machine, 
the world's food supply, fuel, drug plants, fibre plants, poisonous plants, 
lumber, forest influences and conservation, and ornamental plants and land- 
scaping arc among the topic- included.    Open to all. II, 2 hours. 
210. BACTERIOLOGY or DISEASE. A lecture course dealing with 
germ diseases, from the standpoint of personal and public hygiene. The 
nature of  pathogenic bacteria and  their  toxins, modes  of   infection, disease 
trice and immunity, and the use of protective and preventive measures. 
Open to general election. II, 2 hours. 
213-214     PLANT   MORPHOLOGY.     A   very   general   survey   of   the plant 
kingdom,   with   a   study   of   type   forms   from   the   lowest   to   the   highest 
orders.    One all-day field trip and several shorter excursions each .■'•meter. 
Alternates with courses 31S  116     Prercqui»itcs. Courses 111-112 or 113-114, 
»logy 111-112    Fee. $100.   Four credits.   Offered in 1931-32. 
HI. 4 hours, and IV. 2 hours. 
315-316.   PLANT  HISTOLOGY  AND   PHYSIOLOGY.    The  study  of   cells, 
duties,  and  organs  of   higher  plants,  and  of   the   relation  of   these   struc- 
tures to life procc   es     Special attention i< given to the technique of micro- 
i  • and   '» experimental methods during 
the   ie       I.    All 213-214      Prerequisites,  courses   111- 
112 or   II i-114.    Fee. $400     Not offered in  1931-32. 
III. 4 hours, and  IV, 2 hours. 
317-318     BACTERIOLOGY.      An   elementary   course   introducing   the  stu- 
dent   to  the   nature  and   activities   of   bacteria,   and   to   the   technique  and 
method i! study.    Elementary chemistry is advised in addi* 
dition   to e  HI   112 Z       -vy   111-112,   the   regular   prerequisite   for 
this con (4.50. ITered In 1931-32 III. 4 hairs. 
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417-418. BOTANICAL SEMINAR. The study of special topics with 
reports in class upon assigned reading?. Either or both semesters may 
be taken. Ability to use French or German is desirable. Open to juniors 
and seniors only. Prerequisite, course 111-112 and an additional year's work 
m the department.   Hours to be arranged.   Fee, $1.00. 2 hours. 
419-420. ADVANCED BOTANY. Special work on assigned problems 
leading to research in botany. This course may be taken only by compe- 
tent students, and with consent of the head of the department. Two to fire 
credits.   Hours arranged individually. 
CHEMISTRY 
MR. EBAUGH, MR. EVERHART, MISS TIPPET 
Graduates from the department of Chemistry find employ- 
ment in the industries, in high school teaching, in engineering, 
and in government service. Many of them enter the medical 
profession, for the entrance requirements in chemistry in medical 
schools are high. 
Chemistry 111-112 is a fundamental course open to all stu- 
dents and is required of students who expect to specialize in 
dentistry, engineering, medicine, nursing, home economics and 
allied subjects. 
Students specializing in Chemistry usually take courses 111- 
112, 211-212, 223-224, 411-412, and 413-414. If they cannot pre- 
sent the prerequisite for courses 411-412, enough credits must be 
offered from courses 113, 210, 312 and 313-314 to make up the 
minimum of 24 hours. 
110. CHEMISTRY of THE HI.MI: The application of chemistry to house- 
hold problems, foods, nutrition, etc. Prerequisite, high school chemistry. 
Lecture or recitation. Wednesday and Friday, III.   2 hours.   Mr. Ebaugh. 
111. GENERAL CHEMISTRY. (Non-metals.) Principles and theor- 
ies of chemistry, the quantitative aspect of the subject and the solution of 
problems in chemical arithmetic. It is recommended that a student com- 
plete a course in elementary chemistry or physics as a preparation for 
this course. Fee and deposit, $10.00. Section A; recitation or lecture 
Monday and Wednesday, II  period,  laboratory Tuesday and Thursday, I 
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and   II   period      Section   B;   recitation  or   lecture   Tuesday   and   Thursday, 
VII  period, laboratory  Wednesday and Friday. VI  and  VII  period. 
4 hours.   Mr. Ebaufh. 
112. OlMttAi CHEMISTRY. (Metals and Qualitative Analysis.) 
A continuation of course 111 Tb- GCtion ttctwecn chemistry 
and industry is emphasised. C rpjpc te>ts. reactions of metallic 
and non-tnetailK ions, and the anal>M' ol mixtures of increasing difficulty. 
Prercquistti course 111 Pee and deposit, $1000. Four or five credits 
may be earned depending upon the amount of laboratory work taken.    Sec- 
I ■ -<■  111 Mr.  Ebaugh. 
113. CHEMICAL CALCINATIONS. A course emphasizing methods of 
calculation employed in solving numerical problems dealing with the applica- 
tion      Course   111   must   ac- 
BOIBpUij course.    Recitation. Friday, II. 
1 hour.     Mr. Everhart. 
210. ADVANCED IMOMANIC CHEMISTS-Y. A course designed to elaborate 
ami expand in i quantitative way the prindplei of ebeanstrr; it supple- 
ment cour i 11! 112) U furnish a thorough drill in the 
application the itructure of inorganic sub- 
stances. Prerequisite, course 112 Lecture or recitation, Tuesday and 
Thursday, II. 2 hours.   Mr. Everhart 
211-212. QuANTiTATm ANALYSIS. Gravimetric, volumetric, and 
electrolytic methods of analysi* are studied. Constant drills in chemical cal- 
culntiotu ooune   112.     Fee   and 
deposit.   SI'11"' W  mday   IV,   laboratory.   Monday 
and Wednesda I Thursday, V! and VII 
3 hours.    Mr. Ebaugh. 
223-22-1 OtOANK CHEMI TtY, A study of carbon compounds is ac- 
companied by the preparation of typical organic substances, determina- 
tion of physical • ■• tanti and chemical properties, and practice in the use 
of   teal try.     Prerequisite,   course 
112.   Fee and deposit, $10.00 per course.   Lecture or recitation Monday and 
Wednesday,  I.  laboratory, Thursday or Friday, I  and  II. 
3 hours.   Mr. Everhart. 
312. CHEWJST»Y or INDL-STBY AND BUSINESS. The application of chena- 
istry   t-i   processes   ind I   business.     Prerequisite, 
course   112      Lccturt    CM   recitation,   Tuesday   and   Thursday,   III,   supple- 
mented by  regular  inspection  irips  to manufacturing  plants. 
2 hours.    Mr. F.baugh. 
313-314     A nv ANTED   QUANTITATIVE   ANALYSIS.     Special   methods of 
analysis in the following groups:      (a)   mineral and ore analysis,    (b) 
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water analysis, (c) gas analysis, (d) foodstuff analysis, (e) metallurgical 
analysis, (f) technical analysis for specific industries. Prerequisite, course 
212. and for  (d), course 224.    Fees, credit and hours to be arranged. 
Mr. Ebaugh. 
411-412. PHYSICAL AND ELECTROCHEMISTRY. Modern theories of 
solution, dissociation, chemical equilibrium, thermochemistry, and electro- 
chcmiMry. Prerequisites, courses 212 and 224, Physics 212 and the 
calculus. Fee and deposit, $10.00 per course. Monday and Wednesday, IV. 
Laboratory hours to be arranged. 3 hours.   Mr. Everhart 
413-414. HISTORY of CHEMISTRY. Prerequisite, course 224. Hours 
to be arranged, (usually Tuesday VIII.) 1 hour.   Mr. Ebaugh. 
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
MR. STEWART 
Christian Education courses lead after further study to: the 
ministry, the mission field, church director of religious cduca- 
tinn, supervisor • >! week-day church schools, V. M, C. A. and V. 
\\. C. A. work, teacher in school or college, specialized forms of 
service—editorial, secretarial, promotional. The courses also 
make preparation for the following, though further study is ad- 
risahle: teacher in weekday church school, pastor's assistant. 
The two-fold aim of the instruction in this department is 
general religious culture and preparation for efficient Christian 
set vice. 
111. OLD TESTAMENT. The historical background, the develop- 
ment of religious thought, the work and place of the leading characters, the 
setting oi the various books. IV, VI, 3 hours.   Mr. Stewart. 
112. LIFE AND TEACIIINCS or JESUS. This course forms a unit 
with course 111. A study particularly of the synoptic Gospels for the (acts of 
Jesus' life and the social bearings of his teaching and example. 
IV, VI, 3 hours.   Mr. Stewart. 
115. I'»iseiri.es or REUCIOUS EDUCATION. The principles, prob- 
lems and programs of religious education as carried on by the local church 
and community, including a study of the week-day church school and the 
church vacation school. Ill, 3 hours. 
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116. THK MODEIN SI'NDAY SCHOOL. A practical study of the 
modern, graded Sunday School, in it? relation to the program of Christian 
education ol the church. III. 3 hours. 
120. THE VACATION CHI-KH SCHOOL. A course to prepare the stu- 
dent to render effective service in the Church Vacation School. The aims, 
organisation, administration, program, curriculum, and teaching will be 
studied     Not offered in 1931-32, I. 2 hours. 
211. OLD TESTAHCNT Paoriitrs. A more thorough study of the 
life and work of the great prophets; the social and political situation in which 
they found themselves, the reforms they sought to accomplish, and the per- 
manent contrihution they made to religious life and thought. Prerequisite, 
course 111. VII. 3 hours.   Mr. Stewart. 
212. TH« EASLY CB.ICB. This course begins with the account 
in Acts, lays great emphasis on the life and work of Paul, and carries the 
ttudy to the end of the Apostolic Age    Prerequisite, course 112. 
VII, 3 hours.   Mr. Stewart 
213. HisTiiKV AMI GlOOJUPBY or BIBLK LANDS. The topography, 
the natural and political history and the manners and customs of the Bible 
lands are studied, with laboratory equipment as aids. Prerequisite, course 
111 or 112.   Not offered in 1931-32, I. 3 hours. 
216. PaoBLEus or RILICIOK. A course that seeks by lecture, reading, 
discussion, and conference to discover the meaning of religion and its place 
in human life, in particular to aid in the solution of those religious prob- 
lems confronted by undergraduate thought. Prerequisites, courses 111-112. 
Alternates with course 302    Not offered in 1931-32. 
Ill, 3 hours.   Mr. Stewart. 
217. THE HISTORY OP RKLIGMM. Meaning and origin of religion, 
nature <>i primitive and classical rtligions. history of present non-Christian 
faiths.   Alt.rn.it!    with course 319.   Not offered in 1931-32. 
Ill, 3 hours.    Mr. Stewart. 
22i. HisToav or CHSISTIAN EorcATiON. The history and develop- 
ment of Christian education from the ancient Jewish and Greek systems, 
through the monastic, renaissance, and reformation periods to modern times. 
Prerequisite, course IIS,    Not offered in 1931-32. I, 3 hours. 
302. MISSIONS History and development of Christian missions. 
Geographical, racial, religious influences upon the various peoples. The prob- 
lems and opportunities in the mission fields. The meaning of the present 
situation.    Alternates with course 216.    Offered in  1931-32. 
Ill, 3 hours.   Mr. Stewart. 
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311. limtooi or TEACHING RELIGION. A practical study oi the 
principles am) methods of pedagogy as applied to the teaching of religious 
subjects for the development of Christian character. Observation of teach- 
ing in Sunday School and week-day church schools. Prerequisite, course 
116. II, 3 hours. 
312. STO»Y TILLING AND DRAMATIZATION. Principles of story-telling, 
selection of stories, compilation of stories and sources of story material. 
The educational ralue of the dramatized story, methods of dramatization. 
Prerequisites, courses 111, 112 or 116. II, 3 hours. 
31°. PSYCHOLOGY or RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT. The religious and 
moral capacities of childhood and early adolescence, the course of their de- 
velopment, and the agencies available for the cultivation of a wholesome 
religious life. It is desirable that students first take Psychology 211. Pre- 
requisites, courses 111, 112, 115. Alternates with course 217. Offered in 
1931 .12. III. 3 hours.   Mr. Stewart. 
321. WOMBIF AMD HYMNOLOGY. The hymnbook as a history 
of the Christian Church; the nature and function of worship; principles of 
building programs for church services, church schools, young people's 
meetings, clubs, and camps.   Not offered in 1931-32. IV, 3 hours. 
322. CHMSTIAN AIT. A general cultural course dealing with the 
history and appreciation of Christian art, from its beginning to the 
present day.   Open to juniors and seniors.   Not offered in 1931-32. 
IV, 3 hours. 
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
MB. DEAN, MISS AKERS, M»S. CRESSEY 
The department of Classical Languages prepares students 
to become teachers of Latin or to take up graduate work in other 
universities. The study of Latin and Greek constitutes an excel- 
lent foundation for one who specializes in any modern language, 
including English, and for the historian and student of the social 
sciences. Knowledge of Greek is helpful to the scientist in his 
use of technical terms and to the man who is going into the Chris- 
tian ministry. 
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A major in Classical Languages may be secured by completing (1) 
Greek 111-112. 211-212 ami Latin 111-112 ami 211-212; (2) Greek 111- 
112. 211-212 and eight additional h.nirs in Creek; (3) Latin 111-112.211-212 
and eight additional hours in Latin. (Latin 101-102 may not be counted on 
the major.) 
A minor in Classical Languages will consist of not less than 12 hours 
in the language COUraes, in either Creek or Latin. (Greek 101-102. Latin 101- 
102, 215-216 may not be counted on the minor.) 
Courses Not Involving a Study of the Language 
GREEK 
101 GUU CltfLHATIOM. A topical study of the different ele- 
ment which entered into die Creek civilization of its best period, together 
with a study of the enntributioa which that civilization has made to our 
times The course does not require a knowledge of the Creek language. 
Open to all students. III. 2 hours.   Miss Akers. 
102. CREEK LITERATI-RE IN EN-GUSH. A course designed to give 
an acquaintance with the field oi Creek Literature and its contribution to 
modern thought Lectures and assigned readings from translations of Greek 
authors.   Open to freshmen by permission. III. 2 hours.    Miss Akers. 
LATIN 
215. ROMAN LIFE. An outline of the more important phases of 
Roman character and achievement The text book will be supplemented by 
notes   -   I    ,     .   ■■'.   reading,  with  photographs  and  illustrations  for certain 
■ thmen.    Not offered in 19.U-32. 
VI. 2 hours,    Mrs. Cressey. 
216. M ■■ >!v ol the myths of the Greeks and 
Romans,   with   special   reference   to  their   influence   in   English   Literature. 
.'"ii    Open to freshmen by permission. 
VI. 2 hours.    Mrs. Cressey. 
Language Courses 
GREEK 
111-112. An introduction to the Creek language through the study of 
Attic Creek. Drill on forms, grammar and sight reading. Open to all 
students. II, IV, 4 hours.   Miss Akers. 
211. ATTIC PROSE. Selections from Xenophon and Herodotus. Emphasis 
upon rapid  reading from sight. VI, 4 hours.    Miss Akers. 
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212. HOMER. Lectures on the (orm and the background o( the epic. 
Rapid reading from selected portions of the Iliad and Odyssey. 
VI, 4 hours.   Miss Aken. 
NOTE—Courses 111-112, 211-212, are prerequisite for any of the follow- 
ing COUI M v 
331-332. NEW TESTAMENT, Rapid reading in the Synoptic Gospels and 
lite Epistles: study of the philology and interpretation of the portions read. 
Offered in 19.11-32.   VI, (first semester). IV, (second semester). 
2 hours.   Mr. Dean. 
333-334 NEW TESTAMENT. Selections from the Gospel of John, the 
Acts, and Revelation; philology and interpretation.   Not offered in 1931-32. 
2 hours.   Mr. Dean. 
411-412 According to the desire of those majoring in Greek, dramas 
or portions of Plato or of Demosthenes will be read. Period to be ar- 
ranged. 3 hours.   Mr. Dean. 
LATIN 
101. Selections from the Orations of Cicero, or from Ovid's 
Uttonurpktull. Intensive work in form and syntax; sight translations 
Open to students who have had 2-3 years of secondary Latin. 
5 days,   II, 4 credit hours.   Mrs. Cressey. 
102. VIRGIL. Selections from the first six books of the Actuid; 
supplementary work as in course 101. Prerequisite, course 101, or 3 years 
of secondary Latin. S days,   II, 4 credit hours.   Mrs. Cressey. 
111. CICERO. l)t Amkitia and Dc Seneclule. Comprehension and 
analysis of the language and style are emphasized both in prepared and 
in sight iranslation. For students who have four years of Latin in High 
School. 
I and III, (in 1931-32 only at III), 4 hours. Mrs. Cressey, Mr. Dean. 
112. SELECTIONS EROM ROMAN POETRV. An introduction to the 
best poems in Latin literature.   Notes on Roman poetry and metrical study. 
I and III, 4 hours.   Mrs. Cressey, Mr. Dean. 
211. LATIN COMEDY. Plautus and Terence, three or more plays. 
Notes on the history of Ancient Drama.   Sight reading. 
IV, 4 hours.    Mrs. Cressey. 
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212. PUNY AM» CATI'LU S letters and Poems with some at- 
tention to the social lite ot the periods in which they were written. 
IV. 4 hours.    Mrs. Crestey. 
311-512 Vmca. A study ot the poems of Virgil and their place in 
the history of literature from points of view which cannot be 
emphasised in the preparatory school. Especially advised for students who 
expect to become teachers of latin in secondary schools. Open to juniors 
and seniors whu have had not less than three semesters' work in Latin. 
These i ire not offered in 1931-32. 
II.  3 hours.    Mr.  Dean. 
313-314 LATIN LlTOATUtt. A comprehensive survey of all the liter- 
ature in the Latin language down to the Church Fathers. Selections will 
be read in the original. Complete works will he covered in the best avail- 
able translations Histories of Latin literature will he used in conjunction 
with the authors studied. Alternates with Latin 311-312 and is offered in 
1931-32     Prerequisites,  latin 211 212 and English 211-212. 
II. 3 hours.    Mr. Dean. 
315. IfSTHOOl IN LATIN. Lectures on teaching; Latin in secondary 
tchooll Discussion and study of special points, MCh as the aims of 
the study of Latin, high school Latin courses and text-books, and the cor- 
relation of   latin with  other studies,     I raining in reading   Latin aloud. 
II. 2 hours.   Mr. Dean. 
316. pRorFusmNAL LATIN. Selected readings from authors studied 
in second ind third yeai latin in high KhooU with emphasis on the teach- 
M g in writing  Latin     l'rrre<|uisite. course 315. 
II. 2 hours.   Mr. Dean. 
ECONOMICS 
MR. JOHK, MR. HAAK 
While a few students specializing in Economics continue with 
post-graduate or professional studies, most of them enter directly 
ititu the business fieM. Some <>f the general types of work open 
are: investment banking in its various phases; commercial bank- 
ing; public accounting (the student lteginning as an assistant or a 
junior in an an accounting firm) ; college treasurers and business 
managers; teaching of commercial subjects in secondary schools; 
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secretarial work; insurance; librarians and reference workers in 
banks and industrial concerns; various phases of production; 
credit departments; research departments; and federal civil ser- 
vice. It will be possible also to prepare for professional work in 
business administration. 
Students wishing to specialize in Economics are required to 
take a minimum of 24 hours in this department. In addition 
they are urged to elect as many as |x>ssible of the following 
courses in other departments: Mathematics 224 and 226, 
Sociology 211 and 302, Political Science 211. 315, and 425, His- 
tory 213-222, Engineering Science 111-112, Geology 213. and 
basic courses in Geology, Chemistry, and Physics. 
101. ECONOMIC HISTORY or THE UNITED STATES. A study of the 
economic a* distinct from the political, constitutional, and military aspects 
of American history. Particular emphasis is placed upon agriculture and 
the exploitation of natural resources, domestic and foreign trade, labor and 
population, currency and banking, industry, and communication and trans- 
it unon. Open only to freshmen and sophomores. VII, 3 hours.   Mr. Haak. 
211-212 ELEMENTARY ECONOMICS. The wealth-getting and wealth- 
using activities of mankind, the organization of production, mechan- 
ism for exchange, consumption, valuation and distribution. Special em- 
phasis is placed on the theory underlying modern economic problems. Not 
open to freshmen. I, II, VI, VII, 3 hours.   Mr. Haak, Mr. Jonw 
311. STATISTICAL METHODS. Tabular and graphic presentation, aver- 
ages, ratios and coefficients, dispersion, correlation, index numbers. Analysis 
of business cycles and forecasting methods. The collection of statistical 
data. A laboratory course. Prerequisites, courses 211-212 or Sociology 
211 212. Lecture T.Th, VI, laboratory Monday VI and VII periods] hours 
Mr.  Haak. 
113. PKINCIHI.ES or TRANSPOHTATION. A survey of the important ex- 
isting methods of transportation: the railroad, steamship, motor bus and 
truck, and airplane. For each of these the problems of rate making, gov- 
ernmenl regulation, and finance are considered. Prerequisites, courses 211- 
-'-' IV, 3 hours.    Mr.  Haak. 
314. PRINCIPLES or MABKETINC. A general course dealing with the 
methods of and problems connected with the marketing of raw materials, 
farm products, and manufactured products. Consideration is given both 
to the business and social problems involved. Prerequisites, courses 211-212. 
IV. 3 hours.   Mr. Haak. 
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.11'. Mosisv. BAMIINC, AND CUM Monty as a medium of exchange 
and standard of value; foreign and domestic exchange; banking and the 
business man: banking and foreign trade; banking and the government; 
government regulation of banking: the Federal Reserve System, its oper- 
ation and history; the problem of stabilizing the price level. Prerequisites, 
course] 211 212 III. } hours.   Mr. Jome. 
325. BUSINESS LAW. A survey of the field. The law of eon- 
tracts, sales, commercial paper, agency, partnerships, corporations. A cue 
coarse a-, led by supplementary text book reading. Prerequisites, courses 
211-212 or special consent of instructor.   Open to juniors and seniors. 
I. 5 hours.    Mr. Jome. 
Sufficient book-ke>-ping will be in- 
troduced to aid the student in his study of the theory. Prerequisites, 
courses 211 212 or  concurrent  registration in course 212. 
I. 5 hours.   Mr. Jome. 
.128.   F.IEMEMS   u   Pusjti     PIHA* r    Consideration   is  given   to 
both  federal  and state  tax  problems.     Prerequisites,   courses  211-212. 
VI. 4 hours.   Mr. Haak. 
411. 1 Sicks versus bonds as types of investment. Rail- 
road,   industrial,   public   utility,   and   governmental   securities   are   analyzed 
i-.v    A stvily is also made of the present day 
method 211 212; 326, 
III, .1 hours.   Mr. Jome. 
412. I.Aiioa PaoaUHt, The legal, economic, and social problems 
involved in industrial relations, attempted solutions such as trade unionism, 
shop committees, socialism,   legislation     Prerequisites, courses 211-212. 
II. 2 hours.   Mr. Haak. 
420. SrKciAt. PaorgjCTS. For seniors who arc specializing in economics 
and who have shown ability in independent work. Before registering for 
this course the student must confer with the instructors in the department 
and obtain their approval of the proposed subject for research. The class 
will not assemble at scheduled hours, but each member will arrange for 
weekly conferences with the professor in charge. 2 hours. 
201.    ENf.iNF.F.mNC SCIENCE.   Highway Transport. 
2 hours.   (See the department of Engineering Science.) 
e 
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EDUCATION 
MR. IIAWES, MR. SOWERS, MISS CADLEY, MR. TOOTHMAN 
'IV courses in Education specifically prepare students for 
the teaching profession. Students entering all other professions 
and vocations involving social contacts profit directly through 
many of the courses offered by this department. 
A graduate of Denison may secure a provisional certificate, 
furtive for four years, by including in his program of studies 
certain courses in Kducation that are prescribed by the State 
Department of Kducation. To accomplish these courses, the 
student should elect Education as a major. 
101. METHODS or STUDY. A course designed to familiarixe students 
with the most successful and approved methods of studying. One hour 
lecture and two hours supervised study. VI, 1 hour.   Mr. Hawes. 
211. INTRODUCTION TO SCHOOL. MANAGEMENT. This course deals with 
classroom management as distinguished from instruction. Types and methods 
of class organization, grouping of pupils, supervised study, standardized tests, 
records and reports, are the main topics of this course. Open to freshmen 
by permission. Ill, IV, 3 hours.   Mr. Hawes, Miss Cadley. 
212. PRINCIPLES or SECONDARY EDUCATION. Study of the sec- 
ondary school pupil, his physical and mental traits, individual differences, 
social principles, and subject values. Prerequisite, course 211, with a course in 
Psychology. HI, IV, 3 hours.   Mr. Hawes. 
311. THE TEACHING or SCIENCE. TO inculcate the power to think con- 
structively ; the special methods for imparting that ability. To be offered in 
even-numbered years; not offered in 1931-32,       VII, 3 hours.   Mr. Sowers. 
312. HISTORY or MODERN EDUCATION. Lectures, outside readings, 
and class discussions. Survey of those programs and practices that 
were of consequence at the time and that still count in the education of 
today. VI, 3 hours.   Miss Cadley. 
315-316. OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATION. This course is intended for 
direct preparation and is prerequisite to student teaching. It includes class- 
room work, conferences, two hours of observation, and written reports each 
week. VII, 3 hours.   Miss Cadley. 
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317. EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS. Designed for teachers, supervisors, 
and superintendents Practice in nuking di<>tributions, finding the coef- 
ficient oi correlation, transmitting scores, finding partial correlations, fitting 
a normal curve. VII. 2 hour,     Mr.  Hawes. 
318. TESTS AND UEASI-KMCNTS. An elective course including lectures, 
outside readings, and class discussions, covering the general field of intelli- 
gence anil educational tests, and Healing specifically with the improvement 
of the written test. VII. 2 hours.    Mr. Sowers. 
402 PROFESSIONAL READINGS. Selected subject material just off the 
preM gives the prospective teacher the at'itude of professional growth, a 
knowledge of the means of training while in service, and a true idea of pro- 
fessional ethics. VI. 1 hour.   Miss Cadley. 
411     METHOD*  Of   TEACHING   IN   HICH   SCHOOL.     General   methods 
Ifor   prospective  hiyh  schi Problems   of   high   school   teaching, 
I but not administrative problems    Prerequisite, Education and Psychology. 
VI, .> hour-      Mr.   Sowers. 
414. SCHOOL ADMINISTBATIOM AND ScPEmtJON. A study of the 
duties and opportunities of administrative and supervisory officers, in- 
cluding a survey of organization and nian»n« im-nt of educational systems. 
Observations, surveys, and practical field work under supervision. Pre- 
rcqui-itt. 12 hours in 1 in '  Pi '■■«>. III. 2-3 hours. Mr. Hawes. 
415-416.    STUDENT T CACHING.    To be eligible for this course, a student 
must nave beet Dee legc year, mu-»t complete 
a major in education, and presenl an average grade oi It in the subject which 
he expect <• to teach; he mu-t also secure ^i recomoiendAtion from the head 
of the department of his teaching subject. No student should attempt to 
carry  more   than   12  academic   hours   of   credit   in   addition   to   his   student 
ing,   In this cou pon these objectives; teaching 
undci n <>i  lesson plans, conferences upon lesson 
plant ■'  Itudenl teaching. A laboratory 
:  $8.00 will be   i Hours to be arranged, .1 to '» hours. 
Mr.  Sowers. 
All  special   methods   Courses  arc   offered   wilh   the cooperation   of   this 
Thi   prerequisites  for these courses arc 6 hours of  Educa- 
nd 6 hours of  Psychology     Exceptions to this regulation must have 
the approval of this department    For courses in special methods of teach- 
see Enj     h4 itin  IIS    Mathematics B3; Musk 314,314; Phy-ic- 
al Education foe men 311, 312. 343, 344;  Physical Education for women 
32$, 326', History .'27; Christian Education 311. 
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ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
Mi. G»EENSHIELDS, MR. LADNER 
This department aims to give those courses whicli are basic 
for the several different branches of engineering. 
Courses amounting to 25-40 hours of credit are offered as a 
major sequence, leading to the degree of A.B. This major must 
include courses 211-212, 311-312, and 322. 
Past experience shows that graduates of such a course are 
able to complete their engineering work at one of the larger engi- 
neering schools in one or two years' additional work, and that 
they find ready employment in the engineering field. The courses 
at Dcnison are of the same nature and extent as those given at 
technical colleges, so that the student is allowed a free choice in 
selecting his graduate school. He may then become either civil, 
mechanical, electrical, or chemical engineer. 
SCHEDULE FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS 
Freshman Year 
Course Hours Period Course Hours Period 
Chan. Ill 4 I & II Chem. 112 4 I  &  II 
English 111 3 I or III English 112 3 I or III 
Math. 121 5 IV Math. 122 5 IV 
Eng. Sc. Ill 4 VI & VII Eng. Sc. 212 4 VI & VII 
Phys. Tr. 1 
17 
Phys. Tr. 1 
17 
Sophomore Year 
Course Hours Period Course Hours Period 
Math. 221 5 I Math. 222 5 I 
French 111 4 II French 112 4 II 
or Ger. 11 4 IV or German 112 IV 
Physics 111 3 VI Physics 112 3 VI 
Eng. Sc. 211 4 III Eng. Sc. 322 4 III 
Phys. Tr. 1 Phys. Tr. 1 
17 17 
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The   id ind   icnloc   years  will   vary  according to 
the branch of engineering the student desires to follow and must be worked 
out  b)   the  Undent   in   conference  with  nil  adviser. 
111. MacHANlCAl DRAWING. Use of instruments, simple projec- 
I ee band   kctching, lettci c probleni . conventional signs, 
"--»> registef For two, three, or four hours, with max- 
imum of MX hours for the year. Four hours are required of engineering 
student-,     Fee, $1.00.   Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, VI-VII. 
2-4 hours. 
111.    llBCBANICAL   DRAWING.    Second   KflKStef.      Two    hours    only, 
and Wednesday. VI, VII, 2 hours. 
11^  1U     AKihirr.arsAL   DRAWING,     An   elementary   course   in   house 
tndentl  who arc not  rmjoring in science or engin- 
eering;  architectural elements,  their   function  and   form;   drawing of   floor 
plant, elevations, and details.    One lecture per week  first  semester on  his- 
tory  of   architecture.     One  lecture   per   week   second   semester   on   interior 
and Friday,   VI-VII.    3 hours. 
IIS. kWING.    Fastenings  for machinery;   working draw- 
ing-.;  assembly drawings; and detail drawings.    Prerequisite, course 111. 
Fee. $1.00.    Same peri-1- a> 111 2 hours. 
-'"!     HICHWAI   TRANSTORI     Histor)   of   highway   transport develop- 
tals  of   different   methods of   transportation 
Optn  \0 ^iff" **d students   of sophomore 
III, 2 hours. 
211. DBSOIPTin G ms in the point, line, and plane, 
warped, developed surfaces, intersections and patterns. Prerequisite, course 
111.   Fee, $1.00. Ill, 4 hours. 
212. laF.iiFMAKY SutTEYIKC Use of steel tape, level and transit; 
fundamental surveying method*; differential and profile leveling; land sur- 
veying, areas and plotting. Prerequisite, course 111 and Trigonometry. 
Fee. $2.00.    Two recitations and two laboratory periods  per  week. 
VI, 4 hours. 
311. TECHNICAL MFXHANICS. The principles of mechanics with refer- 
ence to their application to engineering. Mechanics of rigid bodies by graphic 
and by algebraic methods; mechanics of particles; work and energy; im- 
pulse and momentum Each student is required to provide himself with a 
slide rule of approved type Prerequisite, Mathematics 221-222 and Physics 
111 and 211.    Physics 211 may accompany the course. V, 4 hours. 
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312. MECHANICS OP MATERIALS. Problems in stress and strain, ten- 
sion, shearing, compression, torsion, flexure; safe loads, columns; beams, 
slabs, hooks, etc.   Prerequisite, course 311. IV. 4 hours. 
.122. MATERIALS or CONSTRUCTION. The chemical and physical 
properties, uses, methods of manufacture, methods of testing and unit stress 
of each material are considered. The materials studied are: lime, cement, 
stone, brick, timber, ores, cast iron, wrought iron, steel, and some of the 
minor metals and alloys. One quiz section, one lecture, one motion picture 
lecture per week, one period for reports and computations. Inspection 
tripi are made to manufacturing plants and to the engineering laboratories 
at Ohio State University. Ill, 4 hours. 
32S     HlOHWAY   ElfCINUslKQ.    A study of  the design and the mater- 
ials used in the construction of modern roads and  pavements.    Prerequisile, 
'12.   Fee. $1-00.  Alternates with course 327;  offered  in   1931-32. 
I, 3 hours. 
327.   RAILROAD CURVES.   Simple, compound, and transition curves, turn- 
vi rtical curves and earthwork computations.   Two recitations and three 
hours  field  work per   week.    Prerequisite,  course  212.    Field  period  to be 
id.    Alternate* with course 325.   Not offered in  1931-32.    I, 3 hours. 
329. ADVANCED SURVEYING City, topographic, hydrographic and stream 
flow surveying; determination of azimuth, time and latitude. Two recitations 
and one laboratory period per week. Prerequisite, course 212. Field period 
to be arranged. I, 3 hours. 
336. HYDRAULICS. The principles of hydrostatics and hydrodynamics 
including the theory nf dams, the flow of liquid in pipes and open channels, 
hydraulic turbines, and centrifugal pumps. Prerequisite, course 311. Fee, 
$1.00.   Alternates with course 412; not offered regularly in 1931-32. 
II, 3 hours. 
411. ANALYSIS or STRUCTURES. Determination of working stress in 
roof and bridge trusses and other steel structures under various conditions 
of loading, by analytical and graphical methods. Prerequisite, course 312, 
Fee. $1.00. IV, 4 hours. 
412. STRUCTURAL DESICN. A continuation of course 411. The design 
of roof and bridge girders and trusses and other structures with drawings. 
Prerequisite, course 411. Alternates with course 336; regularly offered in 
1931-32   Fee, $1.00. U, 4 hours. 
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ENGLISH LITERATURE AND RHETORIC 
Mi. KING    MISS MACNIIU.   MR SBUMAKU,   MR. I.ARMORS, 
MR. HUNDI IV. MR   MABOQD, MR. WII.IIKR. MISS JACKSON 
Those who major in English may go into teaching or some 
form of literary wink, such as writing for newspapers or maga- 
zines, proof-reading fur publishing houses, or similar work. It 
should tie noted, of course, that training in the reading, writing, 
and speaking ol English is good preparation for any profession. 
Students whose major work is in this department will elect, 
in addition to the specific requirements, a minimum of twenty-six 
hours from the courses in English. Among these courses should 
be included English 321-322 and either English 327 or 333. 
The following courses are given: 
111-112. ENGLISH CoMPOSITIOM. Recitations, themes, conferences, and 
the ntu'ly <<i m-alem proM writer*.    Required of all  freshmen. 
U at periods I, II. III. IV, VI. and VII, 3 hoari. 
115-116. ENCLISB ConrosmoN. Non-credit review. Hour to be 
selected 2 hours. 
211 212 ENGLISH 1.ITERATIVE. A survey of the history of English 
literature, with particular emphasis on poetry. Prerequisites, courses 
111  112 II,  III. IV, VI. and VII, 3 hours. 
21.1-214.    NSWSWRITIMQ  AND   KIUTING.     Prerequisites,  courses   111-112. 
VI, 3 hours.   Mr. Wilder. 
NOTE Courses 111-112. 211 212 are prerequisite to all other courses 
in the department except 21.1-214. 
321-322     SBAKgfMARI I. 3 hours.   Mr  King. 
325. MILTON A study of Milton's poetry and prose, with some 
attention to the minor poets of the period. Alternates with course 335 and 
i~ not offered 1931-32 II. J hotm   M<« MacNeill. 
324. THE ROMANTIC MOVEMENT IN ENGLAND. A brief review 
of the movement in the eighteenth century, followed by a closer study of 
the work ■■(  Word worth, Coleridge. Byron. Shelley, and Keats. 
IV, 3 hours.   Mr. Kinf. 
325 THE ENGLISH NOVEL. A study in the drvtlopcnent of the novel 
in England during the 18th and 19th centuries.    IV, 2 hours.    Mr. Mahood. 
326. THE SHOUT STORY. The reading and the analysis of rep- 
resentative modern *h..-t stories. IV, 2 hours.    Mr.  Shumaker. 
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327. ANGLO-SAXON. Bright'* Anglo-Saxon Reader, with special 
study of the phonology of the language in its historical relations to German 
and English     Offered in 1931-32. IV,  3 hours. 
329. THE ELIZABETHAN DRAMA.    Exclusive of Shakespeare. 
Ill, 2 hour*.   Mr. Larmore. 
330. THE MODERN DRAMA. Ill, 2 hours.   Mr. Iju-more. 
331 >32.    AMERICAN I.ITERATIVE. II, 3 hours.    Mr. King. 
333. MIDDLE ENGLISH. Special attention to Chaucer and the de- 
velopment of the language. Not offered in 1931-32.    IV, 3 hours,    Mr. King. 
334. ADVANCED COMPOSITION. Expository, critical, and imagina- 
tive writing. II, 2 hours. 
335. VICTORIAN POETS. A study of Tennyson, Matthew Arnold, 
Swinburne, and other poets of the period. Alternates with course 323 
and is offered in 1931-32. II, 3 hours.   Miss MacNeill. 
336. BROWNING. An intensive study of the shorter poems, to- 
nether wilh the reading of selected longer ones. 
II. 3 hours, Miss MacNeill. 
339. ENGLISH PROSE OF THE 18TH CENTURY. Exclusive of the novel. 
A study of Defoe. Swift. Addison, Stecte. and others. Ill, 3 hours. 
340. ENGLISH PROSE or THE 19TH CENTURY. Exclusive of the novel 
A study of Carlyle, Kuskin. Macaulay, Newman, and others.      Ill, 3 hours. 
342. THE MODERN NOVEL. A study of recent and contemporary Amer- 
ican and English fiction.   Prerequisite, course 325. 
IV, 2 hours. Mr. Mahood. 
413. THE TEACHING or ENGLISH. A course designed for seniors who 
expect to teach English in high schools. It meets the requirements for the 
state certificate in special methods. It may also be counted toward a major 
in English. To apply on the former, six hours in the department of Edu- 
cation and six hours of  Psychology are prerequisite. 
VII, 2 hours.   Mr. Shutnaker. 
GEOLOGY 
MR. WRIGHT, MR. SHARP 
Courses in Geology prepare for field assistants, instructors, 
and museum workers. Some positions are open for geologists in 
oil comjianies. Geologists are also in demand for mining com- 
panies, scientific exf>editions. and government surveys. 
A student majoring in Geology must pass acceptably at least 
24 hours of work in this dcjiartmcnt in courses approved by the 
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professor     He must take from JO to .VI hours in allied sciences, 
in ortlei  l   la) ;i g 1 foundation in scientific work.   These will 
ordinarit)  include ■ year in Chemistry, and courses in Physics 
and i Science.   The work in these and other support- 
ing sciences will be  • in accordance with the needs of 
tin- individual student. 
111. GSNItAX GSOLOGY. The elements of dynamical and struc- 
tural geology The msterisli <>f the earth. Their structural relations and the 
forces operating up-m them such as streams wind, ice and waves. The 
labor.,' ■ the 11 mmon minerals and rocks, and 
.-f gic and topographic rasps. Field work is also included. 3 lecture 
hours, and two hours of laboratory or field work 
II  i freshmen), III  (sophomores), 4 hours. 
112. HISTOUCAL GftOLOGl The history of the earth and the de- 
velopment tns. The major physical events and the most char- 
tcterisl                      of   the lite of each period from earliest time to the pres- 
irs of  la!>oratory or  field. 
II     freshmen), III (sophomores), 4 hours. 
121 PHYSICAL GSOCSAPBY AND ITS ECONOMIC ASPECTS. An elemen- 
tary coarse dealing with the earth as a globe, the atmosphere, oceans and 
lands. This is a desirable course for those who expect to teach science. 
2 lecture hours. I, 2 honri. 
122 GSOGRAPHN [NfLUEKCBS IN NoSTfl AMERICA. A study of 
the pi • ik i leatu tfa America and the geographic influences in 
American Hi torj Prerequisite, 121 or 111. 2 lectures and assigned read- 
ings. I, 2 hours. 
211. IflMISALOCY AND PETROLOGY. The common minerals and 
r<>cks Their identification, cUvsihc.ition. origin and occurrence. Prere- 
quisites,  courses   111-112  and  a   year   of   chemistry.    2  lecture   hours,   and 
with   course  311;  not  offered 
in 1931   2 IV, 3 hours. 
212 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. Nun-metallic deposits including coal, 
petroleum, building stones, natural gas. salt, fertilizers and others. Ore de- 
posits, iron copper, lead, tine, fold, silvsnr and others; also their genesis, 
occurrence and distribution. Prerequisite, courses 111-112, 211. Alternates 
with course 314; not off. red in 19.11-32. IV, 3 hours. 
213 ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY. The influences exerted by the physical 
environment  upon  the economic  life of  peoples.    This  course takes up the 
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study of the principal resources of the various countries of the earth. It is 
offered as a liberal elective as well as a course for those whose major in- 
terest lies in the social sciences. Geology 121-122 are strongly advised as 
pic requisites.   Not offered in 1931-32. IV, 3 hours. 
311. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY. A study of the architecture of the earth's 
crust, in which folds, faults, and other geologic structures and their origin 
will be considered in detail. Prerequisites, courses 111-112. Two hours 
of lecture and discussion, and one two-hour period of laboratory or field 
per week; offered in  1931-32, IV, 3 hours. 
314. PHYSIOGRAPHY OP THE LANDS AND MAP INTERPRETATION. An ad- 
vanced course dealing with the evolution of landforms. Constructional land- 
forms, such as plains and mountains, are considered in detail and their 
histories carefully traced. The work with maps consists in the application 
of tlie principles studied in physiography courses to the interpretation of 
topographic maps. Two hours of lecture weekly will be devoted to physio- 
graphy and two discussion hours will be given to maps. Prerequisite 
121-122.    Alternates with course 212; offered in 1931-32. 
IV, 3 hours. 
320. FIELD WORK. An eight-day auto trip across the Appalachians 
going as far east as Charlottesville, Virginia. A complete section through 
the Appalachians including the Appalachian Plateau, Allegheny Ridges, 
Shrnandoah Valley, Blue Ridge, and Piedmont. A carefully prepared writ- 
ten report with diagrams and sections is required. Open to students who 
have completed or are now completing at least a year course in geology. 
Estimated cost, $55-$60. Not offered for less than eight students. Spring 
Recess. 2 hours. 
411-412. GEOLOGIC AND GEOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS. Properly prepared 
students may, with instructor's consent, undertake library or field 
problems in geology or geography. The course will ordinarily be offered 
one semester each year. VI, 2 hours. 
HISTORY 
MR. UTTER, MR. DEWEERD 
In addition to the professional field of the teaching of his- 
tory, students who major in this department should find them- 
selves equipped with an invaluable background for the legal pro- 
fession, the diplomatic service, the field of journalism, the Chris- 
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tian ministry, and for the field of politics. 
Students majoring in history must complete 24 hours in the 
department, including courses 111-112,    Prospective teachers of 
nistor) art- urged to take 317-318 in addition. 
Ill 112. MODERN EuaOHAM HlSTOav, 1500-1914. An introductory 
course intended distinctly for freshmen The first semester's work covera 
the prnod to 1789 and the second semester's from 1789 to 1914. Two hours 
credit if taken by seniors.     I, II. VI. 3 hours. Mr. Utter and Mr. DeWeerd. 
213-214. HISTORY or ENGLAND. A general course dealing with po- 
litical, social and cultural history of the nation. Especially valuable to 
students of  literature and those expecting  to enter  law. 
IV. 3 hours.   Mr. DeWeerd. 
221-222 Hirroav or THE UMTFJ. STATES SINCE 1763. A survey 
course prerequisite to advanced courses in American history. The student 
will be expected to read rather widely in the literature of American cul- 
tural and social history.    To be taken normally in the sophomore year. 
II, VI, 3 hours.    Mr. Utter. 
311-312. THE WORLD WAR AND ITS ArrERsiATH. The diplomatic back- 
ground of the Great War. the war itseli. the Versailles Conference and the 
peace tre.ittcv the new states of Europe, problems of reconstruction, the re- 
vival of Turkey and development! since 1918 arc the principal topics studied 
in this  course      Pn courses   111-112 or  equivalent      Intended  lor 
juniors and  seniors. I,  3  hours.    Mr.  DeWeerd, 
317-318. THE ANCIENT WORLD. From the dawn of civilization to the 
period of Justinian. First semester, the Orient and Greece; second semes- 
ter, Roman Hbtorjr. Intended for juniors and seniors but open to sopho- 
n ion    Given b) the department of   Latin.    Not offered in 
IV, 3  hours.    Mr.  Dean. 
;
_'4 Tai All ERICA M PaONTODL This course will treat of the im- 
portance of the frontier in American economic, political and intellectual 
development      Prerequisites, courses  221-222. Ill, 3 hours     Mr.  Utter 
126    THE   HlSToev   or   AMKNKAN   DIPLOMACY.   Historical   analysis 
ol   -.ui.li problems as the American system of neutrality, the  freedom of the 
leas, American commercial policy and movements for the preservation of 
peace     Prei ouries  221-222.    Alternates  with course  324:  not 
i in 1931-32, III. 3 hours.    Mr. Utter. 
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331. THI FMNCH RtvoiuTiON AND NAPOUON. The intellectual and 
economic background of the Revolution will be thoroughly treated. The 
Revolution itself and the career of Napoleon will be studied with regard 
to their significance for France and for Europe generally. A reading know- 
ledge "i Preach is desirable l»ut not required. Prerequisites, courses 111-112. 
Alternates with course 3S3; not offered in 1931-32.     III. 3 hours. Mr. Utter. 
333. THI KKNAISSANCE AND RF.PORMATION. The Renaissance will be 
studied as the period of the revival of nationalism, individualism and con- 
science as well as the age of renewed interest in art, science, and literature. 
The I'rotestant Revolution will be treated in its economic and political as 
well as in its intellectual and spiritual aspects. The Catholic Reformation 
will be studied thoroughly.    Prerequisites,  courses  111-112. 
Ill, 3 hours.   Mr. Utter. 
MATHEMATICS 
MR. WILEY, MISS PECKHAM, MR. SHEETS*, MR. RUPP, 
MR. LADNER, MR. KATO 
The courses in Mathematics are planned not only for the 
development of the student's mathematical knowledge, but also 
for the formation of a necessary foundation for work in the 
sciences. Openings in the Civil Service, in statistical work and 
in some other lines of commercial work arc possible to those with 
a major in Mathematics with properly selected minor. 
The initial courses are 115-116 of Sequence No. 1 or 121- 
122 of Sequence No. 2. The second sequence should l>e elected by 
those who excelled in high school mathematics and likewise 
those who had trigonometry in high school. Trigonometry is not, 
however, a prerequisite for the course. This sequence is advised, 
by the heads of the departments concerned, for those who an- 
ticipate doing their major work in Astronomy, Engineering, 
Mathematics or Physics. 
Two courses numbered higher than 350 and a third course 
numlwred higher than 333 are required of all majors in Mathe- 
matics. Course 332 is an additional requirement for those who 
follow .Sequence No. 1. Each major in Mathematics will, after 
consultation with the Head of the Department, elect a minimum 
of twelve hours in subjects related to Mathematics. 
•Died December 3, 1930. 
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Sequence No. 1 
115-116.   ALCEHBA  REVIEW AND PLANE TRIGONOMETRY, first semester; 
ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, second semester.    Students are placed in sections ac- 
cording  to ability.    The slower sections will be numbered  113-114 and will 
meet five times eacfa wcdi tot the EOUI hours credit   I. II, III. IV, 4 hours. 
Miss  Peckham.   Mr.  Rupp, Mr.   Ladner, Mr. Kato. 
215-216, THE CAUTHS. Prerequisite, course 116. 122, or 114 with 
recommendation ol the instructor. I, II, 4 hours. 
Sequence No. 2 
121-122.   COLLEGE ALGESIA.  PLANE TRIGONOMETRY, ANALYTIC GEOM- 
ETRY.    A combined two-semester course that is more intensive and more ex- 
than  course-.   1 i.:  11'       S    wet   section   will   be   numl>cred   119-120. 
IV.  5 hours.    Mr   Kato and Mr. Wiley. 
221-222.   THE CALCVLUS, a course of greater intensity and of more 
content   than   215-216.      PrercquiMtr.   »nu:>r   122.      (Outstanding   students 
from course 116 may be admitted upon recommendation of their instructor.) 
I, 5 hours.   Mr. Wiley. 
Non-sequence Courses 
224     MATHEMATICAL  THEORY  OF  INVESTMENT.     An introduction to 
the algebra of certain   forms of  investment and  to the   fundamental  princi- 
ples of lite insurance.    Prerequisite, course 115 or 121.   Offered in alter- 
nate yean sod not ;:. 1931  '-' III. 2 hours.   Miss Peckham. 
226. MATHEMATICAL .STATISTICS. An introductory course including 
numerical computation, finite differences, interpolation, probability, aver- 
ages, moments,  statistical series, etc.    Prerequisite, course  116 or  122. 
Ill, 3 hours.   Mr. Rupp. 
323. TEACHING OP MATHEMATICS. This is a course in methods in sec- 
ondary school mathematics and carries credit in the department of Educa- 
tion. Prerequisite, permission of the head of the department of Education 
and the instructor III, 3 hours.    Mr. Rupp. 
332. COLLEGE ALGEBRA Selected topics, including the theory of the 
algebraic equation. Prerequisite, course 116. Offered in alternate years 
and in 19 1  12 III. 3 hours. 
334. SOLID ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. This extends the work of the 
earlier course into three dimensions. Prerequisite, course 116 or 122. Offered 
in alternate years and  not  in  1931-32. II, 4 hours. 
335. SYNTHETIC PROJECTITE GEOMETRY. An introductory course 
offered in alternate years and in second semester of 1931-32. Prerequisite, 
course 116 or 122. II. 4 hours.   Mr. Kato and Mr. Wiley. 
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Couraei Requiring the Calculua 
351. ADVANCED CALCULUS. The content of this course will vary 
somewhat from year to year to meet the needs of the students electing it. 
Prerequisite, courac 21ii or 222. II. 4 hours.   Mr. K.ito and Mr. Wiley. 
,152. DirmENTiAL EQUATIONS. An introductory course. Prerequis- 
ite, course 216 or 222.   Not offered in 1931-32.        II. 4 hours.   Mr. Wiley. 
452. VECTOR ANALYSIS. A concise treatment of the fundamental 
principles of the subject, with selected applications to geometry, mechanics 
and physics. Prerequisite, the calculus and General Physics. Offered in 
alternate years, not in 1931-32. II, 4 hours.   Mr. I.adner. 
456. MODERN ALGEBRA. Introduction to matrices, invariants, bilinear 
forms, quadratic forms and other selected topics. Prerequisite, course 216 
or 222. Offered in alternate years and not in 1931-32. II, 4 hours. Mr Wiley. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
MR. CIIAMBERI.IN,  MR. ODEBRECIIT,  MRS. SKINNER, 
MR. AMNER, MR. WILEY, MR. FELT 
Modern languages prepare in a broad sense for all callings. 
They are almost essential in the so-called learned professions, 
such as: the ministry, law, medicine, teaching, journalism, liter- 
ature and diplomacy. Ambassadors, consuls, secretaries of legation, 
commercial attaches, interpreters and delegates of all sorts rep- 
resenting the United States in foreign countries require as a mat- 
ter of course an acquaintance with some foreign speech. In many 
of the new professions a reading knowledge of foreign tongues 
is a step to preferment. In these are included secretarial posi- 
tions, librarianships, social work, managerial and executive 
offices. The use of foreign languages leads to positions as man- 
agers of export sales, correspondents, reviewers and editors of 
foreign bulletins, advisers and shippers, and officials connected 
with domestic and foreign banking. 
A knowledge of one modern foreign language, equivalent to 
a 2-years course in college, is required of all students as a condition 
for graduation. For a major in this department 24 hours of credit 
beyond the above requirement are necessary.   A maximum of SO 
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hours, of which no more than 40 arc in one language, is allowed 
in this department. No credit is allowed for less than a year 
of an elementary course. 
GERMAN 
111-112. ESSENTIALS or GERMAN. A beginning course aiming to im- 
part a basic knowledge of the language essential for its use in literary and 
scientific lines.    Daily use of  the foreign idiom IV, VI, 4 hours. 
211. MODERN AITHOIS. Reading and analysis of stories by standard 
authors, with daily use of German. Review of the grammar and systematic 
study of syntax and style. Prerequisites, courses 111-112 or 2 years of Ger- 
man in  secondary school. II, 4 hours.    Mr. Chamberlin. 
212. CLASSICAL LITERATURE. Some of Schiller's- lyrics and one 
or more of hi* dr&mU, usually Wilkelm Tell, and Goethe's Hermann und 
Dorothea are read, with attention to the poetic and dramatic principles; in- 
troductory study ol the classical period of German literature, including out- 
side readings, OO  which reports are rendered.    Prerequisite, course 211. 
II, 4 hours.    Mr. Chamberlin. 
213-214. SCIENTIFIC GERMAN. A year's course for students interested 
in scientific works. General articles on different branches of 
science are chosen for the first semester's reading, and special articles in 
periodicali for the second semester. Co-ordinate with courses 211-212. and 
same prerequisites.    Not offered in 1931-32. II, 4 hours.   Mr. Biefeld. 
311. GERMAN CLASSICS. Development of the classical period of Ger- 
man literature, with special regard to Leasing, Schiller and Goethe; sig- 
nificant works will be read in the original or in translation. Prerequisite, 
courses 211-212 or 213-214, or 3 years of German in high school. Alter- 
nates with course 315. nut offered in 1931-32.   VI, 3 hours. Mr. Chamberlin. 
315. Uoosajt GERMAN LlTSBATUtA Recent literary movements con- 
sidered in the works of Hauptmann, Thomas Mann, and other leading 
writers; outside reading tn German and English. Alternates with course 
311   with  MOM  prerequisites; offered in   1931-32. 
VI, 3 hours.   Mr. Chamberlin. 
316. IfoDBN GERMAN DRAMA. German drama of the last hundred 
years a-, represented by Grillparzer, Hebbel. Hauptmann and others; special 
readings, with written reports, form a part of the work. Prerequisites, 
course 311 or 315. VI. 3 hours.    Mr. Chamberlin. 
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FRENCH 
111-112. BuiNHBM' PitMCa. A year's work, comprising the 
essentials of French grammar, reading, and an introduction to the apokoi 
ana written language; daily use of French in oral and written exercises. 
II, III, VI, 4 hours. 
211. NAMATITI Discount Stories and descriptive articles by modern 
authors are used and form the basis of daily practice in the use of the for- 
eign tongue; review of French grammar, specially of verbs, and systematic 
drill in writing French. Prerequisites, courses 111-112, or 2 years of French 
in secondary school. I, II, IV, VII, 4 houn. 
212. Nora, AHD DHAMA. Continuation of course 211. Modern works 
are read, accompanied by a deeper study of idioms and style; a drama is 
read at the last of the course; outside readings; writing and speaking 
French.   Prerequisite, course 211. II, IV, VII, 4 hours. 
311. MODCSN LiTCRATUBt Intensive and extensive reading of prom- 
inent works of modern French authors, with attention to linguistic and liter- 
ary forms; dictations, resumes, and themes in the foreign tongue. Pre- 
requisites, courses 211-212. 
I and IV, 3 hours.   Mr. Chamberlin, Mrs. Skinner. 
312. MomiN DRAMA. Outstanding dramas of the last hundred 
years, as types of the literary forms and tendencies; versification and dra- 
matic technique; outside readings, with reports.    Prerequisite, course 311. 
I and IV, 3 hours.    Mr. Chamberlin, Mrs. Skinner. 
411. THI CLASSIC DRAMA. Characteristic plays of Corneille, 
Racine and Moliire, in their settings of French society in the XVII century; 
principles of classicism; outside readings and reports. Prerequisite, course 
312. Ill, 3 hours.   Mr. Odebrccht. 
412. Sunny o» FUNCB LITSHATUI*. Review of periods and 
writers from the Middle Ages to the present, by lectures and readings; an 
outline of French literature, with selections for reading; reports, reviews, 
and a semester theme.    Prerequisites, courses 311-312. 
Ill, 3  hours.  Mr.  Odebrccht. 
414. Fun ii ROMANTICISM ; A study of the Romantic movement in 
Prance, with special reference to the poetry of Hugo, Lamartine and dt 
Musset; lectures and readings; reports and reviews by students. Prere- 
quisite, course 411. May not be offered in 1932.     I, 3 hours. Mr. Odebrccht. 
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416. ADVANCED PUNCH GRAMMAR AND WRITING. For prospective 
teachers,   a   comprehensive   study   of   French   grammar   and   syntax,   with 
Ugh practice in writing French. Alternate* with course 414; not 
offered in 1931-32. 1, 3 hours.    Mr. Odebrecht. 
ITALIAN 
311*312. BASIC COIRSE in grammar and reading; Goldoni's La Loean- 
ditra or similar work is read. Prerequisites, French 111-112. or Spanish 
111-112    M..> it be offered m 1931-32 IV, 4 hours.    Mr. Odebrecht. 
SPANISH 
111-112.    r.LKMKNTAkv   CoutSJL    Essentials   of   grammar,   emphasizing 
functional   value;   minimum     I       nutation,   t-rginning to read   for compre- 
;;   daily   practice   in    Spanish   conversation.      Readings   in   English 
from hooks on travel  and hisi   rj I, IV, VI.    4 hours. 
211. INTERMKDIATE COURSE. Review of grammar, oral and written 
practio ;nd one or more novels from recent authors; 
Outside  readings  and  reports on  short stories  or newspapers.    Prerequisite, 
111-112 or two years oi High School Spanish.     I. II, III. 4 hours. 
212. STANDARD  AUTHORS.    Progressive development of  oral and read- 
1
 ility by the study of  mcfa  works  a>   Julio Camba's  I,a rana viajera, 
casa <U hi Tt »*■ Contigo p<in y cebolla; in- 
troduction to the study of Spanish literature.    Prerequisite, course 211 or 
equivalent. I.  III.  4 hours. 
315. THE SPANISH  Now     Development of the novel in Spain with 
1   attention   to   the   nineteenth   century;   study   of   Fernan   Caballero, 
Alan        Gald        i        i Blasoo  tbifies, and others; addition- 
al  readings and reports.  supplementary lectures and discussions in  Spanish. 
DJSites, courses 211-212 or equivalent. II, 3 hours.    Mr. Amner. 
316. Tin: SPANISH DRAMA Development of the drama in Spain, 
with reading from the later writers: Moraiin. Gutierrez, Zorrilla, Galdos, 
Benavente,  Martines   S;crra,   Marquina,  Quinttro.    Reports, oral and  writ- 
Iditional    readings;   literary   criticisms,   lectures.      Prerequisite, 
e 315. II. 3 hours.    Mr. Amner. 
414     Tag   GOLDEN   ACE   or   SPANISH   LITERATI-RE.    The works of 
Lope <1<*   Vega, and Catoeron;  lectures on the classic period; 
k   readingl   and   reports.    Prerequisite,  course  315  or   the consent   of 
the instructor; offered in l°<31-32. VII. 3 hours.    Mr. Wiley. 
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416. SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE. Brief survey, with special at- 
tention 10 the later writers. Readings from Ricardo Palma. Blanco-Fom- 
hona, Hugo Wast, Rrxlo, Jose Hernandez, Ruben Dario, Florencio San- 
chez, witli lectures and supplementary readings. Alternates with course 
414. with same prerequisite, and is not offered in 19.11-32. 
VI, or arranged, 3 hours.    Mr. Amncr. 
MUSIC 
MR. KSCHMAN, MR. STARK, MISS MCNEIL 
Students majoring in Music will find suggested outlines for 
further specialization, leading in some cases to the Hachelor of 
Music degree, in the Conservatory Bulletin. Graduates with 
either this degree or the A.15. with a major in Music are preparing 
for future positions as su|>ervisors of music in public schools, as 
private teachers of their performance-major, for positions in mu- 
sic departments and schools, in churches as organists or directors, 
for concert ]>erformance, or in orchestras and opera companies, 
for positions in music stores and on newspapers or magazines as 
critics or editors. 
Courses in this department are open to all students of the 
University without prerequisites. For students taking a princi- 
pal sequence in Music, it is recommended that courses 101-102 
and 111-112 lie taken in the freshman, 221-222 in the sophomore, 
331-332 in the junior, and 441-442 in the senior year. Courses 
201, 202, 311 and 312 may be taken in any year. 
101-102. APPRECIATION or Music. Primarily for college students. A 
course in the development of musical appreciation, without prerequisites. 
Students paying regular college tuition may elect the course without extra 
charge. For others the fee is $8.00 per semester. VII, 2 hours. Mr. Eschman. 
103104. CHORUS, ORCHESTRA, BAND OR ENSEMBLE TRAINING, hours 
to be arranged. Three hour* are required for one hour of college credit 
each semester. One of these hours must be in Chorus, Orchestra or Band; 
the other hours are elective ensemble music.   No special fee for this course. 
Mr. Eschman, Mr. Gill and otheri. 
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111-112. ELEMENTARY HARMONY. Fee. $8 each semester to Con- 
servatory students. Students paying full college tuition may elect these 
courses without   exrra charge. 
II, IV. and a third section to be arranged. 2 hours. Mr Eschmin and 
assistants. 
201. HISTOSV of HUSK TO THE EIGHTEENTH CENTIRY. Fee. S12. 
Alternates with course 311, offered in 1931-32.   VI. ' hours.    Mr Kschman. 
202. HIJTO»Y or Music, noii TIII EIGHTEENTH CENTURY TO T«« 
PRESENT TIMS. A continuation of course 201 but may be elected separate- 
ly.    Fee. $12    Alternates with course 312. offered in 1931-32. 
VI,  3  l."sif-      Mr   F.schman. 
SECOND YEAR o» CHORUS   ORCHESTRA. BAND O» ENSEMILE 
Mr   Eschman. Mr. Gill and others. 
ADVANCED HARMONY.    Fee. $12 each semester. 
I. IV. 3 hours.    Mr. Eschman. 
301. TERMINOLOGY AND CONDUCTING.   Fee. $8. 
IV. 2 hours.    Mi.<  McNeil 
302. ORCHESTRATION     Fee. $8 IV. 2 hours.    Miss McNeil. 
311-312.   MUSICAL FORM.   Fee. $8 each semester Not  offered   in 
III. > hours,    Mr. Kschman. 
Pumc SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS.   Fee, $1200 each semester. 
203 204 
TRAINING. 
221-222. 
1931-32. 
313-314. 
II,  3  hours. 
331-332    COUNTERPOINT.    Fee, $12 each semester. 
III. 3 hours. 
PRACTICE TEACHING.   See Education 415-416. 415-416 
arranged. 
441-442 
Mist McNeil. 
Mr. Eschman. 
Hours to be 
STRICT COMPOSITION 
Mr.  Eschman. 
451-452 
Fee, $8 each semester. 
II, 2 hours. 
FREE COMPOSITION    Fee. $8 each semester. 
I, 2 hours. Mr. Eschman. 
Credit in Applied Music to a total oi eight semester hours may be 
secured toward the A.B. degree, provided the student is ready to study 
music of ai, ■dvanced k''.<'lc One rredit is given for one lesson a week 
and one huur practice a day. Two credit* arc given for two lessons 
a week and two hums daily practice. The former will he given the 
name of trr subject: Piano, etc, and ihr numbers 111-112, 211-212, 
311-312, 411-412 depending upon the year of study. The two hour credit 
courses will )>•• numbered: 121. 122, 221. 222, etc. No student is per- 
mitted to register for these courses bciorc establishing to the satisfaction 
of the Conservatory faculty a record of his ability to pursue study at least 
third grade work. 
J 
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PHILOSOPHY 
M*. TITUS 
While a study of philosophy may not help you to make a 
living, it should help you to make a life. Ha person is to order 
his own life aright, if he is to participate usefully in the social 
group, he must have a well thought out scheme of values, a 
"world view" anil a "life view" consistent with modern thought. 
The chief value of philosophy to the student is in the enlargement 
cif his intellectual outlook and in the development of critical and 
independent thinking. 
A major in philosophy requires twenty-one semester hours 
and three hours in Psychology and three hours in Sociology. 
222. RETLECTIVE THINKING. A study is made of the principles and 
problems of clear and accurate thinking. Special attention is given to 
deductive and inductive logic anil to scientific method. Offered first semes- 
ter only. Open lo sophomores, juniors and seniors.                  Ill, 3 hours. 
224. PROBLEMS or PHILOSOPHY. An introductory survey of the field 
oi philosophy Including an examination of the relation between science and 
philosophy and a topical study oi some present-day problems in the light 
of modern knowledge. Open to sophomores, juniors and seniors. Ill, 3 hours. 
.121 PwmUMt or CONDUCT. A study of the origin, development and 
nature of morality including a survey of some of the great ethical systems. 
Special emphasis will be given to present-day problems of personal and 
social morality.   Open to juniors and seniors. IV, 3 hours. 
326. MODEHN SOCIAL PHILOSOPHIES. A study of the social philosophy 
underlying the present social order and an examination of the criticisms of 
present-day society by the socialists, communists, anarchists, fascists and 
others. Accepted toward a major in Sociology. Open to juniors and 
seniors. IV' 3 hou"- 
331. HISTORV or PHILOSOPHY—ANCIENT AKI> MEDIEVAL. A study of 
the development of philosophy among the Creeks and during the early 
Christian and Medieval periods. Careful attention is Riven to the develop- 
ment of world views, conceptions of reality, and interpretations of^ man 
and his place in ihe universe.   Open to juniors and seniors. I, J hours. 
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HlSTOBI Of PHILOSOPHY—MODFKN. A study of the force* lead- 
ing to the breakup of the Medieval world-view and the development of 
rm«lcr Tl.<   great  philosophers are studied and a survey made 
of such movementi ai Idealism, Realism, Pragmatism. Humanistic Natural- 
ism, etc.    Open  to juniors and seniors,  preferably after 331.        I. 3 hours. 
431. CONTBMPI u:\ TH0( GHT, An rlv.incrd COOTSC 10 consider some 
of the main trend- of mxlern thought, and to study a few of the great 
n philosophj     Hours to be arranged, preferably Wednes- 
day VI-VII, rod conference periods. Prercqaisite, 6 hours of philosophy. 
N i given in 1931 3 hours. 
432      PRILOSO) HY 01 \  Mudy of the origin, development and 
nature of religion, the relation <'i religion to science and to philosophy, and 
a consideration of some of the main problem* of religion. The religious 
implications of the tem of   philosophy will be considered.    Pre- 
ol instructor,   flours to be ar- 
ranged, preferabl]  Wedi ■ tdaj VI VII and conference periods.        3 hours. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Fo« MEN 
MR   LIVIKCSTON, MR. JENKINS, MR. ROGERS 
lit amounting to 4 hours in this <le|>artment is a pre- 
requisite of graduation. This is met by the required courses of 
the freshman ami sophomore years. A major sequence (40 
houi s i  ira Iw le   7*   log) 201 
Students completing all the courses are qualified for positions 
as supervisors and special teachers of health and physical educa- 
tion in high schools, providing they liave the necessary credits in 
Education. Students preparing for such work are encouraged to 
include in their courses 8 hours "i biological and physical science 
and 8 hours of social science. The minimum requirements in 
Education are stipulated by the state department of education 
for all high school teachers. 
Students 11 mpleting a minor in this de|<artmcnt. (16 hours as 
prescribed below) are qualified to liecome part-time sujiervisors 
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and teachers <»f health and physical education in public scl Is, 
providing the) have the required credits In Education. 
A minor includes courses 221, 222, 224, c> hours), 311 312, 
(6 hours) and 343-344, i4 hours). 
REQUIRE" COURSES 
HI,   Pot PRMBMKN.   The work IN based on ;i thorough physical r« 
amination and strength tests given at the beginning of  tin-  mining MRMI 
ter   for the purpose  of  classifying the student     Courta   In Corrsi 
Gymnastics, Beginning Swimming. Individual Athletics, Tumbling StUDtl 
SpOTtl and Gymnastic Danring are open to freshmen only. A Anil SSSBB 
ination is given in each course.    Those who lail must  rrpeat  UN DOW 
nothei in iti place.   Students cannot receive duplicate credit In n 
count.    Students assigned to  Corrective Gymnastics may  take this I 
for one. two. three or four semesters. 1 Credit J hourv Hours to he arranged 
1)2.    FOR  FRESHMEN.    Continuation of  111. 
1 Credit, 3 hours.    Hours  to he arranged. 
201   (both   semesters).    FOR   SoPHOMORlS.    Hygiene.     2  hours.     First 
Mmester at IV; second semester, M., and W., I, and T., Th., VII. 
211. FOB   SOPHOMORES.    Courses   changed   to   Corrective   Gymnastics, 
Boxing, Wrestling. Sports and Apparatus Stunts. 
1 Credit 3 hours.   Hours to be arranged. 
212. FOB  SOPHOMORES.   Continuation of Course 211. 
1  Credit 3 hours.    Hours to be arranged. 
ELKCTIVE COURSES 
221. THEORY AND PRACTICE OP PHYSICAL EDUCATION. I. Methods 
of coaching football and baseball, and methods of officiating. Two lec- 
tures and two laboratory periods per week.   Prerequisites, courses 111-112. 
Ill, 2 hours. 
222. THEORY AND PRACTICE OP PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 1. Methods 
of coaching basketball and track; first aid. Two lectures and two labor- 
atory periods per week.    Prerequisites, courses 111,112. 
IV, 2 hours.   Mr. Livingston. 
224. THEORY AND PRACTICE or PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 1. Methods 
of coaching speedhall, soccer, tennis, wrestling and boxing. Two lectures 
and two laboratory periods per week. Ill, 2 hours.   Mr. Rogers. 
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211 116     lv-   mn  OMANUATIOM AMI ADMINISTSATION or PBYSIC- 
AI. Km I Aiiciv     Methods in various types of institutions and itudy of motor 
IV. 2 hour*.    Mr. Jenkins. 
Ill    'I-'      Till, XI   AMI   PWCTKg Of   1'llVMCAL  INDICATION.     II.     Meth- 
ods ol .liir.tMiK oUMa Within than athletics, such as: games, stunts, gym- 
.Lincing.      Prerequisites.   Psychology 
. -u lectures  and  twi I   periods  per  week. 
II. 3 hours.   Mr. Jenkins. 
Ill Ho*    Tngoai AMB PBACTICSOV PHYSICAL EOUCATIOII.   III.   Func- 
:.   lectures  on the meaning of 
; eharscteritticf of different  age groups; classification  and  organiza- 
II.KI ol play activities suitahle fur each age pefiiid; games of low otgan- 
zation lot sell."! pbysrround Two lectures and two lahoratory periods 
per  week.    Prcr.;-: Ml  111-112 1. .1 hours.    Mr.  Jenkins. 
iiiM.ni HEALTH  un SCHOOL HEALTH PROBLEMS, 
A courM to t epare '• «l th iod physical edncMion to take an 
active part in the promotion ol health instruction and health service in 
public   ehool      P gy 201;  Psychology, ft hours, Kduca- 
Uon. 6 houn VI, 2 hours.   Mr. Livingston. 
441. Ann i. ANATOMY AM. KINESIOLOGY. A study of the principal 
types of muscular exei » ih i-i.iuiry as to how they are perforated 
how  they   riact   on   the  body  and  their   relation  to the  problems  of   bodily 
ind ih.- prevention and cure of certain de- 
fects and <li hrec lectures and two laboratory periods per week. 
Prcrequisiti                   891 VI. 4 hours.   Mr. Livingston. 
442. N'OHMAL DIAGNOSIS AND INDIVIDUAL CORRECTIVE; GYMNASTICS. 
Study of the cause of postural defects and their treatment by exercise and 
other means, together with the methods of administering the work of cor- 
rection. Three lectures and two laboratory periods per week. Prerequisites. 
/     log)   2 441. VI, 4 hours     Mr. Livingston. 
IMIR WOMEN 
MISS IURR, MISS BADE.NOCII, MISS PETROSKEY 
Physical education is required of all freshmen and sopho- 
mores, three periods per week, each course earning one credit 
hour per semester. A uniform gymnasium suit is required and 
should be purchased in the fall in Granville; cost about $6. 
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A series of physical examinations and tests of freshmen and 
sophomores is made at the opening of each college year by the 
I nivcrsity Physician and this department. Students are class- 
ified on an organic scale and are permitted to engage only in 
-l» its and games for which they are physically fitted. 
All applications for deferment of and exemption from phy- 
sical training must he made to the head of the department Stu- 
dents who are physically unfit for any type of recreation whatso- 
ever, as certified by the University Physician; students from in- 
stitutions of college or university rank who have taken accredited 
courses in physical education; and students over twenty-five years 
of age entering college will be exempt from physical training. 
Interclass and other intramural contests and tournaments are 
conducted in all games and sports under the supervision and con- 
trol of this department and the Women's Athletic Association. 
The University is a member of the Athletic Conference of Amer- 
ican College Women. 
REQUIRED COURSES 
111-112. FOR FRESHMEN. In the fall and spring seasons 3 hours 
of outdoor work in Hie organized sports: archery, baseball, golf, hik- 
ing, field hockey, tennis, and field and track; in the winter season, in- 
door work; I hour of gymnastics and floor work, or 2 or 3 hours of cor- 
rective or remedial work, and 2 hours chosen from the following clcctivcs: 
basketball, rhythmic dancing, folk dancing, swimming, tumbling, and 
volleyball. • credit per semester, 3 hours. 
211-212. FOR SOPHOMORES. Advanced work on topics as in courses 
111-112, with much more opportunity for election of activities. 
1 credit per semester, 3 hours. 
201 (both semesters). HYGIENE. Required of all sophomores for grad- 
uation    First semester, II and III, second semester IV. 2 hours. 
ELECTIVE COURSES 
The advanced courses are offered for the benefit of those 
students who desire to become teachers of physical education, or 
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to combine such activity with dM teaching of academic subjects. 
They are also arranged t»> med the needs *>t' those who desire 
familiarity with the problems oi physical education as a part of 
their equiproem as principals oi public schools, directors of social 
centers, Girl Scut and camp leaders, and work in other "leisure 
time" organizations. 
To quality as full-time teachers of physical education in high 
schools, students must complete the following courses for 40 
hours oi credit, including certain science requirements stated 
below uisitcs.    A minor in this department requires 18 
hours of credit including courses 213-214. 321-322 or 323-324, 
325-326 and 415-416. 
213. 'I'm: N\ U AND Pt Ifi fJOH 0* PlAV. Theory of play, history 
of the play movement, study oi the physical, mental and social growth of 
the child and it* relationship to a graded curriculum of   games  of  low or- 
Prerequisite, course  111-112.   Psychology  311  taken in con- 
junction. II, 2 hours. 
214. Tin. ORGANIZATION or PLAY. The practical application of play. 
The modern community recreation movement with special emphasis on the 
study of the playground and it- activities. A thorough consideration of 
games for children of all age-groups. Practice teaching in games. Pre- 
requisite, course 111-112. II, 2 hours. 
rod   strategy   of 
archery,    baseball, field    ami   track,    field   hockey,    soc- 
cer,   swimming,   tennis,   and   volleyball.     Practice   teaching.      Prercquist.es, 
111 112 211 212 VI, 2 hours. 
322. SPORTS TSCHKIQJ K.    A continuation of course 32\.   VII, 2 hours. 
323. ELKMENTASY RHYTHMICS. The analysis of rhythmic form and its 
relation to the d nee; drama) iblc for use in the 
'■'•■ foi use nt the upper grades.   Pre- 
requisif 111-112.211 212 VI, 2 hours. 
,*24 THI PHILOSOPHY of THI DAN* I    Study of the relation of the 
dance   to lb irtsi   the  organization  of   pageants  and  dance 
drama-, the   adaption   <>i   this   type    of   work   to   secondary    schools   and 
colleges Pi 111 112, 211-212 VI. 2 hours 
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325. THEORY AND PRACTICE OF TEACHING IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
A study oi the educational principle! underlying the teaching of physical 
education. Prerequisite*, courses 111-112, 211-212; Education 211-212; 
Psychology 321. IV, 2 hours. 
326. THEORY AND PRACTICE OP TEACHING IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
The terminology of the teaching of gymnastics; the study of gymnastic 
movements and B discussion of the various systems. Practice leaching 
within the class.    Prerequisite, course 325. IV, 2 hours. 
327. PERSONAL AND GENERAL HYGIENE. Lectures, discussions, and 
readings dealing with Use field oi personal and public health. Prerequisites, 
Zoology 111-112; Chemistry 111-112 in conjunction. IV, T. & Th. 
328. KINESIOLOGY. A study of bodily movement. Possibilities for 
movement in the various joints and the action of the muscle groups in 
producing   the  movements  ordinarily   used   in   physical   education   activities. 
Prerequisites, Zoology 111-112. 211-212. II, T. &. Th. 
411.    INDIVIDUAL GYMNASTICS AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS.  Course 
in the theory of the mechanics of postural defects and the application of cx- 
ifl the treatment of organic abnormalities of girls and women; physical 
examinations and  methods used in the diagnosis of  physical defects.    Pre- 
requisites, Zoology 111-112, 211-212. Ill, 3 hours. 
414. THE PRINCIPLES, ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PHY- 
SICAL EDUCATION. The place of physical education within the field of gen- 
eral education; its relation to the science of education and the philosophy 
of living.    Prerequisites, senior standing in physical education.   Ill, 4 hours. 
415. SCHOOL HEALTH PROBLEMS. A study of health education; its 
needs and i:s place in the currimulum.    Prerequisite, course 327. 
IV, T. & Th. 
416. THE TEACHING OF HEALTH EDUCATION. Methods of handling 
the teaching problem of health instruction. Health education programs and 
material.     Prerequisite, course 415. IV, T. & Th. 
417. NORMAL DIAGNOSIS AND FIRST AID. A study of the symptomol- 
ogy of children's disabilities which a physical education teacher might be 
expected to understand. The application of emergency and first aid meas- 
ures in the treatment of accidents.   Prerequisites, Zoology 111-112, 211-212. 
VI, 2 hours. 
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PHYSICS 
MR. SMITH. MR. HOWE 
Courses in Physics lead directly either to graduate work or 
to such positions in the commercial world as those of assistant 
physicist, junior physicist, technical expert, radio expert, radio en- 
gineer, research engineer, consulting scientist. Other positions such 
as those in the lalxiratories connected with the large industries of 
the country are open to physicists who go on with graduate or 
technical work. 
The major sequence in Physics consists of courses 111-112, 
-Ml 212, with twelve additional hours in Physics in courses num- 
bered higher than 300. Students preparing for graduate work 
-hoiil.I elect courses 311 and 313, and 312 and 314. Engineering 
students will take 431 and 432. The sequence 111-112 with 113- 
114 will satisfy the Physics requirements for medical and dental 
students. 
Ill CENTRAL PHYSICS. Lecture demonstrations and recitations 
covering the more important principles of mechanics and heat. Pre- 
requisite, one year of high school physics Trigonometry should accompany 
or precede this course I, VI. 3 hours. 
112. CENTRAL PHYSICS. A continuation of course 111 : electricity, 
magnetisA light wave motion ai.! soand Prerequisites, course 111 and 
Trigonometry, I. VI, 3 hours. 
113-114. GlNlBAI, PHYSICS. Lalioratory courses paralleling the 
work of courses 111-112. Elective for students who arc registered in 
course 111-112 and desire I less extensive laboratory training than is 
offered in course 211-212.   Fr.. $200 I II. III-IV, VI-VII, 2 hours. 
211. LABORATORY PHYSICS. The essentials of mechanics, mole- 
cular i I heat. Pn i ir*e 111-112 and Freshman 
Mathematics.   Fee. $300.                      III-IV. 3 hours or VI-VII, 3 hours. 
212. LABORATORY PHYSICS. The more fundamental experiments 
in sound, light, magnetism and electricity. Prerequisites, course 111-112 
and Freshman Mathematics. Fee, $3 00. III-IV, 3 hours or VI-VII, 3 hours. 
311. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS A laboratory course in electric- 
al measurements.   Prerequisites, course 111-112 and the calculus.   Fee, $3.00. 
VI-VII. 3 hours. 
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312. I.ICHT. A laboratory course in light, consisting of measure- 
ments in diffraction and interference. Prerequisites, course 111-112 and 
the calculus.   Fee, $3.00. VI-VI1, 3 hours. 
313. MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY. This course is an introduction 
to the subject of magnetism and electricity, and is intended to be a founda- 
tion (or any work in this field. The laboratory course. Physics 311, 
should be taken with this course. Prerequisites, course 111-112 and the 
calculus.   Given in alternate years, and offered in 1931-32.       Ill, 3 hours. 
314. THEORY o» LICHT. This course is an introduction to the study 
of geometrical and physical optics. Physics 312 is the corresponding lab- 
oratory course. Prerequisites, course 111-112 and the calculus. This 
course will be given in alternate years, and offered in 1931-32.   Ill, 3 hours. 
333. KINETIC THEORY. A lecture course presenting the kinetic theory 
and elementary thermodynamics. Prerequisites, course 111-112 and the 
caculus. This course will be given in alternate years and offered in 1932- 
33- Ill, 3 hours. 
334 ELECTION THEORY. A lecture course on the electron theory pre- 
senting the current ideas regarding the structure of the atom. Prerequis- 
ite, course 111-112 and the calculus. This course will be given in alter- 
nate years and offered in 1932-33. 
344. RADIO TELECRAPH AND TELEPHONE. Laboratory work and 
lectures treating the fundamental principles underlying modern wireless 
telegraph and telephone circuits.   Prerequisites, course 111-112.   Fee, $.5.00. 
II, 3 hours. 
431-432. ELEMENTS OP ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. A lecture and 
laboratory course presenting the general theory of direct and alternat- 
ing current circuits and their application to direct and alternating current 
machinery.   Prerequisites, course 111-112 and the calculus.   Fee, $3.00. 
Ill, 2 hours, with one 4-hour laboratory period, 4 hours credit. 
POLITICAL  SCIENCE 
MR. WEST 
Political Science, if followed by later training, prepares one 
for law, political office, diplomatic and consular service, and other 
professions in which one is called on to interpret public events. 
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211. AHBUCAM GovttNucNf.   An introductory itudy of the nrgan- 
m ol the government ol the United States.   This COWM 
will be reqnii who major in political science and is ■ prereqnUitc 
for the other course.-, in the department. IV, 3 hours. 
212. EimOMAM C.OVERNHENTS. A comparative study of the govern- 
ments in the principal European states, with special attention to the organ- 
iiation and functions of governmental agencies of Great Britain. France, 
Germai ■    II ind Russia. TV, 3 hours. 
315. MCNICII-AL COVONMEST. A study of the political organization 
and chief functions of cities, the relation of the city to the state, forms of 
charter* home rule, new forms of city government and the administration 
01  finance) police and nther activities; not offered in 19.11-32.      TTT, 3 hours. 
316. AMDJCAN STATI GOVERNMENT. State constitutions, the organ- 
ization and functions of the executive, legislative and judicial branches are 
studied together with the important problems connected with state govern- 
ment.     Not offered in 1931-32. III. 3 hours. 
317. POLITICAL PARTIES. A review of the development, composition, 
machinery and methods of American political parties. Prerequisite, course 
211. Ill, 2 hours. 
319. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. A survey of recent European diplo- 
macy, the development and organization of the agmuc» ol international 
government and the principal problems of contemporary international poli- 
tics.    Prerequisite, course 212. Ill, 3 hours. 
322     Hi     en   of   POLITICAL TaaotY,   The  development  of   political 
thought   from the time of   Plato and  Aristotle  to the present  time is con- 
!    with   ipecu) to    certain   great   ideas   and    certain    im- 
porant periods.    Prerequisite, course 211. III. 3 hours. 
425. CONHTTtrTIOMAL I.AW. A study of the law of the American con- 
stitution ; the origin and nature of the constitution; the relationship between 
federal and state governments; citizenship; impairment of contracts; due 
process  of   law;  class  legislation;   police power;  and  interstate  commerce. 
.uisite, course 211. II, 5 hours. 
426. INTERNATIONAL LAW. A comprehensive view of the general 
body of rules observed by states in their interstate relations both in peace 
and in war. A text book and Important illustrative cases will be studied. 
Prerequisite, course 211. II, 5 hours. 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
MR. LEWIS, MISS RICE 
Psychology is helpful to those who will teach or go into any 
other profession. It is needed for the profession of employment 
manager in industry, of consulting psychologist in connection with 
courts, colleges, or state institutions, and in many other lines. 
A major in Psychology will include the courses registered in 
the cle)iartment and a sufficient number of additional semester 
hours tu bring the number up to twenty-four; these supplement- 
ing hours to \K selected from the following courses: Zoology 
201-202, Sociology 319, Philosophy 321-322. 
211. GENEBAL PSYCIIOOLGY. An introductory study of the differ- 
ent functions of the mind and of the laws controlling mental activity. 
Stress laid on sensation, perception, concept and language development. 
Repeated the second semester at IV, VI. II, III, IV, VI, 3 hours. 
312. AITLIED PSYCHOLOGY. Psychology considered from the point 
of view of its practical utility. Attention will be given to the ex- 
tension of the subject into the fields of bmfaltttl, health, and malters of 
daily living,    l'lircuuisilc, course 211.     Ill tooth semesters), IV, 3 hours. 
321. PSYCHOLOGY or EDUCATION. An introduction to the funda- 
uentall of educational theory and practice from the side of psychology 
and sociology- Prerequisite, course 211. Repeated the second semester at 
I, VI. I, VI, 3 houn. 
331. ExrERiutNTAL PSYCHOLOGY. The important processes of the 
mind, such as sensation, attention, memory, imagery, association and motor 
reactions are investigated by the laboratory method. Prerequisite, course 211. 
Recitation, Wed., Ill, laboratory, Kri, III-IV, and Wed., VI-VII. 2-i houra. 
332. ExrtWMENTAi. PSYCHOLOGY. Observation and analysis of the 
different types of learning under laboratory control. Mental testing, group 
and individual.   Prerequisites, courses 211, and 321 or 331. 
Recitation. Wed, HI; laboratory, Kri., 11I-IV, or Wed., VI-VII. 2-3 hours. 
342.   PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS.   Prerequisites, 6 hours of Psychology. 
I, 2 hours. 
412 RECENT TENDENCIES IN PSYCHOLOGY. A survey of "Behavior- 
ism", of Gestalt psychology, and of the more conservative changes recom- 
mcmM by the old-time psychologists; and an attempt to find out just what 
substitutions or modifications are proposed and what consequences are like- 
ly to follow from these new views.    Prerequisites, courses 211 and 312. 
VII, 3 hours. 
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SOCIOLOGY 
MR. DrrwKIUI, MB, MARTIN 
Student* in Sociology will find the following careers waiting: 
case work with charity organizations, probation work with courts, 
club work with settlements, certain phases of nursing, and social 
work in mental hygiene.   Besides this, there are positions open in 
is state and  federal agencies such as  factory inspection, 
Statistical work with children's and women's bureaus, and posi- 
tions in institutions. Teachers should !>c prepared in sociology 
a- well as those who are going into politics for a career or into 
the legal profession. 
A major sequence MI this department must include Econom- 
ic- 211-212 and eighteen or more semester hours in Sociology, 
of which courses 211, 212, and 319 are required. In addition to 
the major, the student should take a year of Political Science, a 
year of American History, and at least one course each in Psy- 
ch, log) mil  Philosophy, 
211. SociAli PaoBUMS Facts about American society showing the 
need of sociological study. Such problems as defectiveness. poverty and 
crime are approached in the attempt to gain a social and scientific point of 
view    Open to sophomores and junior- I. VI, 3 hours. 
212. Tut FAMILY. The history of the family is treated in detail, 
ending with a view of present-day family problem-. Prerequisite, course 
211. I, VI, .1 hours. 
302.    UooOD   RADICALISM.   Socialism,   anarchism,   bolshevism.   other 
radical  philosophies, and criticisms of  present-day  society.    Prerequisites, 
.  Ill II-'   S :    '     Set   I   dlosophy 326.    II. 3 hours. 
SOCIAL   ANTHBDMLOGY.    Primitive   peoples,   races   of   mankind, 
and the origin and history of culture ("civilization").    The course may be 
Alternates   with course 411      Not  offered  in 
1931   2 Iv, 3 hours. 
312.    RACE  PROBLEMS IN THE  UNITED STATES     A detailed study of 
race  problems  in  America,  including immigration and  the  Negro.     Pre- 
otogy, IV, 3 hours. 
319.   SOCIAL   PSYCIIOI.OCY.   The elements  of general   psychology  are 
presupposed, and a study is made of the processes of group behavior. Pre- 
oloffj 211 and .1 hours of Sociology. II, 3 hours. Mr. Titus. 
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411. SOCIAL WORK. A course preliminary to later vocational training 
looking toward family case work in its modern phases. Prerequisites, 
courses 211-212, and Economics 211-212. Alternates with course 309. 
Offered in 1931-32. IV, 3 hours. 
SPEECH 
MR. CROCKER, MR. WOKU.HAF 
\ major in the department of Speech consists of 24 semes- 
ter  hours, elective. 
111-112. ELEMENTS OF SPEECH. An introduction to the fields of 
speech activity: interpretation, debating, public speaking, acting. Voice, 
gesture, platform l>earing, platform manners, diction and other important 
problems of the one who appears before an audience are considered. Ex- 
trusive practice and criticism. Students will be expected to give fifteen 
minutes a week for personal conference. Lectures, text, outside reading, 
and notebook. Three sections.   1, II, VI, 3 hours. 
213-214.   INTERPRETATIVE   READING.    Principles   and  problems  of  lit- 
analysis and interpretation.   Extensive practice and criticism. 
Ill, 2 hours. 
215-210.   DRAMATIC   PRODUCTION.   An    introduction  to   the    theatre, 
dealing with the history of physical theatre, scene design, construction, and 
the fundamental! of acting.    Lectures, papers, readings, rehearsals.    Pre- 
ite ii>r all other courses in dramatics. VI, 3 hours, 
218. SPEECH COMPOSITION. Composition of manuscripts; rhetorical 
questions that arise will be considered carefully; analysis of speeches of 
the masters of public address. Mon., VI-VII, 2 hours. 
219. INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATINC. The questions to be used in the in- 
tercollegiate debates will be studied and members of the teams will be 
chosen from this class. Lectures, briefs of public questions, rcasaareh, anil 
much practice before the group Open to all students who wish to debate, 
both men and women. A total of six hours in debating counts toward 
graduation. Moo, VI-VII, 2 hours. 
221. BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL SPEAKING. Delivery of carefully 
prepared speeches appropriate to business and professional life. Types of 
business speaking and the personal interview arc considered. Lectures, 
papers, readings, and personal conference with the instructor.     IV, 3 hours. 
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, in   TtACHINO <>r  Si'nvii      History of   rhetorical thought, psy- 
tage  phonetics, the text, collateral reading, the shaping of 
speech curriculum,  the  leading ol  the class hour.     Not  given   for credit  in 
Ition.    Alternate ctwrse. offered  in  1931-.'J, 
Time tt» be arranged   2 hours. 
312. RHETORICAL Tamil Historical and critical survey of the piin- 
cipal theories in regard to speech composition and delivery, from Aristotle 
to the proem time with special emphasis on the classical period. Collateral 
reading; Alternate course, offered in 1931-32, 
Time  to he arranged.    2 hours. 
313-314.    ACTINC.     Play analysis for acting of great plays   The funda- 
[ron actual rehearsal.    Two or 
three laborati u     LcctUTCi and Outside  readings.    VII. 3 hours. 
:'i w 1>:M Practice in planning prodnctions, rehearsals 
and ihowmi re reading! of plays for actual 
production. Prcrd J!: 216, 113-314, and consent of instruc- 
tor.   Alternate 1931 32                            II. 2 hours. 
,U8.   TH SATIS At m :lie- history of the theatre, old and 
modern  stage decoration, acting and actors,  costuming, etc.    Outside   read- 
ing   confined  to iristorj   ol   the   theatre,   current 
naines, II, 2 hours. 
ZOOLOGY 
ME, LIKDSBY, MR. MORGAN 
The majority of students specializing  in the department of 
Zooli tudy o! medicine. The same type of 
undergraduate  study  i-  necessar)   preliminary training   for the 
study ol dentistry and very desirable foi prospective nurses and 
hospital tei ; ■ Z ology also paves the way for curatorial and 
technical work in museums and  for economic work in various 
fields. The U. S. Bi »1 igical Survey and the Bureau of Kntomology 
espo all) openings in economic work.    A major in Zoology 
if care full) fits a student to teach hijjh school biology and 
also prepares him for minor positions in college departments, 
Courses 111-112 of the department of Botany may he sub- 
situted for Zoology 111-112 as preparation for advanced courses, 
if necessary  f<>r the completion of major or pre-professional re- 
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quirements. Course 111-112 meets the entrance requirements of 
medical colleges as a minimum; 211-212 is recommended by all 
medical colleges in addition, and 224 is recommended by all and 
required by a few. Majors in this department should be ar- 
ranged with the professor in charge; a major must include 111- 
112 or an acceptable equivalent and cither 211-212 or 223 and 224. 
Credit in Zoology is allowed for Physical Education 201. 
111-112. GENERAL ZOOLOGY. An introductory course including text 
a^JKuments, lectures and laboratory work. The biological aspects of 
the science arc considered, including the properties of living matter, 
the cell, heredity and topics of like nature. In addition a general survey 
of the animal kingdom based on classification and morphology is pursued in 
class and in the laboratory. Fee, $1,25 per hmir of credit. Lectures, Mon., 
Wed., I. Laboratory, any two of the assigned two-hour periods. Tues., 
Thnr*, III; lion., Wed, VI-VII.     4 hours.    Mr. I.indscy. Mr. Morgan. 
201. PHYSIOLOCY. A study of the normal functions of the human 
body.   Text, lectures and demonstrations.    No prerequisites. 
I, 3 hours.   Mr. Morgan. 
211-212. VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. A 
study of the definite structures, ancestry, ecology, and briefly of the 
classification ol the vertebrates. A little more than one semester is devoted 
to the comparative anatomy of these animals. Laboratory work consists of 
detailed dissections and comparative studies of the dog-fish, an amphibian, 
a reptile and a mammal, with other subjects at the discretion of the in- 
structor. Fee, $1.25 per hour of credit. Prerequisites, course 111-112. 
lectures, Tues.. Thurs., Ill; laboratory, Wed., Fri„ III-IV. 
4 hours.   Mr. Morgan. 
22J. HISTOLOGY. A study of the minute structure of ver- 
tebrates, chiefly mammals. Laboratory will include the preparation and 
■tody nf tli.- tissues and organs considered in class. Prerequisite, courses 
111-112. Fee, $1.25 per hour of credit. Two classes per week and three 
laboratory periods of two hours each, or three classes and two laboratories, 
at the discretion of the instructor. 
Mon., Wed., II; Tues., Thurs., Fri., I-II. 5 hours.   Mr. Lindsey. 
224. EMBRYOLOGY, A study of the formation of the germ cells, 
cleavage, the germ layers, and the development of adult structures in 
the vertebrates. Laboratory work includes the study of cell behaviour and 
of the developing frog, chick and pig. This course should follow 223 but 
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mi)   be taken  Wparateljr U  needed  for medical entrance.     Prerequisites, 
c. 111-112    Period! as in course 223.   Fee. $1.25 per hour of credit. 
5 hours. Mr. Lindsey, 
22S 226,    Kv,.u tins   AND GENETICS.   A study of  the relationship of 
tilings and its scientific explanation.   The factors operative in living 
Offaninm,   the   way   in   which   they   interact,   and   the   mechanism  of   their 
perpetuation or modification through  lucctaiire generation! constitute the 
chief theme ol the > :: 1-112. 
Ill, 2 hours, Mr. Lindsey. 
227 228 I.MOUOIOCV. The morphology, classification and econ- 
omic importance of insects, with methods of control. A brief intro- 
ductory course Laboratory work includes a survey oi insect morphology 
and mooch work in tin- identification of insects to enable the students to 
recognize the common families. Prerequisite*, courses 111-112. Lectures, 
Tues, Tim:-   IV; laboratory, Mon, II1-1V.   Fee, $125 per hour of credit 
3 hours. 
The Conservatory of Music 
FACULTY 
KARL H. ESCIIMAN, A.M. 
Fellow of the American Guild of Organists 
Director and Professor of Music 
Graduate of Denison Conservatory in Piano and Organ; 
Graduate Student, Harvard University, 1911-12, under Walter 
R. Spalding and Edward Burlingame Hill; 1912-13, under Hugo 
Kaun and Piano under Victor Heinze. Berlin; under Erwin Stein 
:iu« 1 Others, University of Vienna. 1929-30. 
FANNIE JUDSON FARRAR 
Assistant Professor of Music 
Piano 
Pupil in Piano of J. Emil Ecker, Toledo, Ohio; Constantin 
Sternl)crg, Philadelphia; Bertram! Roth, Dresden ; Tobias Matthay 
and Claude F. Pollard, London.   Student in Vienna. 
MARY RECKARD FITCH 
Voice 
Pupil of D. A. Clippinger, Hannah Butler and Lemuel Kilby, 
Chicago; Head of Voice Department, Academy of Our Lady; 
Instructor in Lyceum Arts Conservatory, Chicago. Master-classes 
with Mme. Valeri and Herbert Witherspoon. 
WILLIAM M. WELLS 
Violoncello 
Graduate of the  Royal Conservatory, Wurzburg.    Member 
of the Cincinnati Symphony and the Philharmonic Orchestra; for 
seven years, under Walter Damrosch in the New York Symphony 
Orchestra. 
Ill 
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SAM Gun 
/'iolin 
Pupil of Henry Schradicck, Theodore Spiering and Alois 
Trnka, in Violin and of Frederick B, Stivens and K. H. Miles 
in Theory. 
ALLAN FAHKR SI -IIIHMKR. Mus.B 
Voice 
Graduate of Northwestern University School of Music. 
Pupil of R. I-'ranz Otto. Cliarles W. Clark, Kisser Patty, Kollin 
Pease and Loyal Phillips Shawc. 
BRAYTON STARK, A.A.G.O 
University Organist 
Organ and Harmony 
Graduate of the Guilmtnt Organ School; i>ost graduate work 
at the Eastman School of Music; theory with T. Tertius Nohle, 
and organ with Joseph Bonnet, organist of the Cathedral of St. 
Eustache, Paris. Associate of the American Guild of Organists; 
director of music at Christ Church, Corning. X. Y. 
JOHN II. GILT. 
Wind Instruments 
Student of Emil Stranser, Boston, in Clarinet. Director of 
Columbus Commandery Hand. Achbar Grotto Hand and Khor- 
assan Hand;  Director of Ohio University Band. 
SUE HALRY 
I'iano 
Graduate of Hethcl Academy and the Peahody Conservatory; 
postgraduate study at the New  England  Conservatory and the 
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Juilliard Foundation; Instructor at the Maryland School for the 
Wind and at Occidental College, Los Angeles. Pupil of Alfred 
Kutler, George lioylc, Richard Stevens and Olga Samaroff. 
CAROL M. MCNEIL, MUS.B., M.SC. 
Public School Music 
Graduate of Miaou Weslcvan University; student at Uni- 
versity of Illinois and American Conservatory, Chicago, Super- 
visor of Music, Newton, Illinois and Momence. Graduate stu- 
dent at Northwestern University. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements for entrance to any of the regular four year 
courses are the same as those for the college. There are no formal 
entrance requirements for special students in classes and for pri- 
vate instruction, beyond the evidence of ability to profit by the in- 
struction offered. The work of the year is divided into two 
semesters (see the University Calendar on page 5), and stu- 
dents may best enter the Conservatory at the beginning of 
a semester, although private lessons may be taken up at any time. 
No registrations arc accepted, however, for less than the remainder 
of the semester. 
COLLEGE CREDIT 
Denison University grants college credit for work in the theo- 
retical courses of the Conservatory, on an equal footing with 
other elective studies, and a course leading to the degree of Bach- 
elor of Arts may be taken with the Theory of Music as its 
major subject. Thus students working for the diploma of the 
Conservatory may at the same time apply the theoretical part of 
their course toward a bachelor's degree from the University. 
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REQLIIREUENTS FOR GRADUATION 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DECREE 
The Conservator] offen the degree ol Bachelor of Music 
upm llie completion of 128 semester hours as outlined on pages 
I the Conservatory Bulletin which can be secured from the 
Director. Courses 101. 10.'. 111. 11-'. 201, 202. 221. 222. 311, 
312. 331, 332, 441. and 442 in the Department of Theory are re- 
quired of all graduates. In addition two years of Solfeggio (four 
hours each week I, twent) ■—*' hours ol applied music and 
two Ivors of ensemble must l>e completed. The remaining 64 
hours are in college subjects. 
.   BELOBOf AjtTS WITH  MUSIC MAJOR 
Students may receive the A.B. decree with a major in theo- 
retical music of not less than twenty-four and not more than 
forty semester  hours in   Music     The requirements are the same 
as those foi a major in an) other department of the college, as 
listed on pagi ■ 54 :: of this catalogue. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC COURSI 
A special course for Supervisors ol  Music in Public Schools 
is offered, leading to the degree of Bachdoi of Music.   The 128 
hour-, of this course are listed on page 12 of the Conservatory 
Bulletin. They are divided into the following main groups: Lib- 
eral Art* .VI hours. Education 24 hours. Theoretical Music 40, 
lied Music 24, Physical Education 4 hours, and elective 6 
h.ii:- The requirements of this course are fixed by the State 
Department of Education. Thorough and adequate preparation 
is supplemented by practice teaching in the public schools. All 
the work i- approved by the State Department and graduates re- 
ceive the State Certificates without further examination. 
DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES 
The two degrees, Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Arts 
cannot be granted in the same year to any one candidate but a 
ii  graduating  from college who has majored in music and 
fulfilled certain other requirements as outlined in the Conservatory 
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bulletin, is granted a Diploma or Certificate on recommendation 
of the Conservatory Faculty. Each candidate for the diploma 
must give a public recital during the senior year. To students 
substituting a certain amount of work in Normal Training or 
public school music for the graduating recital and giving promise 
of aptitude for teaching, a certificate is granted instead of a 
diploma. Students completing satisfactorily any integral part of 
the work offered in the various departments of the Conservatory, 
involving not less than a year's study, may obtain an officially 
signed statement to that effect, together with a copy of the Reg- 
istrar's record. 
Music LIBRARY 
The music branch of the University Library, consisting of 
over one thousand volumes of literature and music, is housed 
at the Conservatory, and is available on the same terms as the 
main library. There is also a collection of primitive musical 
instruments of great interest, most of which have been presented 
by Denison alumni. 
PRACTICE PIANOS 
The Conservatory is equipped with practice pianos. Hours 
and rooms for practice should be engaged at the time of register- 
ing, and no other use of instruments or rooms is allowed without 
special permission. 
RECITALS AND CONCERTS 
.Student recitals take place frequently throughout the year, 
and students are cx|>ected to attend. All students are under ob- 
ligation to perform at recitals when so directed by their instructor. 
Students are not allowed to perform in public without the know- 
ledge and consent of the instructor. 
Besides the festivals of the Choral Society and various other 
concerts, a number of faculty recitals are given during the year., 
and several artist recitals, most of which are free to Conservatory 
students. 
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MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
(a) The Enffwtrson Choral Society Mr. F.schman. Director. 
Membership is open to all who can read music sufficiently well. 
Two principal concertl are given each year, with notable artists 
assisting. According 10 the present custom, Handel's "Messiah" 
is sung each year at Christmas, while Gounod's "Faust." Rossini's 
"Staliat Mater," Mendelssohn's "Hymn of Praise," "Elijah" and 
"St. I'aul." Hrahnis' "Song of Fate," Bruch's "Fair Kllen," 
Ware's "Sir Oluf." Debussy's "Blessed Damoiel," Haydn's "Cre- 
ation." Coleridge-Taylor's "Hiawatha." Verdi's "Aida," Franck's 
"Beatitudes," Bizet's "Carmen" and Mascagni's "Cavalleria Kusti- 
cana." Bach's "Passion, According to St. Matthew" are other 
a . recently given Rehearsals are held on Monday evenings 
throughout I (rear. 
•iii Th* Dttiison Orchestra. Mr. Eschman, Director. Mem- 
bership is not limited to students in the University, but offers to 
anyone of sufficient ability the opportunity of playing classical 
and modern compositions under suitable direction. The Orches- 
tra assists the Choral Society in presenting some of its oratorios, 
besides giving at least one concert independently in the spring. 
Regular rehearsal- are held on Tuesday evenings throughout 
the college year.   Membership is free to those admitted. 
ICI Thi Dtnison („'.•<• Club. This is an organization of 
forty young men chosen by annual competitive examination from 
the men of the Universit) community. About twenty concerts 
are given each year, engagements being filled in ' lino. Pennsyl- 
vania. New York, Michigan. Indiana and Illinois. The programs 
consist of classical numbers, popular glees, and college songs. 
(d) Th* SHtpardson Glee Club. This dub consists of twenty 
four girls, and with the exception of the officers is reorganized 
each fall by competitive examination, An annual concert is given 
in May. The club comprises the best voices of Shepardson College 
and Denison Conservatory, 
SCHOLARSHIP 
An annual scholarship, the gift of Mrs. E. S. Shepardson, is 
at the disposal of the Conservatory Faculty. 
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In addition, $250.00 a year is received by the Conservatory 
from a friend of the department for the purpose of assisting 
worthy students. 
CONSERVATORY BULLETIN 
A bulletin is published containing additional information re- 
garding the Conservatory. A copy may be obtained by addressing 
Conservatory of Music, Denison University, Granville, Ohio. 
EXPENSES IN CONSERVATORY 
TUITION PER SEMESTER 
In Pianoforte, Voice, Organ, Violin, Violoncello, or Wind Instru- 
ments 
Two private lessons per week $50.00 
One private lesson per week  27.50 
In Advanced Harmony, Counterpoint, Public School Music 
or 1 listory of Music : Class lessons, three hours per week 12.00 
In Form, Canon and Fugue, Composition, Elementary Har- 
mony,   Terminology,   Appreciation,  or   Orchestration 
and Conducting: Class Lessons, etc., two hours per 
week      8.00 
Students paying regular college tuition may elect "Elementary 
Harmony" and  "Appreciation" without extra charge. 
In Solfeggio, I, II, III, and IV, four hours per week   16.00 
Kent of piano for practice, per semester hour (i.e. one 
hour a week for a semester)       1.00 
Kent of pipe organ for practice per hour 15 
Students taking Conservatory work totaling $50.00 may elect 
college work, in addition, at the rate of $6.50 per semester hour. 
All special fees and the hospital fee are required except in the 
case of students taking only private lessons in the Conservatory. 
Rebate. Students dropping music before the middle of the 
semester must make arrangement for the rebate with the Director 
of the Conservatory. 
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DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
THEORY AND HISTORY 
MR. ESCHMAN, MI. STARK, MISS MCNIU. 
College credit may be obtained fur any of the numbered cour- 
ses.   Those who intend to complete the theoretical course are ad- 
vised to take courses 111-112, 221-222, 331-332, and 441-442, in 
Utive years. 
101 102.    The   Appreciation   of   Music.     A   non-technical 
■•■. open in all students of the University.   The object is to 
point out the structural principles "i musical art and to show 
what constitutes real merit in any field of musical activity. The 
work embraces lectures and analysis, collateral reading and critical 
reports of current recitals. VII. 2 hours.    Mr. Eschman. 
103-104     i tra or Hand and ensemble training. 
Three hours arc required for one hour college credit.    The course 
can l>e repeated in suo ears aa Music 203-204. for a total 
of foui lemestei Mr. Kschman. 
111-112.    Elementary   Harmony.     This   course   or   its 
equivalent ii | n I   I   ill higher courses.   It embraces a sum- 
mary of music, a detailed study of the modern system of musical 
notation, the analysis of rhythm, practice on scale writing, trans- 
position and the use of all the clefs. The work concludes with a 
study of elementary harmony including triad connection. This 
course is required of all freshmen planning to graduate from the 
conservatory. 
IV, 2 hours.   Mi   Eschman and assistants. 
201.   History of Music to the Eighteenth Century.     The 
work consists largely of assigned reading, with written reports, 
tests and these-. A collection of primitive instruments serves to 
illustrate the early stages of music, anil typical music of the suc- 
cessive periods is rendered in class so far as possible. 
VI. 3 hours.   Mr. Eschman. 
J 
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202. History of Music from the Eighteenth Century 
to the present time.   Continuation of Course 201. 
VI, 3 hours.  Mr. Eschman. 
221-222. Advanced Harmony. Review of intervals 
and triads; dominant and secondary chords; suspensions; aug- 
mented and altered chords; modulations; organ-point; the har- 
monization of given melodies in bass or soprano, mostly in four 
parts, and the composition of simple original pieces. Solfeggio 
and elementary theory are prerequisite, with knowledge of the 
pianoforte sufficient at least to play an ordinary hymn-tune at 
"ifc1"- IV, 3 hours.   Mr. Eschman. 
301. Terminology and Conducting. The elements of music 
and conducting as applied to the practice of music in the schools. 
IV, -' hours.    Miss McNeil. 
302. Orchestration. The study of instruments and their 
combinations with the practice of orchestrating for school pur- 
poses. IV. 2 hours.    Miss McNeil. 
311-312. Musical Form. Study of thematic con- 
struction and elements of composition, through analyses of the 
principal instrumental forms, as illustrated in the works of classic 
and modern composers. Practice is given in construction of the 
smaller musical forms, such as hymn-tunes, and the dance forms 
of the classical suite. Courses 221-222 must ordinarily precede this 
work, but by special permission may be taken in the same year. 
Not offered in 1931-32. Ill, 2 hours.   Mr. Eschman. 
313-314. Public School Music Methods. This course covers 
in detail the work of the various grades and all methods now in 
use in the school. Related problems in the psychology of teach- 
ing are discussed. II, 3 hours.   Miss Logan. 
331-332. Counterpoint. The principles of harmony 
applied to the melodious treatment of two or more voice ]>arts 
in combination. Free harmonization of choral melodies, two, three, 
and four part counterpoint in the several orders; contrapuntal and 
imitative treatment of subjects in different voices for organ and 
strings. Courses 221-222 are prerequisite and some proficiency in 
piano playing is required. Ill, 3 hours.   Mr. Stark. 
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441-442. Strict Composition. Analysis and com- 
position of canon and fugue and the advanced forms of polyphonic 
music. This is a necessary preparation for the larger and freer 
forma of composition. Courtea 221-222, 331-332 are prerequisite, 
with some proficiency in pianoforte oi organ playing. 
VI, 2 hours.    Mr. Eschman. 
151-452. Free Composition. Hirst semester, orig- 
inal vocal settings of selected texts; analysis of standard choral 
works and songs; composition of sh rt pieces for men's or wo- 
men's voices and for mixed chorus unaccompanied. Later. ty|>es 
of accompaniment  figures an- studied and settings made with 
with piano or other accompaiumenL Second semester, analysis 
and composition oi vocal and instrumental music in the large 
forms, with writing for orchestral instruments. Prerequisite, 
courses 441-442. I.  > hours.     Mr.  Eschman. 
APPLIED MUSIC 
Twenty   semester   hours uf  credit   in  applied  music   (piano, 
e, etc. I are required for the Bachelor of Music degree.    Eight 
semester hours are credited toward the Bachelor of  Arts degree 
in the college provided the student is ready for study of music in 
the third grade of the six grades outlined by the National Music 
Teachers' Association. 
The courses are numbered as follows: Piano, Violin, Violon- 
cello, Voice or Organ 111-112. 211-212, 311-312, and 411-412 for 
the first, second, third and fourth years in the subject, each course 
number receiving one hour of college credit i>er semester for one 
and five hours practice a week. 
Piano, Violin, Violoncello, Voice or Organ 121-122. 221-222, 
321 322. 421-422, for the respective years, each course number 
representing two hours of college credit per semester for two les- 
and ten hours practice a week. 
PIANO 
Miss I-'ARKAK,  MISS HAURY 
No set course is specified, but the work is adapted to the in- 
dividual pupil, and the teaching preserves the cultural point of 
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view as much as the professional. Foundations are thoroughly 
laid in a study of the instrument itself and of the natural laws of 
tune production. Technical facility and velocity looking toward 
an adequate technique are considered merely the basis of artistic 
interpretation. The principles of expression are taught by means 
of the music of both classic and romantic composers. 
VOICE 
MRS. FITCH, MR. SCIIIRMER 
The object of this instruction is the correct placing of the 
voice, so tliat the tones are even and firm throughout the entire 
range. Stress is laid on the control of the breath, rhythm, and 
phrasing, togeher with enunciation and stage presence. Use is 
made of the classic song literature of all schools, especially the 
German, and of our own American song writers. 
ORGAN 
MR. STARK 
A certain facility at the piano and in sight-reading is neces- 
sarv and this must be proved to the satisfaction of the instructor, 
who may prescribe such additional work as may seem advisable 
in pre|>aration. A good organ touch, comprising legato and stac- 
cato playing, steadiness and smoothness of style, are the objective 
aims. 
Carl's Master Studies for Organ and Bach's Little 
Preludes and Fugues compose the ground work of study. 
This is followed by sonatas by Mendelssohn, Merkle, Guilmant, 
selections by Widor, Dubois, Boellman, Lemare, Best, Hollins, 
Buck and Parker. Special attention is given to hymn playing, 
accompanying and registration to meet the practical needs of 
church work. 
VIOLIN, VIOLONCELLO AND WIND INSTRUMENTS 
MR. GELFER, MR. WELLS, MR. GILL 
Good tone production and clear intonation receive a large 
share of attention, followed by studies and special exercises to 
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meet the needs of the individual. As the student becomes more 
proficient, pieces, sonatas, and concertos by classic and modern 
masters will be studied, it is the purpose to work not only for 
technical proficiency, but also (oi the higher and broader plane 
of artistic conception and interpretation. At least two semesters 
of piano study arc required of candidates for graduation. Stu- 
dents arc encouraged in ensemble playing, and those sufficiently 
advanced are admitted to the University Orchestra. The exper- 
ience thus gained is not the least valuable part of the training, and 
is required of candidates tor graduation. 
ENSEMBLE CI.ASSKS 
I a i    Solfeggio III. Four boors per week, First Year. 
VI.  Mr. Schirmer. 
Solfeggio 111-IV  Poui hours per week. Second Year. 
VII. Mr. Schirmer. 
This work, or a satisfactory equivalent is required of all 
candidates for graduation in any department of the Conservatory. 
The course is provided to meet the needs of all who are in any 
degree deficient in the fundamental principles of music, such as 
rhythm, intervals, and scales, or who are unable to read vocal 
or instrumental music readily at sight. It includes both ear- 
training and sight-singing. 
lb) Normal Class—Miss Karrar. This course is offered at 
the request of piano students, and is designed as preparation for 
the teaching of piano. One year of harmony and piano in the 
Conservatory arc prerequisites. 
(c) Piano Classes—Miss llaury. Ensemble classes are 
maintained in piano, both duet and quartette work being done. The 
classes are free to all registered in the Conservatory, and this work 
is required of all pupils sufficiently advanced. 
(d) String Classes—Mr. Gelfer and Mr. Eschman. As 
far as material offers practice is held in trio and quartette work, 
with performances in public on suitable occasions. Advanced 
pupils are coached in ensemble with piano. 
CATALOGUE NUMBER 123 
THE SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI OF 
DENISON UNIVERSITY 
Founded in 1859 
President 
FRANCIS VV. SIIEPARDSON, '82 
Executive Secretary 
JOHN L. BJEI.KE, '16 
THE ALUMNI COUNCIL 
Officers 
V. Ernest Field, '03, Chairman 
Mary Case Amner, '28, Secretary 
W. H. Johnson, '85, Treasurer 
Members 
TERMS EXPIRE JUNE, 1931 
Blanche Beattie, '02, Canton 
Lester Black, '14, Newark 
Kathcrine Hunt, '22, Dayton 
Karl Eschman, '11, Granville 
TERMS EXPIRE JUNE, 1932 
Robert Collett, '14, Dayton 
William A. Evans, '06, Cincinnati 
Ford R. Weber, '21, Toledo 
Dorothy McCann Williams, '16, Granville 
TERMS EXPIRE JUNE, 1933 
W. H. Johnson, '85, Columbus 
V. Ernest Field, '03, Indianapolis 
Margaret Seasholes Riggs, '20, Newark 
George Roudebush, '15, Cleveland 
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Graduate! of the University arc memliers of the Society of 
the Alumni. Forma student! oi the Granville institutions, re- 
cipients of honorary degrees, members of the Board of Trustees, 
anil members of the Faculty for at least three years, are received 
into membership upon payment of the annual dues of $3.00. This 
i ry was founded June 28, 185°, William P, Kerr, '45, being 
the first President Nearl) 3,000 members are enrolled, Annual 
meetings are held in commencement week. 
The Council was organized in 1921, and holds quarterly meet- 
inn-. The Societ; maintains the Denison Alumni Bulletin, pub- 
monthly at Granville, < Ihio, during the college year under 
the editorship of the Executive Secretary. 
Denison Associations of the Society of the Alumni are to be 
found in the following cities:   New York. Chicago, Philadelphia, 
Baltimore, Washington, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Boston, Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, Denver, Rochester, N. Y., St. Louis, Charleston, 
W. Va., Wheeling, Parkersburg, and in larger units as North Car- 
olina. Florida, Japan, West China. In Ohio, Associations are 
found in Cleveland, Cincinnati, Toledo, Akron, Canton, Youngs- 
town. Dayton, Norwalk, Mansfield, Lima. Middletown, Spring- 
field. Columbus and Newark. These Associations are the auxiliar- 
ies of the Society of the Alumni.     It is through these organized 
local groups and the Alumni Bulletin that the Executive Secre- 
tary keeps the alumni in touch with the college and with each other. 
Before moving into a city where one's acquaintance is limited, 
graduates and undergraduates are urged to consult with the Ex- 
ecutive Secretary, who stands ready to introduce them to officers 
and meml>ers of the local groups who in turn will introduce them 
into circles that are congenial and helpful. 
The alumni have launched and are carrying on to a successful 
termination a campaign for $300,000 for the endowment of three 
professorships. Pledges for nearly all this sum have been secured 
and cash payments received promise great success for the project. 
This fund will be placed in the hands of the Hoard of Trustees 
In < tetober, 1931, at which tune the centennial of Denison will be 
celebrated. 
J 
Degrees Conferred in June, 1930 
HONORARY DEGREES 
Charles Judson Herrick, Doctor of Science 
Charles Samuel  Detweiler, Doctor of   Divinity 
nee Worthlngton Kcmper, Doctor of Divinity 
Warren King  Moorehead, Doctor of  Science 
BACHB 
Franklin  Kenneth Ackcrman 
Jerc Willis Acklcy 
George Lodowic Adams 
Franklin   Burner  Anderson 
Raymond Lull Bailey 
WHIard James   Barkell 
Lav rence Paul Biefeld 
Richard Booker Brandt 
Thomas  Bentoti   Brooks 
Charles Cristey Buichard 
John Case 
Emerson Soliday Cheek 
Clarence Wilbur Clark Jr. 
Leonard Austin Crain 
Winthrop Wiggin Dolan 
John Francis Drake 
Addiaon Edward R. Fischer 
Paul William Fries 
Edgar Madison George 
Henry Glciss 
Loyd  Franklin Greenfield 
Douglas Gordon Groth 
Ellsworth Dills Haynes 
Wilbur Duanc Hicks 
Robert Bdlsofi Hoffhines 
(■tendon  Henry Juergens 
Robert James Kelly 
Taylor  Bernard Light 
Philip Linne 
George Clyde Marr 
Lambert Maurice Meidinger 
Kdwin Clair Mirise 
Elmer Clark Morrow 
Joseph Gipson Nellis 
LOR OF ARTS 
Corradino  Rcbelli  Nicolazzo 
Wilson Breckenridge Owen 
John Fisher  Rickctts 
Kenneth Arthur Roadarmel 
William Shafto Robertson Jr. 
Charles Kenneth Robinson 
Oral Boyd Robuck 
Charles Bernard Rogers 
Lloyd Clem Runkle 
Clyde Bailey Sargent 
Reginald Shepley 
Clyde Simon Sluunaker 
Donald John Slack 
Stanton Everett Smith 
John Christopher  Stark 
Frank   N* or man  Steadman 
Almore Herman Teschkc 
Willard Gregg Thuma 
Judson  Williams Walker 
George Edward Warren 
William Norris Wiley- 
John Kirk Windlc 
Harold Whitcomb Woodbury 
Hermon Fcnton Woodworth 
James  Reid Young 
Mary  Elizabeth  Allen 
Anna Elizabeth  Bailey 
Margaret   Ellen Bair 
Margaret   Besanccney  Bcardsheai 
Elizabeth Emma Beck 
Janet   Hosmer Bclknap 
Harriet  Marie Bigelow 
Helen  Mary  Boughton 
Thclma Elizabeth Bratt 
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Ruth Ifiud Can 
I -   Channell 
tdele Chita 
I 
■ ■ 
odeo 
0   Decdi 
I ucilfc Dresl 
Iraer 
Edith Lucille C.ramlich 
lone Greer 
Annabelle Hammond 
I»ahci Barrow* Hatch 
Mry  Elizabeth  Hcndricks 
KUa LaVerne Helton 
Mary  I.nitia   H 
zabeth Hiehle 
Helen Elizabeth Hodell 
Ploreno   Ethel  Hoffer 
La ■ Halt  H llander 
beth  Irwin 
Helen Jack nun  Klag 
IC Frances 
Doris Elizabeth Kurtz 
ft ID   Marie   Lawless 
Helen Louise McPhail 
Violet Rath Mcrkle 
Margaret Kaye Montgomery 
Gladys Mozena 
Ruth  Louise   Mullen 
Esther Louise  Nicola 
NorinM Novella Nichols 
Mary Althca Payne 
Esther Bertice Peck 
Pauline Elizabeth Pitts 
Miriam Dell   Reeve 
Sarah Elizabeth  Rogers 
F.llen  Louise  Rohrer 
Ethel  Frances  Romanic 
Rcl>ecca Ann Ross 
Lillian Pearl Rosscr 
Klinor  Ruth  Sagcbiel 
Eunice Antoinette Shaw 
Lucille  Harriet Shively 
Marion Ruth Stanley 
Hrrtha Elizabeth  Stout 
Martha Caroline Kernick Tom 
Frances Weaver 
Weeks 
BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
.'•I Kincaid Stephen Howell Richards 
Ralph Peace Max Edward Taylor 
! Hainea  Heading Rexford Glenn Van Court 
Donald Van Valen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
William  Vaughn  Banning 
John R.Jx:!   Boyd 
Charlr- 11. :.-.- Deeds 
I'.l Edward  Dibble 
John  Homer   Eddy 
Paul  Herbert  Farmer 
Louu Abram F'lory 
D.ivjil William James 
John  Pellowi   Larimer 
Harry Granville  Lull 
Wayland  Clinton  Marlow Jr. 
William f^twrencc Nicholson 
Henry  Baldwin O'Brien 
Ralph Edwin  Pickett 
Myron Warner Riegel 
Joseph  Henry  Snyder 
Clarence Ennis Stephenson 
George Aston Stewart 
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Paul Troup Harriet Eleanor Fellman 
John Carl Weaver Elizabeth Packer 
Jean Ebaugh Dorothy Ella Perry 
DIPLOMAS IN CONSERVATORY 
George Kemper Ogden, Organ 
CERTIFICATES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
Alice I.ucile Fowler Norma Louise Keagy 
Evelyn lone Greer Norinne Novella Nichols 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Sarah Elizabeth Amos Norma Louise Keagy 
Emma Elizabeth CorTman George Kemper Ogden 
Degrees Conferred in September, I 930 
BACHELOR OP ARTS 
Mary Eleanor Fitgcr 
Catherine Addie Graham 
Katherine Lucile McCoy 
BACHELOR or SCIENCE 
Samuel Mathews 
CONSEVATORY   DlPLOMA 
Emma Elizabeth Coffman, Voice 
Honors and Prizes Awarded in I 930 
MtsdnotsHir IN PHI BCTA KAPPA 
MORS 
Richard  Brandt 
Eugenia I'ouden 
•D ugl,- Deedi 
•Wii throp Dolan 
John   1 
Martha C.illespic 
•Elected in  lunior year 
Florence HotTer 
Robert   Kelly 
Helen McPhail 
Margaret   Montgomery 
•R .I*1! Picket! 
Pauline Pitti 
v
  • inettc Shaw 
Jl'NlOR 
Helen Williams 
THE HAMMON FRCSHMAM LATIH PRIZE 
Pint, Wshna Lawrence Second. Jean Stokely 
THE FRESHMAN CHEMISTRY Purl 
Earl Kicffal 
THI GOPATKICR ScuoLAtsair FOR BXCUXSNCI IN  MATHEMATICS 
Dolan 
THE  W       LAN)   CHKMISTRY   PRIZE 
First.  1 /ag.i Second, John Couchey 
THE Cm OMACA SOCIOLOGY PRIZE 
K   Romaine 
\JX    I   'iMIiST 
First. Leonard Van D Second, Roberi Kelly 
Third, Richard Brandt 
Fourth. GenUJ   Bartlett and Gene  Winchester, tied 
THE SAMSON TAUO ■ '• Bnu READING 
Fir-.t. Elizabeth Coffman Second, Richard Brandt 
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Richard Brandt 
Douglas Deeds 
Winthrop Dolan 
GENERAL HONORS 
Robert Kelly 
Martha Gillespie 
Helen McPhail 
Antoinette Shaw 
SPECIAL HONORS 
Winthrop Dolan,  Mathematics 
Florence Hoffer, History 
Helen McPhail, Mathematics 
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS 
Douglas Deeds, Modern Language 
Winthrop Dolan, Mathematics, Modern Language 
John Drake, Economics 
Robert Kelly, Political Science 
Ralph Pickett, Zoology 
Margaret Beardshear, Modern Language 
Elizabeth Beck, English 
Martha Gillespie, Christian Education 
La Verne Hcston, Modern language 
Helen Hodell, Modern Language 
Florence Hoffer, History 
Helen McPhail, Mathematics 
Margaret Montgomery, Modern Language 
Dorothy Perry, Modern Language, Physical Education 
Pauline Pitts, Modern Language 
Elinor Sagebicl, Modern Language 
Antoinette Shaw, Modern Language 
Marion Stanley, Christian Education 
Charlotte Weeks, English 
ANNUAL HONORS 
Robert  Bridge 
Edward Broadhead 
Gibson Dildine 
Robert Edwards 
Edward Richards 
James  Uebelhart 
Charles Welling 
Gene Winchester 
Eugene Young 
Janet Belknap 
Mary Bender 
Pearl Burgoon 
Ruth Carr 
Marian Duncan 
Alice Fulmer 
Mary M. Handel 
Isabel Hatch 
Dorothy Hutchins 
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■r   Knapp 
line I inrarn 
\\ ilnu Lawrence 
i pper 
Helen UcPhail 
Dorii  Iforgester 
foric Rapp 
Marion   Stanley 
Helen WiUiaa • 
"A"  Stl Dl MS 
indt 
Edward H-cidhead 
V/mthrop I1 
I take 
Robert Edwardi 
Robert Kelly 
Welling 
Eugene young 
Mary Margaret Handel 
;.   ipp 
Wihna Lawreni c 
Lillian   Maurrr 
Dorii Morgc U 
Marjorie K.ipp 
Helen Wjlliai 
ro MgMStasHir IN I'm SOCIETY 
I laien    Vl "l-trong 
Rohcrt Bridge 
Gibson Dildinc 
Joseph GabeJ 
1
 |   K 
I    ■■ 
Pi II        Bingham 
D ■•  «h     Bl .-Me 
Muriel C 
lean  Da* ion 
Virginia Ellinwood 
Eleanor Knapp 
M.fv Jane Lamson 
Wilnu  i i ■■■ ■'" 11 
Margaret Little 
i c  OU-nlaiid 
[.oil   Reed 
Edna Reii* 
Carolyn Stites 
Jean Stokely 
Mary  Waddell 
Student Enrollment 
(For the First Semester of 1930-31) 
SENIORS 
Allen,   Ellsworth  Paincsvillc 
Allison.   Richard Cambridge 
Ballard, Henry                                                                        Columbus 
llartlctt. Genus Marietta 
lil
'--   
K
'"
h
'
r
' .... Lakewood 
Bonham,   Walter Newark 
Broadhead, Edward Jamestown, N. Y. 
Canary,   Richard ...Bowling Oreen i 
Carpenter,    Ilcrschcl. .       Willard I 
Cherney,   Donald Cleveland) 
Clemmer,  R..l>ert  Anstmburg] 
Coochey, John        Saginaw. Mich .1 
CroneU,   Frederick  Bucyrus I 
Curtin, Otis Clarksburg. W. Va. I 
DiDoroenica, F.lisco Philadelphia, Pa.| 
Faris,  George  Pomcroyl 
PIOTjr,   Robert Newark 1 
Ford,   I.yman  YoimgitownJ 
Prowine, Von  Bowling Greenj 
Gcil,   Rus.ell  Granvillel 
Gonxaga, Eduardo.... Pavia. Iloilo, p. I.| 
Grecnlec,   Alvin   Uhrichsvillc 
Hall.  Norman —Brookline,  Mass. 
Hoshide,  Masuo  Seattle, Wash. 
Johnson, Gordon New Rochelle, N. Y. 
Junes.   Frank Canton 
Kccklcy, Carl   Cranvillc 
KiefTalier,  Fjrl   Millersburg 
Klinck, Dwighl ..-Loganaport, Ind. 
Korncr, Harrison Cleveland Heights 
Mac-.N'ab.   Malcolm Millersburg 
M, Bride, John   Hillsboro 
McConncll.  Jack Dayton 
Mi I'arland,   Cecil  Birds  Run 
Miller,   Lawrence Bedford 
Montgomery,   Charles  Marysvilh 
Montgomery, Raymond Granville 
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U «, Kreii 
Packer. William 
Phiibrick.  M. i 
I ■ 
N   I man 
Ulen 
Kathjc.   William 
nd,  1 bain 
Richards.   Edward 
Rinm,  Thome 
Roderick, George 
Janes. 
Roweton,   John 
Saurcr.   Pan! 
■■-.    Philip 
Schneider,   Howard 
ler, Truman 
Scrianni. Vincent 
Siders,    D-mald 
Sperry,   Donald 
Steinbergcr,   Jamo 
Swcetland,  Clai 
Thompson,   IfcfCean 
Trad  Glenn 
Van Dm 
Walker, Otto 
Willison, Blair 
\\ ■  i    Paul 
Winchi »t< r     i'..   t 
 Hibbetts 
 Toulon. III. 
Denver.   Colo. 
.Youngstown 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
  Piqua 
Chicago,  III. 
Oak   Park.  III. 
 Granville 
Chicago.  III. 
 Jackson 
 Duquesne.    Pa. 
 Daylon 
Orrville 
 Toledo 
. Trinway 
Detroit.   Mich. 
Rkhwood, W. Va. 
 Columbus 
 Newark 
St.   Paris 
Berea 
 Granville 
Unas, N. Y. 
 Rochester. N. Y. 
Johnstown 
 Clarksburg. W. Va. 
Newark 
 Toledo 
A 
Cat 
Young.   Eugene 
Wendell 
Zimmer, John 
..   Newark 
Utica 
 Salem 
Butler 
Adams   Mills 
Agin.    Margueri'r 
Alloways.   Margaret.. 
Archbold.   Marjorie  
A*hbrook,   Laurabelle 
Babes,  Marian 
Rachel 
Barr.    Madge 
Newark 
Zanesville 
Plymouth,  Mich. 
Granville 
 Newark 
.Newcomcrstowti 
Massillon 
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Bender,   Mary.. 
Benjamin, Anna.. 
Hammond,   Ind. 
Chicago, III. 
Bigclow,   Mildred. _  Granville 
Bown.   Norma Marysville 
Chamberlain, Elizabeth East Lansing, Mich. 
Clarke,   Barbara Wallingford,   Conn. 
Cochrcn,   Vivian Howard 
Davidson, Mary B Parkcrsburg, W. Va. 
Day,   Lois Pittsburgh,   Pa 
Detweilcr,  Helen Tarrytown,   N.  Y. 
Dillon,   Ruth Cambridge 
Kdmondson, Jean Huntington, W. Va. 
Edsall. Virginia. Buffalo,  N. Y. 
Eiselc,   Louise Cleveland 
Ellison,   Mary _ West   Union 
GiKxIbread,   Ruth Cleveland 
Greenough,  Jcannettc. 
Grcincr,   Mabel  
Hall. Isabelle  
Hartig, Lorraine  
Hatch,  Elizabeth  
Holler.   Lois  
Houser. La Veta  
Hudson,   Irma  
Hughes,  Marjorie  
Ilutchins,    Dorothy.... 
Irving,   Jean  
Jackson,  Elizabeth  
Jones,   Wilma  
Kirby,  Elizabeth  
Kreager,   Frances  
Latta,   Margery  
Lloyd,   Frances  
McCray, Martha  
 Mcrion,   Pa. 
Alliance 
..Charleston, W. Va. 
 Oak Park. III. 
Newark 
 Newark 
  Olean, N. Y. 
Ijkewood 
Washington. D. C 
 Mackshurg 
 Cleveland 
 Clostcr,  N. J. 
Granville 
..West   Philadelphia,   Pa. 
 Middlcport 
 „ _ Granville 
Granville 
  Newark 
Minturn, Edna New  Lexington 
Mitchell, Eleanor Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
Mons, Harriet _ Kenilworth. 111. 
Morgestcr. Doris Eden. N. Y. 
Nauman, Mary Kathryn. Dayton 
Norman, Marjorie. Parkersburg,  W. Va. 
Olson, Charlotte  Chicago, III. 
Ott, Margaret _._Wilmette, III. 
Ralston,  Marie - Cleveland 
Rapp,   Marjorie Newark 
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Is,   Catherine 
U   ■ 
■ 
Smith     Kail 
Elizabeth 
■ 
■ 
Sweet    i    tabeth 
•■«■.  Elizabeth 
'■        Mien.  Elaine 
Woodworth,   Esther, 
■' 
p   Kathcrine 
Granville 
 Derby 
Watte**,  III. 
Winchester,    Va. 
Hartford, W. Va. 
 Granville 
 Warren 
Pargo,  N. D. 
Washington, D. C. 
 Granville 
 Granville 
Dayton 
.'.itaskala 
Toledo 
 Galion 
Oak   Park,  III. 
.. Mt. Vernon 
K. 
• lell 
• 
urn,   Richard 
B tt      im 
Douglas 
Carl 
■ 
Dan   i    Vrthtu 
I.        .   . 
11    Cic©    G ibriel 
Drcwi ■ ■ 
■     R ben 
1 .■•■■•  Theodore 
in. Edward 
Finlv. Lowell 
! ■•■ 
I 
Ri< hard 
i'  ma 
Gri       Harry 
Hamilton   Lowell I' 
IINIORS 
Chicago,  III. 
Chicago, III. 
Columbus 
.Toledo 
Cincinnati 
Jcwctt 
Salem 
Indianapolis,  Ind. 
Granville 
Granville 
Cleveland Heights 
Youngstown 
Cleveland 
Granville 
Lancaster 
Milwaukee. Wis. 
Millcrsburg 
Newark 
Newark 
Dayton 
N* or walk 
Cleveland 
Man,held 
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llulliiifiworth.   Nealc Granville 
Hong, Ik Cheung. Pcing, Korea 
llumlicck. Adolph Chicago ,111. 
HntNon.   DeArmond Detroit,  Mich. 
Jcwctt,  Dwight   L'tica 
Johnson. Harold Mt.  Vernon 
Keunard.   Elbrrt .. .  Cleveland  Heights 
Klahscn, Peter Chicago. III. 
Krusc,  Richard Perrysburg 
Kyker,   Glen Cincinnati 
I.ttt.i. John Granville 
UyCOCk,   William Chicago,  III. 
Lindcr, Daniel St. I.ouis,   Mo. 
M;i-~ic.   Walter Edinburg,  Va. 
Homer,   Merle Granville 
Rail, Elmer Trenton. III. 
Roberts,  Richard Granville 
Rossiter,   Donald Canton 
Rnpc. Earle Tippccanoe City 
Saucr.    Richard Hamilton 
Scriven. Albert Cleveland Heights 
Shank.   Harry Newark ' 
Short. Herbert Hamburg, K. Y. 
Smith.  Wayne Dayton , 
Steck.   Harry Granville j 
Uelielhart. James Canton I 
Van Voorhis, Robert Newark 
Walker. Prose Dover Plains, N. Y. 
Ward.  Ijwrence Watcrvillc 
Wubjnfton, Harve East Cleveland 
Welling,  Charles Dresden 
Wiley, Walter Ballston Spa. N. Y. 
Willis.   Willard Wellston 
WriRht.   James Newark 
Amrine, Dorothy Zanesvilk 
Anton. Rose Tampa, Fla. 
Arnold, Ruth Wilmcttc, III. 
Ashley. Elaine Kenosha, Wis. 
Bostwick, Mrs. Bernice  New York. N. Y. 
Bowman, Marian Cleveland Heights 
Brakcman. Margaret Oil City. Pa. 
Eurg<ion, Pearl - - Mt. Vernon 
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i       eg   Filar 
I '...        I.imla    . 
Cleveland  Heights 
 Tampa. Fla. 
 - Newark 
. Goldfield.  Nev. 
Deuucl  Cleveland 
Duncan.   Marian   . .. .  Ostrander 
! Ma .   I   iaabeth  Granville 
bV rtha  Kashing.  China 
East Chicago. Ind. 
Murray  Johnstown 
Giffil    1   niac Granville 
  Granville 
■■;. Alethea. Mt  Vernan. N. Y. 
Harru   Lucille  Ccnterhurf 
Hart,   Erni Bexley 
Hughes, Caryl Chicago. III. 
Hurley, Ethel 
Hu'chinson.  Frances 
JarkM*!. Helen 
Jankiewica,  Theresa 
Ji hnsol   t'.trrir 
' Elizabeth 
Keadey, Ddorea 
Kcmprr. Martha 
■      Helen 
I-each. Merle 
I.epptr.   Margaret 
I^wis. Elizabeth 
Lewis.   Eloise 
I unsford.   Annie   Kate 
Maclean.   Joy 
Ml Elrojr, Dorothy   . 
McFarlane, Josephine 
Mabee.   Ruth 
Chicago, III. 
 Newark 
..Washington Court House 
  Utica,  N. Y. 
Newark 
Cincinnati 
Centerburg 
Charleston. W. Va. 
 Columbus 
Jamestown 
Blufltnn. Ind. 
Akron 
Canton 
Xenia 
I'       n,   Parhara. 
Matron.   Dorothy 
Maurer. Lillian 
M;.ybach.   Elizabeth 
M.ntall.   Selma 
Mr« rcer.   Oencvieve 
M'»hr.   Marian 
 Waltham.   Mass. 
..Chicoprr Falls.  Mass. 
.A-nhrook.   N. Y. 
 I.ewiston.   Maine 
Melrose.   Mass. 
T,akcwood 
Wrst K,,fayette 
Dundee 
Cleveland 
 Youngstown 
Lima 
Montgomery.   Susan  Newark 
Morgcster. Dorothy  Eden. N .Y. 
Munn.   Ruth    Cleveland   Heights 
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M.i. Mary Elizabeth.. 
Palmer.  Doris  
Pictorial, Emma  
Canton 
New York, N. Y. 
Dover 
Kobbins, Anna  K Chattanooga.  Tenn. 
Robinson,   Irene Toledo 
Smith, Mary Elizabeth Newark 
Spencer,   Juliette — , Columbus 
Stevens,   Marjory.. ..- Dayton 
Stilwell, Eleanor Bedford 
Thompson, Margaret Detroit, Mich. 
Truax, Lucille Columbus 
Wcichman, Dorothy Poland 
Wiley,  Dorothy _ Granville 
SOPHOMORES 
Acomb.   Robert- 
Adams,   Robert.. 
..Granville 
..Dayton 
Alexander. Rex Canton 
Anderson,   Albert Newark 
Archibald, Dale Columbus 
Argust,   Edison      Geneva 
Armstrong, Hazen Saginaw, Mich. 
Baker. Charles P New York, N. Y. 
Brill,   Joseph Zanesville 
Balph.   Dale Mansfield 
Barker, Dana. Granville 
Beatley.  Philip Lakewood 
Beck, Hamilton Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
Black. Francis Muncie, Ind. 
Blakeley,   Del Newark 
Bobbin. Vernon Vinton, Iowa 
Bond. John Cleveland Heights 
Boyd. Ceorge Findley Ijke, N. Y. 
Bradley. Charles St. Joseph. Mich, 
Bridge. Robert Canton 
Brown,   Charles Mansfield 
Brown, Durand Detroit,  Mich. 
Bushncll,  Maynard -   Arnold.  Pa. 
Chcrney, Gordon.. 
Cherncy, Paul  
Clark,   William... 
Conklin, Erving... 
Cleveland Heights 
 Cleveland 
Hamilton 
-...Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
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Cooper.    GeOffC 
'■ II 
Dean,  Mortimer 
Dei   )   G    rge 
Denny,   William 
li. i'ti>    B ben 
I Gibson 
Dix    David 
Elliot.   Prank 
Glenn 
i Roberl 
Evans   Fri 
I'.,:' 
Pelker, John 
Pink,   Wo '■ 
Francis,  Bertram 
Gabel Joseph 
Garw< od   Paul 
Green    Robert 
■ 
Huchison, Jan 
Humphn 
Ti win. Roi!;,I<! 
Hi ward 
Daniel 
Lee 
Norman 
J   ■ • -    ]<:• I ..-■! 
Roderick 
I Herman 
land 
Zanonilk 
Waahingtoa C. H. 
Brie,  Pa. 
Mt. Vcrnon 
Cambridge 
Dayton 
..Newark 
Una 
Cambridge 
Pawtucket, R. I. 
. Newark 
Middletown 
.Toledo 
Newark 
Hamburg. N. Y. 
.Toledo 
Prederkktown 
East Chicago), Ind. 
St. CkalnrviUe 
..Dayton 
 Kent 
Milton,  Pa. 
Chicago, III. 
.  Madeira 
Bedford 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Cleveland 
New   Lexington 
Hammond.   Ind. 
.     . .. Miles 
' iwatonna.   Minn. 
Newark 
Cincinnati 
St    Louis. Mo. 
Knapp    William Zanesville 
Knechtly,   Roy Bedford 
Granville 
in,  Wilbur Sandusky 
I. iii     Reynoldi 
Reese 
I .-.    U 
Leedy,   Russell 
Lehrer, Henr) 
Robert 
..Columbus 
Newark 
Mt.  Prospect,  III. 
Frclericktown 
 Sandusky 
 Granville 
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I_>uys,   George Stryker 
I.mluig.  Donnavan Orrvillc 
McCrackcn.  Joseph Newark 
McCrancy.   Wesley Rutherford,   N.  J. 
McCrcary, Robert New Philadelphia 
McCullough,   William Granville 
McNeil, Harold Washington D. C. 
Mcgaw.    Charles Granville 
Mentall.   Arthur Cleveland 
Merkel,   Charles Marion 
Mcrklc.   John  Sandusky 
Miller,   Roland Clevi -land 
Mivasaki,   Yuzo I.ihuc.  Kauai, T.   II. 
M<»>re,   James Canton 
Nfione,   Roger Chattanooga,  Term. 
Packer,  Mortimer Toulon,  III. 
Peterson    Oscar Burlington,   Vt. 
Pratt,  James Birmingham.   Mich. I 
Ramlel, James Mt. Version, N. Y. 
kaymond,   William   Oak   Park.   III. 
Reese. Erwin East Chicago, Ind. 
Rcmmclc,   James Toledo 
Reynolds,   Kenneth  Factoryville, Pa. ■ 
Ricketts,    Spencer Alexandria , 
Srntt.    Raymond Dayton 
Serafy. Uelmar      East   Liverpool 
Sharkey.   Clare. ....Dayton 
Shepard,   John Granville 
Shrake,   James Canton 
Snydcr.   Bertram    Cincinnati 
Sold, William      East Cleveland 
Spear. Edward Cleveland Heights 
Stoedcman, George Ableman.  Wis. 
3tol   til,   William _____ .Erie,  Pa. 
Stnncking. Charles North  Bend 
Thorni i.   Francis Granville 
Trcharne. Jack Martins Ferry 
Tupper.   Ralph Southvillc.   UaH 
Turner,   Clifford Cleveland 
\ an ViK,rhis, Daniel Fort Eustis, Va. 
Wa'kcr.   Howard Johnstown 
Warm-.    Allen Cnterville 
Wart.   I_uri Ashtahula 
Wkybright. Edgar Jacksonville, Fla. 
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WetberiU,  Ned 
While    Robert 
WicMiam.  Stewart 
lack 
w      ••     H 
tt     ■        Spurgeon   . 
W    fe    I   :k:»'i:e 
\v ••■ Verne. 
\Yvnu-- Thoraai 
YamtRiwa. Qritake 
Zeller.   Karl 
 Toledo 
Cincinnati 
 East Cleveland 
 Canton 
Willard 
 1.,iki-\\ ■ « «, 
 Marshall ,Tex. 
 _ Mt.   Vernon 
..Dayton 
Seattle .Wash. 
 Columbus 
Zimmcrs,   Ntal.  Dayton 
 Marion 
 Marion 
Melrosc.   Mass. 
    Cleveland 
Columbus 
Library.   Pa. 
..Fort   Wayne,   !nd. 
Aogenttdn,   Ethel 
Bachclder. Evelyn 
Bigglestonc. Ruth 
Birighani. France* 
Bloter,    Mary 
Boyer.   Clara 
Bradtmiltcr,   Margaret 
Bra*5ie,  Dorothy ...Oak  Park.  111. 
Bratlen,   Betty      Dayton 
Braunschweiger,  Kathryn. Dayton 
Breitetiwischer. Wilhclmina .Highland Park, Mich 
Brown.   Bertha    New   Lexington 
Brown,    Marian Urbana 
Captn.   Helen .Indianapolis,  Ind. 
Chamber*   Mildred  Princeton, Ind. 
Chriitopberson, Ruth  m Chicago, III. 
I Clark.   Elisabeth Evanston.   III. 
Helen       ... Cleveland 
iG'ghill,   Muriel 
Collins.  Dorothy- 
Cowman,   Helen 
 Fallsington,   Pa. 
Norwood 
Greenfield 
Dawson, Jean  Parkersburg, W. Va. 
DennU,    Fern  Lancaster 
DunbauM,   Virginia Johnstown 
Du'iK'll.   Mary   France'  Dayton 
Ellinwood.   Virginia Cincinnati 
English,    Virginia...  Canton 
Falktnburg,  Maurine  Chicago,   111. 
I   rn   ■   Mir)                                                                                Winnetka. 111. 
Friedrich.    Ruth Cincinnati 
- 
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Gallogly,   Lula Zancsville 
Gibbs,   Emma Canton 
Gilbert,   Margaret Dayton 
Goodyear,   Mary Uhrichsville 
Grafcnstadt, Ada Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Greene,   Elizabeth Urbana 
Greene, Marion  
Guntrup, Celia  
Gutzeit. Edith  
Hanutt,   Agnes  
Hasson,   Audrey  
Hoffman,   Kathryn  
Hornor, Louise  
Hutchinson,  Margaret.. 
Junge,  Olive. 
..Newton Centre, Mass. 
 Detroit, Mich. 
 St. Joseph, Mich. 
Cleveland 
 Centerburg 
..Sandusky 
King,   Kathryn  
Knapp.   Eleanor  
Kramer,   Dorothy 
Clarksburg, W.  Va. 
 Newark 
. Lakewood 
Zancsville 
 Norwalk 
Dayton 
Lamson, Mary Jane ...Granville 
Landrum,   Esther Columbus 
I-avcn. Ruby Des Moines, la. 
Lawrence,   Wilma Newark 
Leedy.   Ruth Fredericktown 
Light,  Gwendolyn Canton 
Little.  Margaret Russell,  Kansas 
Lin-cock,  Caroline Montclair, N. J. 
Luebben.   Kathryn _ Youngstown 
Lyons, Mary Jane Pleasant Ridge. Mich. 
McDowell. Janet Lakewood 
Mathewson, Alice Oakdale, Pa 
Merchant, Charlotte Indianapolis, Ind. 
Miller. Catherine Newark 
Moccabee,   Janet Cardington 
Morgan, Louise Cleveland Heights 
Mosher,   Elizabeth.. White  Plains, N. Y. 
Moused   Martha Granville 
Nichols,   Alda Bedford 
Obcnland,  Florence. Chicago,  III. 
Oldham, Lois Grosse  Pointe,  Mich. 
Page,   Sarah Wilmette,   III. 
Patton,   Josephine Berea 
Pease,  Frances Bcrwyn,   III. 
Pierce.   Annabel .....Granville 
Platt, Ann  ..Mt. Vernon 
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I 
Rj ■    1 
Ruth 
St. Johi 
■ 
Mars 
Fayi 
Thomai    11 
Thr< do 
Van B 
D 
u 
Wad* 
Webb, Elizabeth 
Edna 
While.   Car* 4yi 
n,  Charlotte 
Woodburr, Jean 
I-JIKTIIC 
Zimmer. M il<lrc<f 
Alexander,   KrJwrt  
n     Vernon 
Ash   Wibon 
Ashbrook    Pau 
\n> 'h.immer,    Richard 
Ba Edwin 
Evan 
1 \W  - 
■   ' - 
I;.   d   R   '-.rd 
Barn     R« hard 
I 
ett,   P 
B Predertd 
B 
Worthing ton 
Cleveland 
Cincinnati 
Dayton 
Eaal   Cleveland 
Indianapolis.    Ind. 
Marion 
Portsmouth 
Royal Oak. Mich. 
Jackson.   Mi". 
Cranville 
Akron 
Cleveland 
1 tetroit,   Mich. 
Kvanston.   III. 
Coshoclon 
Winru-tka.   111. 
I..ike wood 
PIca-..ni   Ridge,  Mich. 
Norwood 
Cleveland 
SistcrsvilU-.  W.   Va. 
K.Krhcstrr.   M.  Y. 
New   Philadelphia 
Adams   Mills 
FRESHMEN 
Dayton 
Cleveland 
Rochester. N. Y. 
Cranville 
Dayton 
Mansfield 
North   Scttuate.   Mass. 
... Vintnor,  N. J. 
Gold Beach. Oregon 
Oak   Park,  III. 
PaokUng 
Lake wood 
Marietta 
 West Lafayette 
Paterson, N. J- 
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Berger,   DougUu       Birmingham.  Mich. 
Bk:sdcl.   Sherwood Amarillo, Texas 
Blum.  Karl        Cincinnati 
I'. danwr,  1'aul Sharon,  Pa. 
Braid.  William Si.  Clairsvillc 
Borden, Robert     South Bend, lnd. 
Border,  Jen Camden 
Boylan,   Bunon         Youngatown 
Boyle*, Ellwood <>ak Park, 111. 
Broadhead,  Alfred Jamestown. N.  Y. 
Brooks.   Howard Columbus 
Brown.  Herbert      Zanesville 
Brown.   Wliuhip     Maumee 
Branner,  Manin  Mansfield 
Chapman,   Richard  Toledo 
Chapman.    Robert Toledo 
Ciocciola, Fcrdinando Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Clephane, John Chevy Chase, Md. 
Consaul,  l.<--lie     Toledo 
Cook,   Kohcri      ...Toledo 
Cooghenour, Kenneth     Chicago. III. 
Coultrai. Jay . Lakewood 
Crandell, Judaon  Battle Creek, Mich. 
Dakin,   Russell Milwaukee,   VVis. I 
I    ton, Robert Wheaton, III. | 
Davidson, Fred     Parkersburg, W. Va. 
Dairies, Dtuiiel      Columbiu 
Davis.   Clifford    Detroit,   Mich. 
Dix.   Carr   Toledo 
Eckhardt, Henry        Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
I   pey,   Hugh Xl"ia 
Ks.,>r..   Wendell Johnstown 
Everitt,   Donald          Lancaster 
Falcraicr.   Rol,rrt     Zanesville 
Fant.   Ginter  Newark 
Fitzgerald,   Byron Cincinnati 
Forry,   Clyde  Morral 
Pox,' Russell Cleveland 
Fravel.   Rohcrt      ™»"   Otv 
Freeman, Carl DoBols, >'a 
Furin.    Walter      Camphell 
Cray,  Russell Hubbard 
Green,   I lerbert Portsmouth 
Gtmn,  Charles F"M** 
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Hai ■ ■•  I 
John 
J ■'  
He I kk, Ralph 
He rj    Harr) 
Hermann    G< 
I. ' n 
Hinklr, Garnet 
Hobh    I  .     I 
HorThinc.    Richard 
Hohl.   Joseph 
Hutted,   Wallace 
Jacobs. Gerald 
• 
Jennings.    l.<<k\v. — l 
Jensen.   Krnest 
John. KIJH-II 
I Jones.   Kenneth  ... 
1 Jones.    Roaf 
i Steryl 
Jordon.    Lewis 
Kecch,   Howard 
Kcmpcr. William 
Kipp.    William 
Kirby,   Ha 
Laman   PrankUn 
Landfeai     Robert 
Landon,   Hai 
l.apr.  John 
Larkin, James 
I.,turner.   I>avid 
Lea,   I 
Lee, Dot    I 
Levering   Charlei 
[<i>lKTt 
Lohrentti Wilbur 
MeAdams,  John 
McClelland    Joseph 
UcCoBnell,   Robert 
licCrny,   Irvin 
Mclntnsh.   William. 
Mavon,   Philip.... 
Newai is 
..Toledo 
Marion 
Columbus 
Dayton 
Cleveland Heights 
 Toledo 
Newark 
Rock Island.  III. 
Dunkirk 
Newark 
Columbus 
Newark 
Cleveland 
Cues Mill 
Columbus 
Ada 
...Granvillc 
 Camp Chase 
Warren 
C.rarrville 
Duryea. Pa. 
Pataikala 
Patatkab 
Lott  Creek, W. Va. 
Cincinnati 
Gramrille 
    Dclphos 
Bedford 
.  Cleveland 
Canton 
 Cleveland 
Columbus 
Newark 
Oak Park, I". 
Oranville 
 Dayton 
Chicago.  III. 
    Urbana 
Mansfield 
Dayton 
Ccnlcrville 
Lakewood 
Chicago.   III. 
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Mod,  Fred . Lakewood 
Mcgaw,  Ralph   Granville 
Mcidinger. Lawrence Walhena, Kansas 
Meyer,   Willard  Johnstown 
Minger,   Irvin  Massillon 
Moore, John Haskins 
Moore, Robert Granville 
Moreland,   Marion   Granville 
Morgan, Eugene Fort Wayne, Ind. 
Morris,  Ralph Wilmette,   III. 
Murray,  Allen Orrville 
Nceley, James  Findlay 
Nicola,   Sam  Cleveland 
O'Brien, Paul  East Liverpool 
Ogshury,   James  Daylon 
Orcuti. Daniel Plainfield, N. J. 
Ortman. Thomas...  Washington C. H. 
Patterson,   Merrill Corry,   Pa. 
Pearcc, Victor Columbus 
Pease,   Andrew _ Dayton 
Pickard, George Los Angeles, Calif. 
Pil.it,  Bertram Shaker   Heights 
Price,   Edwin Norwalk 
Ransbottom,   Alfred Roseville 
Reynolds,   Byron   Mansfield 
Riley,  Donald Newark 
Robb, Charles Wilmette,  III. 
Robbins,   Fred  Cambridge 
Roberts,   Edwin Granville 
Robertson, Alfred Haskins 
Robinson, Elmer Martins Kerry 
Saefkow,   William Cleveland 
Schaefer. William._ Toledo 
Scheeti,   Paul ...Baltic 
Schumacher, Joseph  Hillsboro 
Scribner, Roderick Rocky  Ridge 
Shakley,   Lloyd - Cleveland 
Shanley, John Point  Marion, Pa. 
Sharp.   Ross Cleveland 
Shauck.   Charles Newark 
Shilling,   Ellis  Columbus 
Snoop, Miller Corry, Pa. 
Simpson.   James   Columbus 
Sloat, Donald. ..Hartford, Conn. 
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 Buffalo.   V V. 
Smith,   Steward Columbw 
Smith- CtrilUcothe 
Newark 
hard Chicago, in. 
Martins   Kerry 
I   .Ml'  - 
■ 
Iger 
Swain     lv   b< •' 
Taylor.  Frank 
Thayer,   Robert 
Thompson.   Rolan 
Tingley, Jack Buckeye Uke 
Tollerton,  Rooert Chicago, III. 
' mb ich,   V\ St.   Joseph.   Mich. 
Valentine.   William Oranville 
Waldorf,   Elbert  Painesville 
WatlcHU,   Richard Massillon 
Youngstown 
Jackson 
Mt   Vernon 
Clinton.   Conn. 
Oak   Park. III. 
Chicago. III. 
N'ewark 
\V,i\ bright.    Roger, 
Wells,  Robert 
White.  Otarlei 
White   David 
u V   %   R '■• rt 
Wile*,   William 
■ 
Wii tor   Herbert 
Wood, Wend. 
•    Wilbur 
y,   Edmond 
Pttilrp 
Jacksonville,   Fla. 
Cambridge 
Chicago.   III. 
lit Gilead 
Corry. Pa. 
Toledo 
....Zancsville 
Chicago,  III. 
Chcsterland 
Toledo 
Oranville 
 Oranville 
11 trothy 
 Coshocton 
Eunke Cincinnati 
Ashmun.   Corriimc .   Dayton 
It.ichman.   Charlotte  Lakewood 
Mildred Passaic. N. J. 
Dorothy   Newark 
I    ' if« th Lima 
Baxter    Mary Lima 
Bellamy, Carolyn Wilmette, III. 
•*'• Newark 
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Blackinlon, Esther Flint, Mich. 
Blake.   Dorothy Marion 
Blaylock.   Elizabeth Wilnutte.   III. 
Boor.   I.ola   Fairview,  W.   Va. 
Bordncr,  Ruth Massillon 
limning, Edith Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
Browar,  Beth Wilmctte,   III. 
I'ruwn,  Gertrude  Toledo 
Burgos,   Helen   Cleveland 
Burner,   Ncllc.. Girard 
Burnside,   Laura  Frazcysburg 
C'ahall,   Helen Mansfield 
Carroll,   Marian  Granvillc 
Carter, Mabel New York. N. Y. 
Clim-.  Cassandra Cleveland 
Clithcro,   Margaret   Chicago,   111. 
C'olville,   Barbara  Dayton 
Consaul, I.illis Toledo 
Coons,   Jane  Granvillc 
Coins,  Jane Columbus   Grove 
Craig.   Martha Cleveland   Heights 
CreMp, Mary Elizabeth  Coshocton 
Dalton, Mary Wheaton. III. 
Dampeer, Dorothy Cleveland Heights 
Daniels,   Barbara Akron 
Darrow,   Ruth  Granville 
Davidson,   Betty  Willoughby 
Davies, Elizabeth Shaker Heights 
Davies.   Ruth   Cleveland 
Davis.   Dorothy Massdlon 
Davis. Jean  Newark 
Davis,   Kathleen N"«"k 
Dickcrson,   Anne   London 
Diehl.   Virginia Da)"on 
Duncan,   Alice. Tolcd° 
Estey, Mary Helm llrooklyn, N. Y. 
Evans,   Ada   Johnstown 
Evans,    Eleanor Ukewood 
Farley.    Evelyn    B"keV 
Farrington, Jam-i Shaker Heights 
Felkcr.   Barbar.    ' ° ™° 
Felker. Beatrice   Toledo 
Felker,    Martha Tolt<Jo 
Fisher,   Annabel   Bolivar 
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Pitch,  I 
FK>ry.   Frances.. 
Forrest, Jean 
...Granville 
 Newark 
Winnetka,  DL 
 Johnstown 
Marshallville 
Buffalo.  N.  Y. 
 Grove   Cily 
 I-akewood 
Frederick.   Marjory 
Gatehouse   Dor« tbj 
Gordon.  Frances 
Grant.   Ann 
Gre-ham.   Marguerite.. 
Criitith.  Anna 
Grimmell, Kuth 
Beatrice 
!.     LotUM 
■ ;>h:ne     . 
Hcnke,   Verna 
Highland.   I.inda .. . 
Hofihinev    Hetty 
Hogue,    Heidi 
Horn.   Kuth 
Howcll     Marcnrct  Columbus 
..New Philadelphia 
 Cleveland 
Cleveland 
.    Willoughby 
 Chicago.   III. 
Zanesville 
Clarksburg.   W.   Va. 
 Columbus 
 Springfield 
 Zanesville 
1 :■:' 
Hubbdl,   Ann 
Hunter,  I.mile 
Ireland.  Patricia 
Jackson.  Barbara.... 
Jamieson.    F.lizabcth 
John*.   Verna  „  
 Ponliac. Mich. 
Quincy 
 Cranville 
..Birmingham,  Ala. 
 Closter,   N.  J. 
Wooster 
..River Forest.  III. 
 Newark 
Owatonna.   Minn. 
 I^kewood 
 Toledo 
 Cincinnati 
..Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
Columbus 
 Newark 
liranville 
Jones.    Mildred  
Jones. Theodora. 
Kauiman.   Mary  J. 
Keeling. Mary J... 
Kellogg.    F.unice 
Kennard.   Nancy. 
Ktoppei burg,   C.mrvieve 
Ku*ter. Wilhetmina. 
Latta,    Loil ....   
Lignell.  Loil Duluth.   Minn. 
Under.  Florence  St.  Louis,   Mo. 
I.mdsey,   Dorothy  .Dunbar,   W,   Va. 
M        ore.   Marparet Mt   Vernon,  N.  Y. 
M< Daniel.    Alma Marion 
McKenzie.   Helen Hamburg.   N.   Y. 
Marks. Dorothy  Fargo. N. D. 
Me. k.   Thelma   .  Dayton 
Merkel.    Cora  Sanduik* 
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Messenger, Kilcne .. Cardington 
Montgomery, Sara Margaret   Alexandria 
Morgan, Jean —Moundsville, W. Va. 
Morris, Lois New London 
O'Bannon,   Frances Newark 
Owens,   Kathryn Newark 
Oxley,   Kathryn Belle  Center 
Oxrieder,   Mona Granville 
Palmer, Margaret Denver, Colo. 
Feckmezian,   Naomi Constantinople, Turkey 
Perkins,  Virginia Dayton 
Pylr, Janet Cleveland 
Reed,  Dorothy Oak Park, 111. 
Reed,   Roberta Toledo] 
Kcichwcin,   Verna Cincinnati ; 
Rhamey, Irene Lakcville ' 
Riedel,   Margaret ...Findlay 
Roach,   Rosalie Winnetka,   III. [ 
Robards,  Evalyn Newark I 
Roberts,   Eileen Granville 
Roderick,   Kathryn Jackson [ 
Ruby,   Martha Springfield I 
Ryan, Mary Catherine Cambridge 
Schnellcr, Margaret _ River Forest, III. | 
Scott,   Elizabeth Cleveland 
Shcpard,   Barbara Granville | 
Shepardson,   Martha Granville 
Shirk, Elnora Granville 
Shoup,   Ruthanna Dayton 
Simon,   Esther Cleveland 
Single.   Eleanor Lakewood 
Smith,   Eloise Newark 
Smith. Virginia Granville 
Sncll, Elizabeth Oak Park, III. 
Snider.  Elizabeth Winnetka,   III. 
Sommers,   Julia Dayton 
Sparks,  Helen Summitville,  Ind. 
Stickney,   Geraldine —Worcester,   Mass. 
Stillman,   Elizabeth Cleveland 
Straughan. Harriet Charleston. W. Va. 
Strosnider,   Elizabeth Sunbury 
Sturgeon,   Eleanor Chicago,  III. 
Sylvester,   Janet Wellston 
Teegardin,   Betty - Toledo 
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Thotnps "    Roberta 
■ 
ihj 
i 
\ u    \\ ■>.     tanabelle 
Varncll. Ednah Mae 
■ 
\\   ivei   Helen 
Klcnorc 
*      : 
: '■      ■ 
Roth 
\\ Pri 
\\ 
Winger!    I u 
\\ it: 
\\  od   Theln 
Workman. E 
York.   Alice 
Coshocton 
Jamestown 
River Forest. III. 
Dayton 
Miles 
Chicago, in. 
Buffalo.   N.   Y 
Sugar Creek 
 Dover 
Cleveland 
BnrUngajne, Calif. 
Dayton 
IVniherton 
Wellston 
Cleveland 
GranviUc 
Niagara Palls, N   Y. 
Winnetka, III. 
Ironton 
lit. Vernoo 
Cleveland Heights 
AMU I IONAL ENROLL 
not inc. 
Fanner 
Cn     ■ ' Id,   Franklin 
Robuck,   Boyd 
Stark.   John 
Max 
Barnes,   Wendell 
i ;   beri 
William 
Handy, Marian 
rYshbrook,    Lcwii 
John 
MiltenlKTRtT. Henrj 
MFNT FOR THK SECOND SEMESTER 
1929-1930 
January. 1930.   Classifications as of 1929-1030 
SENIORS 
Newark 
 Fxlison 
West   Union 
Grauville 
Morris,  N.  Y. 
JUNIORS 
Columbus 
Lake wood 
Toulon, III. 
Dayton 
Crisfietd, Md. 
SOPHOMORES 
'iranville 
Cranville 
Johnstown,  Pa. 
J 
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Kiger, Elizabeth Van Wort 
I.amli.  Helen Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
M.iyh.uh.    Betty Dundee 
Sunnier,  Dorothy Syracuse,  N. Y. 
FRESHMEN 
Cooklin, Erving Brooklyn, N.  Y. 
Mason.   Paul Elgin,   III. 
McNcil.Harold Washington, D. C. 
Merkle,   J"hn  Sawlusky 
Swain. Robert      Clinton, Conn. 
Angenitein, Ethel Marion 
Capen, Helen       Indianapolis,  Ind. 
Jetton, Margaret Rochester.  Minn. 
PART TIME STUDENTS 
(First Semester 19.W-19J1) 
(Mostly in University Extension Courses) 
Grecnshiclds,   B.   D Granville 
Handel.   Arthur Newark 
House.   Joseph Newark 
Juillcrat,   Vernon  Millersport 
Ijiugh, Judd ..Newark 
O'Bannon,   Oliver  Newark 
knsrhraugh,   Wilson  Newark 
Schirmer, Allan F Granville 
Stark,    Brayton  Granville 
Ter Meer, Herman .Newark 
Tyler,   Foster Alexandria 
Wiley. Thomas K Granville 
Wince.   Vearl Newark 
Ashcraft.   Barbara Newark 
Raumgartcn,   Neva Newark 
Bishop. Maurint Pataskala 
Borroway, I.cona Newark 
Cagney.  Mayme Newark 
Dispennette,   Laura Newark 
Eichhorn,   LouiH      Newark 
Eschman, Agnes F Granville 
Fleming,   Edith Newark 
Kleminn.    Evelyn Alexandria 
Frederick,   Louise Johnstown 
Fry    Faith   N Ncwarlt 
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i h    Edith 
Uabd 
Veraa- 
HalL   Charlotte 
Hancock,   Ethel 
Hankin   11,   ft 
Harrison,  (".ertrude  
Hawk. Gertrude 
Haymond Mao 
Huffmai    Un   W   E. 
■ ■    ■ 
Hooter,  Mrs   Nora 
Kr eager.  Pauline 
KonU,   Mary   S 
Lawyer,   Marie 
MacDonagh.   Thora 
MacMahon.   Alice 
IfacNeaJy, Lillian  
Mather.   Ruth 
V.i :.    Florence  
Necr,    Minnie 
Neighbor,    Mary  
Owen.  lin   Byrd 
Oxley.  Beatrice  H. 
Perrj   Mi     B*   k 
Pierce. Mary II. 
Plants.   Trr/A 
re,   Esther  
 Toledo 
.GranWile 
(•ranville 
 Newark 
<-ranville 
...Granvillc 
 Newark 
 Newark 
 Newark 
Alexandria 
Newark 
Granvillc 
Gknford 
Newark 
Newark 
Newark 
Newark 
Newark 
(■ranville 
Newark 
Alexandria 
Newark 
Granvillc 
Granvillc 
..Granvillc 
..Newark 
 Newark 
....Newark 
Kutledge. Virginia 
Smith.    Nellc       .   . 
Stevens,   Alma 
Suler.  Mrs    Harva 
Timpsun,   Mildred  
Van   Horn,   May ...   . 
 Newark 
... .Newark 
Alexandria 
..Newark 
  Newark 
Alexandria 
Newark 
Van   Tawcll.   Mrs.  Mabel .Newark 
Vermilion.   Kthel  .     ...... 
Mr- 
Wintermantel.    Minnie  
Wolf.    Jennie  
Wood   Ruth 
Newark 
       Newark 
Newark 
 Newark 
Madison,  W.  Va. 
Newark Wright,   Hesse 
Wright.  Mrs   Walter  B  Newark 
Conservatory of Music 
SENIOR CLASS 
Margaret Alloways. Public School Music Zanesville 
Edward Broadhcad, Organ.. 
l*ois Day, Piano  
Jean Edmondson. Public School Music. 
Virginia Edsall, Public School Music 
Mary Kathryn Nauman. Voice.  
Norman   Pollock, Piano™  
George  Roderick,  Piano...  
Alice  Smith. Voice  
 Jamestown, N. Y 
 Pittsburgh.   Pa. 
..Huntington, W. Va. 
 Buffalo, N. Y. 
Dayton 
 Philadelphia,   Pa. 
 Jackson 
Katlierine Wynkoop, Voice and Piano.. 
 Hartford, W. Va. 
Mt.  Vernon 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Agin,   Marguerite Newark 
Allen, Ellsworth Fuller Painesville 
Amrine, Dorothy May Zanesville 
Andrew. Virginia Lewis Granville 
Archibald,   Dale _ Columbus 
Ashley, Elaine Kenosha, Wis. 
Bachman,   Charlotte. 
Bailey, James  
Baker,   Mildred  
Bartlett, Genus  
Bauer. Fred  
Beck, Hamilton.. 
 Lakewood 
...Ventnor,   N.   J. 
 Passaic,   N.  J. 
 Marietta 
..West Ijfayette 
..Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
Bigglestone, Ruth Melrose,  Mass. 
Binder, Jeanette Newark 
Blackinton,  Esther Flint,   Mich. 
Blaylock,   Elizabeth Wilmette.   III. 
Bodamer. Paul Sharon.  Pa. 
Boylan,   Burson Youngstown 
Bradley, Charles St. Joseph. Mich. 
Bratten,   Elizabeth Dayton 
Bridge,   Robert Canton 
Broadhcad. Alfred Jamestown, N. Y. 
Brown, Durand Detroit,  Mich. 
Brown, Edward Newark 
Cahall,   Helen Mansfield 
Capen, Carl Indianapolis. Ind. 
Cline.   Cassandra Cleveland 
Coghill, Muriel.. ..Fallsington, Pa. 
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v     rille,    Barbara 
JIM 
Davidson, Mary 
Daviea,    Ruth 
Davit,   Kathleen 
Linda 
Ken i 
William 
ler, Mrs  F  G 
1 Hck<: 
I lickersoo     1 
hi Domenica, I 
II \   Carr, Eugene 
Ma'v France* 
Eachrnan,  Barbara  alaj 
Eachm .      i       -      . 
Bachman, Mr-   K   II 
I   ii |    M.i->   Helen 
Everhart.    Donald 
Everirl     Donald 
F:nk-y.     I., .well     , 
Putney,   Carrie 
F 
Francis.   Bertram 
Geil.    Ruth 
Gifnn.   Louite 
 Dayton 
Granvillc 
Purker-.l>urg,   \V.   Va. 
L   Cleveland 
Newark 
Newark 
Lancaster 
Cambridge 
Granvillc 
London 
Newark 
Philadelphia. Pa. 
Toledo 
Dayton 
Granvillc 
Granville 
Granvillc 
Brooklyn.   N\   Y. 
Granville 
1. .in c aster 
Millersburg 
 Newark 
Newark 
East Chicago, Ind 
 Granvillc 
Granville 
Clcvclan.1   Heights 
<", rd a   Franc* Buffalo, N. Y 
Mabel Granville 
Gray.    William Hubhard 
Grrrne.   Marian Newton Centre,   Malt. 
lephine Chicago.   111. 
Hetfrick,    Ralph Cleveland 
Jlcnkr    verni  Ma<- Zancavillc 
11' ten   Springfield 
Holden,    Frederick Granvillc 
Goodbrcad,  Ruth 
I lontor, l/?triff 
Houaer   La  Veta 
I        I       Meier 
Hubbell,    Eli;aU-th    Ann 
Huchiaon    Jama 
Hunter. Luiile 
Hur|.-y. Ethel 
Mutchinvn   Frances   
Clarksburg. \V. Va. 
Olean. N. Y. 
Pataskala 
Quincy 
Madeira 
Granville 
 Chicago,    HI. 
Newark 
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Irving.   Jean Cleveland 
lrwin.   Theresa     Alexandria 
Jacob.   Howard Cleveland 
Jensen. Josliua Ernest Granvillc 
Jones.   Edith   Eloise Granville 
Jtines,   Mildred Newark 
Keadey.  E.  Dolores Centerhurg 
Keeling.   Mary Jane Toledo 
Kellogg,   Eunice Cincinnati 
Kemper. Martha Charleston. W. Va. 
King.   Kathryn  /ancsvillc 
Klein,  Herman  Cincinnati 
Lair,   Reynolds         Columbui 
Uwson,   Helen  Columbus 
l.ignell, !.ois Duluth. Minn. 
Little,  Margaret   Russell,  Kans. 
I.ongley. Frances Elizabeth Granville 
McCrackcn.   Joseph Newark   j 
McFarlanc.   Josephine l.ynbrook.   N,   V. 
M c Neil, Harold Washington D. C. 
Mathewson, Alice Oakdalc.  Pa. 
Mentall,  Sclma  Ruth Cleveland 
Mercer, Dorothy G  YoungstOOT 
Meyer,   Willard Johnstown 
Montgomery.   Sara Alexandria 
Moore,   Fred Hibhetts 
Myer. Mrs. Carl Newark 
Ogsbury,   James Dayton 
Oxley, Mrs. Chester Granville 
Packer. Mortimer Toulon, III. 
Patterson, Merrill Corry,  Pa. 
Pease,   Frances Bcrwyn.   111. 
Pilot.   Bertram Shaker   Heights 
Pyle.  Janet Cleveland 
Reed,   Roberta 'I'0,c<,° 
Richards.  Catherine Granville 
Ricketts,   Spencer  Alexandria 
Robbins,  Fred Cambridge 
Robertson.   Alfred Haskms 
Robinson,  Irene l"™^? 
Rupp,   Mrs. Edson Granvtlle 
Schirmcr. Mrs. W. F G.anv,  e 
Schmit,.  Frederick Cranvtlle 
Shalling, Mary Kast Cleveland 
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Shauck. Owlet. 
Shepard. Barbara 
51 epardi a,   Martha. 
Shtwmon.   Ruth   
ShiUiaf,   KIlis  Ray 
Shumaker,  Margaret 
Shumaker,   Eleanor 
Smith,   Austin 
Smtthtoo,  Paul   N 
Sparks.   Hvlen 
Stewart.    Elizabeth. 
Stewart.    John 
Stickney, Geraldmc 
Stillman.   Elizabeth 
Stockton.   Virginia 
Swisher,   Herbal 
Taylor.   Bettj 
Taylor, Prank 
Thompson,   Francis 
Thompson.   Roland     
1 huma.   I-ela 
Van  Allen.   Mars- 
Van   Voorhis.   Dorothy.. 
Waldorf, Elbert 
Wenger.   Gertrude  
Wharttrti.   Margaret .. 
Newark 
 Granville 
Granville 
Wiley.   Dorothy  
Wilkinson,  Ruth   . 
Williams,    Marry 
Wingert     I.ucile 
Wood,   Ruth 
Wood.   Wendell.. 
Wright.   Robert 
Wymer,  Charles... 
Yagfi,   I>a>»! 
Zimmer.   Mildred  
Indianapolis.   Ind. 
 Columbus 
 Granville 
 Granville 
Granville 
 Chillicothe 
Summitville,   Ind. 
 Granville 
Granville 
Worcester.   Mass. 
 Cleveland 
Fargo, N.  D. 
Newark 
 Newark 
Granville 
 Oak   Park.   111. 
Granville 
N'ewark 
Jamestown 
Dayton 
  Coshocton 
Painesville 
..Cleveland 
  Johnstown 
Granville 
..Pemberton 
... Zanesville 
 Granville 
Philippi.   W.   Va. 
Chcsterland 
 Granville 
 Dayton 
New   Philadelphia 
Adams Mills 
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Anderson,   Samuel   A Newark 
AugCUlleiu,   Ethel   Marion 
Bakeman,  Margaret Granville 
Baker, Charlej E Chicago, III. 
Barr,   Madge Massillon 
Bjelke.  Eleanor Granville 
Bredehorn. Marjorie Chicago, III. 
Brown. C, Edward Newark 
Brown,   Horace Newark 
Cox,   Mar •en.i   Granville 
Dietcrich. Vcrgcne Hammond, Ind. 
Doughton,   Richard Akron 
Duling, Miriam Charleston, W. Va. 
EatOUgh,   Wilfred C.ranville 
Fate.    Emmeline Plymouth 
Gutzeit. Edith  Joseph.   Mich. 
Howes,   Helen Pataskala 
Jacob,   Howard Cleveland 
Jesson, Margaret Rochester,   Minn. 
Jones, Barbara Granville 
Jones,   Eloise Granville 
Ltwif,   Lucy Granville 
McCann,  Eleanor Dayton 
McPhail, Helen Bay Shore. N. Y. 
Mather.   Richard Granville 
Mental!.   Arthur Cleveland 
Mitchell, Eleanor Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
 Kauai,   Hawaii 
Indianapolis,   Ind. 
Berwyn, III. 
C.ranvillc 
 Columbus 
Wollaston, Mass. 
M iyualrl, Yuzo  
Moor,  Elinor _  
Ptase. Frances  
Shumakcr.   Eleanor  
Tpencer.   Juliette  
Thompson, Margaret- 
Washington.  Harvey East   Cleveland 
Wharton,   Louise - Granville 
Wilson,   Grace Granville 
Wright,   Robert Granville 
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r,MK',KAI'llli'-M.   CENSI S 
(First SeflKttet 1930-1931) 
Mm ll Total 
Alabama  . 0 
1 
1 
j 
1 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
> 
37 
s 
1 
1 
1 
0 
6 
13 
.' 
1 
I 
1 
-1 
20 
2 
2S i 
0 
10 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
14 
1 
3'« 
1 
0 
0 
1 
California 2 
2 
'cut 
1 ■ 
1 
Indian.* 
3 
.5 
4 
67 
16 
Iowa    . 1 2 
K 1 2 
0 1 
ind 1 1 
huMtti J 9 
Ifichigaii II 24 
Uiimesota 
v          ppi 
1 
0 
3 
1 
■ 0 
3 
1 
New Jcraej 4 g 
\tu   York 
Dakota 
;■■ 
0 
36 
2 
Oregon I 
569 
1 
Patnsylvania is 
i 
28 
Rhode Maud . 1 
. I 2 
. 2 2 
:il    . 1 1 
i 2 3 
Washington 
Total  United Stale* 
111.' iii 
Korea 
2 2 
5 
.1 
431 
il 
1 
1 
19 
4 
824 
1 
1 
1 
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Philippine   Islands      1 
Turkey         0 
Grand total (full-time)  434 
Part-time  students     13 
Conservatory   (non-college)    10 
Grand total (exclusive of repetition)  457 
0 1 
1 1 
395 829 
55 68 
18 28 
468 925 
SUMMARY OF STUDENT ATTENDANCE 
(First Semester 1930-1931) 
Suiiors      71 68 
Juniors      57 65 
Sophomores  128 99 
Krohmen   178 163 
Total, full-time students  434 
Par I-time students    13 
CVmservatory of Music 
Collegiate rank    49 
Non-collegiate   rank    10 
Grand Total  
Grand total exclusive 
of  repetition   
506 
457 
395 
55 
86 
18 
554 
468 
CONSERVATORY REGISTRATION 
      7 
     2 
•Seniors    
•Juniors    
•Sophomores  18 
•Ireshmen    22 
•Part-time    0 
Non-collegiate    10 
14 
14 
16 
37 
5 
18 
104 
21 
16 
34 
59 
5 
28 
163 Total    59 
•Refers; to collegiate rank.   For Conservatory rank, see alphabetical list of 
names. 
SUMMER SCHOOL REGISTRATION 
Summer Session. 1930    40 69 109 
Subject  Index 
k  Halls, 30 
■n. 48 
Advanced Standing, 51 
Pi rvistonal Admission. 50 
J   27 
Alunv I, 123 
d, 33 
I   29 
Chapel Service. 37 
11 
Expenses, 117 
■ ■ 
[y, 111 
n,  113 
Deed*  Field 
nferred   l-'.: 
Depart men*.. >4 
Departm ntal I '*. u  i ttions, 38 
Departments and C 
Astronotnr, M 
Botany, 65 
Chemistry. 67 
Christian Education, ,fi 
74 
Education, 77 
Engineering Science. 79 
English Literature and Rhetoric. 
gy, 83 
.   BS 
Mathematics. 87 
Modern   Languages. 89 
Husk, M 
Philosophy. 95 
Physical Education for Men. 96 
Physical Education for Women. 
ica, 102 
I'  litkal  Science.  103 
Psychology, 105 
Sociology. 106 
Speech   107 
Zoology, 108 
Endowment and Property, 28 
Entrance  Requirements. 49 
Excess Entrance Credit. 50 
Expensi s, 59 
: i   ndtoriea, rcguJatioiis respecting, 61 
! Ktra charges lor certain courses,   59 
i ayment ot Bills. 62 
Student   Employment. 63 
Tuition inchsding ices. 59 
Faculty, Conanitteci ol the. 20 
Fl ulty ol  Instruction, 10 
Freshman Week. ^7 
Future Buildings, 34 
Gates and Walks. 28 
Grounds and Building*. 28 
Health Service   47 
ry, 24 
Journal ol the Scientific 
Laboratories, 38 
■>   31 
OH and Environment. 27 
Administration,  18 
Registration of Students, 51 
Advisers, 51 
mention ol  Students, 54 
Requirements for Baccalaureate 
Decree. 54 
Scholastic  Requirements. 57 
Subjects open to Freshmen, 51 
Residence Halls, 29 
Scholastic Awards 
Honors. 41 
82      phi   Beta  Kappa. 41 
Prizes. 43 
Rhodi hip, 43 
Scholarships! 44 
Student Enrollntent, 131 
Summary. 159 
.phical Census. 158 
Student Organizations, 38 
°8      Administrative. 38 
Religious, 39 
Literary.  39 
Musical. 40 
Recreational. 40 
it 40 
Trustees, Board of, 6 
Trustees, Committees  of the Board, 9 
University Calendar. 5 
Vesper Services. 37 
160 
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